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Access Grade 7 is a task-based English course designed
for learners studying English at the Secondary Level 7th
grade.

Access Grade 7 develops all four skills (listening, speaking,
reading, and writing) through a variety of communicative
tasks and systematically recycles key language items.
Above all, it is designed to promote active (activating all
new vocabulary and structures in meaningful, everyday
situations), holistic (encouraging the creative collective
use of students’ brains as well as the linguistic analytical
use of their brains), and humanistic (acquiring and
practicing language through pleasant tasks and topics,
paying attention to their needs, feelings, and desires)
learning. 

The coursebook consists of a starter unit as well as ten
modules of six lessons each. There is also a Self-Check
section at the end of each module.

Student’s Book
The Student’s Book is the main component of the course.
Each module in the Student’s Book is based on a single
theme and the topics covered are of general interest. All
modules follow the same basic structure (see Elements of
a Module). Many tasks included in the Student’s Book are
multi-sensory, enabling students to practice all four
language skills as they complete the task.

Workbook
The Workbook is in full color. It contains units
corresponding to those in the Student’s Book section. It
can be used either in class or for homework upon
completion of the relevant unit in the Student Book
section. It aims to consolidate the language presented
in the Student’s Book through a variety of exercises,
incorporating all four skills. Translation and dictation
exercises are also included.

Teacher’s Edition
The Teacher’s Edition contains detailed teacher’s notes,
which provide:
•     the objectives of each module presented clearly and

concisely.
•    step-by-step  lesson plans and suggestions on how

to present the material.

•    extra activities for stronger & weaker students.
•    games.
•    a full key to the exercises in the Student’s Book &

Workbook.
•    audioscripts of all listening  material.

Teacher’s Resource Pack
The Teacher’s Resource Pack contains exercises to
consolidate what students have been taught in each
module, as well as games, pairwork activities, portfolio
activities, tests, and a key to all exercises. 

Class Audio CDs
The Class Audio CDs contain all the recorded material
which accompanies the course. 

Student’s Audio CD
The Student’s Audio CD contains the recorded dialogues
from the Student’s Book, as well as all recorded material
for the Workbook and may be used for the purposes of
homework, preparation, and practice.

Each module starts with a module presentation page to
familiarize students with the language and patterns in
the module. The module presentation pages also whet
students’ appetites by familiarizing them with some of
the text types, pictures, and activities found in the
coming module. 

Each module contains the sections described below.

Vocabulary
Vocabulary is introduced in a functional and meaningful
context and is practiced through a variety of exercises
such as picture-word association and completing set
phrases in order to help students use everyday English
correctly.

Reading
Throughout each module there is a wide variety of
reading texts such as emails, text messages, letters,
articles, poems, etc., which allow skills such as reading
for gist and reading for specific information to be
systematically practiced.

ELEMENTS OF A MODULE

COURSE COMPONENTS

Introduction
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Grammar
The grammar items taught in each module are first
presented in context, and then highlighted and clarified
by means of clear, concise theory boxes. Specific
exercises and activities methodically reinforce students’
understanding and mastery of each item. There is also a
Grammar Reference Section at the back of the Student’s
Book which offers a detailed presentation of each
grammar point.

Listening 
Students develop their listening skills through a variety
of tasks which employ the vocabulary and grammar
practiced in the module in realistic contexts. This
reinforces students’ understanding of the language
taught in the module. 

Speaking 
Controlled speaking activities have been carefully
designed to allow students guided practice before
leading them to less structured speaking activities.
Functional dialogues set in everyday contexts familiarize
students with natural language. The dialogues also
present useful expressions so that students can practice
everyday English. 

Pronunciation
Pronunciation activities help students recognize the
various sounds of the English language, distinguish
them, and reproduce them correctly.

Learning to learn
Brief tips, explanations, and reminders, at various
points throughout each module, help students
develop strategies which improve holistic learning
skills and enable students to become autonomous
learners of the English language.

Everyday English
Everyday English is practiced through matching
expressions with their meanings in order to familiarize
students with common English expressions.

Think!
Critical thinking questions and activities are included in
each module and aim to develop students’ critical
thinking skills.

Writing
Students develop their writing skills through the use of
all four language skills. Guided practice of the relevant
vocabulary is given and followed by a model text which
is thoroughly analyzed. Plans are also provided to
guide students. There are writing activities throughout
the modules, based on common types and styles of
writing, such as letters, descriptions, notes, postcards,
and articles. These progress from short sentences to
paragraphs and finally to full texts, allowing students to
gradually build up their writing skills.

Culture Corner section
In these interesting and informative pages, students
are provided with cultural information and read about
aspects of English-speaking countries which are
thematically linked to the module. The section also
contains related tasks and creative projects, such as
making a poster, which give students the chance to
process the information they have learned and
compare it to the culture of their own country.

Cross-Curricular Cut section
This section enables students to link the theme of the
module to a subject on their school curriculum, thus
helping them to contextualize the language they have
learned by relating it to their own personal frame of
reference. These sections contain lively and creative
tasks which stimulate students and allow them to
consolidate the language they have learned throughout
the module.

Self-Check
These sections appear at the end of each module and
reinforce  students’ understanding of the topics,
vocabulary, and structures that have been presented.
An answer key is provided at the end of the Student’s
Book for students to check their answers. The marking
scheme included allows students to evaluate their own
progress and identify their strengths and weaknesses.

Culture
In the Culture section, students are introduced to
aspects of their own culture, presented in English. It
contains a variety of reading and writing tasks that
consolidate students’ learning.
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Songsheets
There are three songsheets at the back of the Student’s
Book, containing songs connected to the themes of the
modules as well as related tasks. Listening to lively,
high quality songs is a humanistic activity which lowers
the students’ affective filters and allows them to absorb
language more easily.

Optional Listening Practice
This section appears at the back of the Student’s Book
and offers students extra practice on listening skills.
There is one listening task per module.

Optional Vocabulary Practice
This section also appears at the back of the Student’s
Book, right after the Optional Listening Practice
section, and offers students extra practice on the
vocabulary presented in each module. This section
helps students consolidate learning of the new words
and phrases they have encountered in each module.

A – Presenting new vocabulary
Much of the new vocabulary in Access Grade 7 is
presented through pictures. Vocabulary is always
presented in context, and emphasis is placed on
collocations and word association since memorizing
new words is easier when they are presented in lexical
sets.
Further techniques that you may use to introduce new
vocabulary include:
•    Miming. Mime the word to be introduced. For

instance, to present sing, pretend you are singing
and ask students to guess the meaning of the word.

•    Synonyms, opposites, paraphrasing, and giving
definitions. Examples:

       – Present store by giving a synonym: A store is a shop.
      – Present tall by giving its opposite: He isn’t short;

he’s tall.
      – Present weekend by paraphrasing it: I don’t work

on the weekend. I don’t work on Saturday and
Sunday.

      – Present garage by giving a definition: A garage is
a place where we put our car; it’s usually a room
attached to our house.

•     Context. Place vocabulary items in context with
examples which make understanding easier and more
complete. For instance, introduce the words city and

town by referring to a city and a town in the students’
own country: Hanoi is a city, but Panhou is a town.

•    Visual prompts. Show photographs or drawings to
make understanding easier.

•     Use of (bilingual/monolingual) dictionary. Encourage
students to guess the meaning of a word and then
use their dictionaries to check if their guess is correct.

•    Sketching. Draw a simple sketch on the board to
illustrate the word(s) to be explained. For instance:

                   tall

                                                   short

    

•    Flashcards. Make flashcards out of magazine or
newspaper pictures, photographs, drawings, and
any other visual material which may serve as
vocabulary teaching tools.

•    Use of L1. In a monolingual class, vocabulary can be
explained in the students’ native language,
although this method should be used only in
moderation. Students also need to compare their
native language to the English language to find
similarities and/or differences. 

The choice of technique depends on the type of word
or expression. For example, it may be easier to describe
an action verb through miming, and not through a
synonym or definition.

B – Writing 
All writing tasks in Access Grade 7 have been carefully
designed to guide students to produce a  successful
piece of writing.
•    Always read the model text provided and deal in

detail with the vocabulary tasks. Students will then
have acquired the language necessary to cope with
the final writing task.

•    Make sure that students understand they are
writing for a purpose. Go through the writing task in
detail so that students are fully aware of why they
are writing and who they are writing to.

•    It would be advisable to complete the task orally in
class before assigning it as written homework.
Students will then feel more confident about
producing a complete piece of writing on their own.

SUGGESTED TEACHING TECHNIQUES
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C – Assigning homework
It is recommended that homework is  regularly assigned
and routinely checked according to the  specific needs
of the class.
When assigning writing tasks, prepare students as well
as possible in advance. This will help them avoid errors
and reap maximum benefit from the task.

Commonly assigned homework tasks include:
•    Vocabulary. Students memorize the meaning of

words and phrases.
•     Spelling. Students learn the spelling of particular words

without memorizing the text in which they appear.
•     Reading aloud. Assisted by the Student’s Audio CD,

students practice at home in preparation for  reading
aloud in class.

•     Writing. After thorough preparation in class,  students
are asked to produce a complete piece of writing.

D – Correcting students’ work
All learners make errors; they are part of the learning
process. The way errors are dealt with depends on the
activity.
•     Oral accuracy. In drill work, correct students on the

spot, either by providing the correct answer and
asking them to repeat it, or by indicating the error
but allowing  students to correct it. Alternatively,
indicate the error and ask other students to correct it.

•     Oral fluency. In pairwork or free-speaking activities,
allow students to finish the task  without interruption,
but make a note of the errors made and correct them
afterwards.

•    Written work. Do not overcorrect; focus on errors that
are directly related to the point of the exercise. When
giving feedback, you may write the most common
errors on the board and help the class correct them.

Remember that praising students and rewarding good
work is of great importance. Post written work on a
bulletin board in the classroom or school, or give
“reward” stickers. Praise effort as well as success.

E – Class organization
•    Open pairs. The class focuses its attention on two

students doing the assigned task together. Use this
technique to provide an example of how the task
should be done.

•    Closed pairs. Pairs of students work together on a
task or activity, while the teacher moves around the
classroom offering assistance and suggestions.

Ensure the task is clearly understood before closed
pairwork begins.

     Stages in pairwork:
      – Organize students into pairs.
      – Set the task and time limit.
      – Rehearse the task in open pairs.
      – Ask students to do the task in closed pairs.
      – Go around the class and help students.
      – Pairs report back to the class.
•    Groupwork. Groups of three or more students work

together on a task or activity. Class projects or  role-
play are often most easily done in groups. Again,
ensure students have a clear understanding of the
task in advance.

•    Rolling questions. A student answers a question and
then proceeds to ask a question directed at the next
student in turn. This continues around the class.

F – Using the Student’s Audio CD
All dialogues and pronunciation sections are recorded on
the Student’s Audio CD. Students have the chance to  listen
to these recordings at home as many times as they want in
order to improve their pronunciation and intonation. The
suggested stages of such self-access study are:

•    The student listens to the recording and follows the
lines in the text or dialogue.

•    The student listens to the recording with pauses
after each sentence or exchange. The student
repeats as many times as needed, trying to imitate
the speaker’s pronunciation and intonation.

•    The student listens to the recording again, and then
reads aloud.

Recordings for the Listening tasks in the Workbook are
also included for students to do their homework.

At the beginning of the course, students should be
asked to obtain a suitable folder, or sectioned
expanding file,  which they will bring to each lesson
and which will hold their personal Language Portfolio.

This will be used to store not only the material given to
them from the printed supplement, Teacher’s Resource
Pack, but also a wide variety of other documents and
material.
In practice, Language Portfolios may include projects
or other written work, CDs with work or drawings
completed inside or outside the class; DVDs with the

STUDENTS’ LANGUAGE PORTFOLIOS
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students’ favorite story, filmed performances of songs,
school plays, Progress Report Cards, various realia or
pictures, and so on. In short, it is a collection of what
the learners want to keep to document what they are
learning through the medium of the English language. 

This Language Portfolio is the student’s property. It is a
tool to accompany the students’ language learning
throughout the course and is suitable for documenting
their learning both inside and outside the classroom. The
main emphasis is on the process of learning, so that while
compiling their Language Portfolios, learners develop
the skill of working independently.
The aim of the Language Portfolio is to develop the
learners’ autonomy. However, students should be guided
at first on how to organize their work, keep records,
access their own information, etc. Learners are usually
willing to experiment and try new things, but at the same
time can be discouraged if they are not sure what is
required of them. Once a routine has been established
and learners begin to develop their autonomy, they can
be given more responsibility and freedom. Learners will
still appreciate feedback and praise though, so it is
important that their efforts are monitored and facilitated.

Experienced teachers will be aware that some of their
students learn best by listening to new information,
some prefer to read about it, whereas other students
need to do something with the new information. There
is no ideal method of learning; these are all valid learning
styles, as different people learn in different ways.
Consequently, a coursebook should offer a variety of
exercises and material which stimulate all types of
learning styles in order to help the learners learn
according to their personal learning styles. 
•    Visual Learners need to see the teacher’s body

language and facial expressions to fully understand
the content of the lesson. They think in pictures and
learn best from visual displays, including diagrams,
illustrations, Powerpoint presentations, videos/DVDs,
flashcards, and handouts.

•    Auditory Learners learn best through verbal
explanations, discussions, talking things through,
and listening to what others have to say. Written
information may have little meaning until it is
heard. They often benefit from reading a text aloud
and using a CD player. 

•    Tactile/Kinesthetic Learners learn best through a
hands-on approach, actively exploring the physical
world around them. They may find it hard to sit still
for long periods of time and may become distracted
by their need for activity and exploration. These
learners express themselves through movement.
They have a good sense of balance and hand-eye
coordination. By interacting with the space around
them, they are able to remember and process
information. Involve them in role-play, pairwork, and
other classroom activities. 

Evaluation is an essential part in the learning process. It
helps the learners recognize their progress in the target
language, how much they have achieved, and what areas
need further practice. The learners’ attitude towards their
own learning experience is positively influenced as they
participate in the whole process. Evaluation also allows
teachers to reflect on the validity of their teaching
practices and the types of material being used.

The process is divided into three parts: Initial
Evaluation at the beginning of the course, Formative
Evaluation which is done on a day-to-day basis, and
Cumulative Evaluation upon finishing a module.

Initial Evaluation
This evaluation centers mainly on the students’ reports
from the previous school year. The teacher can assess
the students’ level, work already done, work which
needs to be done, strengths/weaknesses, etc.

Formative Evaluation
Any exercise a student does can be used for this type of
evaluation. The results are then recorded on the
student’s Formative Evaluation Chart.
Make as many photocopies as you need and complete
the charts as indicated. Write the names of the activities
you are going to evaluate (e.g., dialogues, songs,
pairwork, etc.) and write the scores obtained with the
help of the following code, using colors if you wish.

   c    (competence – green): the student has a full
understanding of the task and responds
appropriately

 w    (working on – yellow): the student has an
understanding of the task, but the response is not
fully accurate

TYPES OF LEARNING STYLES

EVALUATION
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  n    (non-competence – red): the student does not
understand the task and is unable to respond
appropriately

Cumulative Evaluation
Cumulative evaluation takes into account the work the
students have done throughout the module as well as
their participation and attitude. The instruments of
evaluation are:

  •    Student’s Self-Assessment Forms: After the students
have completed the Self-Check section of each
module, they fill out the photocopiable Self-
Assessment Form, giving their opinion of their own
performance. This learning-to-learn technique
enables the students to develop awareness of their
progress. The Self-Assessment Forms should be
kept in their Language Portfolio for future
reference. The Self-Assessment Forms are printed
at the back of the Teacher’s Edition.

  •    Progress Report Cards: After students complete
each module and take the corresponding test,
photocopy the respective Progress Report Card
from the Teacher’s Edition and fill out a card for
each student. The students should keep these cards
in their Language Portfolio for future reference. 

The following abbreviations are used in the Student
Book & Workbook and in the Teacher’s Edition:

T             teacher                                      sb           somebody 
S(s)        student(s)                                 sth         something
HW        homework                               n             noun
L1           students’ native language    v             verb 
Ex.          exercise                                     adj         adjective
p(p).      page(s)                                      adv        adverb
e.g.        for example                             phr        phrase
i.e.          that is                                        phr v     phrasal verb
etc.        etcetera

ABBREVIATIONS
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Starter Unit

  1    To present vocabulary and fixed phrases
related to greetings and introductions

        •    Read the phrases in the list aloud and give Ss
enough time to read the dialogue and fill in the
blanks.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

          Answer Key
          1     name                         3     And you            5     How are
          2     Where are               4     This is                 6     fine

  2    To practice greeting and introducing
people through role-play

         •     Ask Ss to work in groups of three and greet each
other and introduce their friend in the same way
as the speakers in the dialogue in Ex. 1.

        •    Monitor the activity and then ask some groups
to act out their dialogues in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Hi! I’m Juan. What’s your name?
          B:    I’m Paolo.
          A:   Nice to meet you, Paolo. Where are you from?
          B:    I’m from Brazil. And you?
          A:   I’m from Mexico. This is my friend, Antonio.
          B:    Hi, Antonio. How are you?
          C:   Hi. I’m fine, thanks.

  3    To present vocabulary for countries and
capital cities

        •    Explain the task and any unknown countries/
cities.

        •    Do the first item with the class as an example.
Then give Ss enough time to complete the task.

        •    Play the recording so Ss can check their answers.

          Answer Key
          1     e                    4     j                     7     f                         10     k
          2     h                   5     g                    8     i                          11     b
          3     d                    6     c                    9     a

        •    Read the example exchange aloud. Then have
Ss ask and answer questions in pairs.

          Answer Key
          B:    What’s the capital city of Britain?
          A:   It’s London. What’s the capital city of Poland?
          B:    It’s Warsaw. etc.

  4    To review vocabulary for nationalities
        •    Explain the task and ask Ss to copy the table

into their notebooks.

Nice to meet you
Warm-up Activity
Read the title and ask Ss to look at the picture on p. 4.
Elicit what the unit is about (meeting and greeting
people).

Topic
In this Starter Unit Ss will learn how to greet one
another and introduce themselves, and how to talk
about countries and nationalities, objects, houses,
rooms, household objects, and families.

a   Nice to meet you                                       4-5
Lesson objectives: To present and practice
vocabulary related to greetings & introductions,
countries & nationalities, numbers, the verb to be, and
question words
Vocabulary: countries (Spain, Britain, Poland, Italy,
Brazil, Greece, Canada, Turkey, Germany, Finland,
France, Mexico), capital cities (Berlin, Paris, Athens,
Warsaw, Madrid, Ottawa, Brasilia, London, Ankara,
Rome, Helsinki, Mexico City), question words (who,
what, when, where, why, how (old))

b   Favorite objects                                         6-7
Lesson objectives: To present and practice
vocabulary for objects, clothes, and colors, a/an,
plurals, this/ that – these/those, possessive adjectives/
pronouns, possessives
Vocabulary: objects (dictionary, atlas, pencil, ruler,
MP3 player, watch, eraser, bike, sharpener,  schoolbag,
helmet), clothes (pants, skirt, coat, dress, jacket, scarf,
gloves), colors (green, black, red, yellow, blue, orange)

c   Home                                                              8-9
Lesson objectives: To present and practice vocabulary
for rooms & household objects, there is/there are –
some/any, prepositions of place and the verb to have
Vocabulary: rooms (bedroom, bathroom, living room,
kitchen), furniture & household objects (bookcase,
closet, pillow, desk, chair, bed, lamp, sink, toilet, shower,
bathtub, painting, cushion, couch, vase, armchair,
coffee table, cabinets, stove, fridge)

d   Family                                                              10
Lesson objectives: To present and practice vocabulary
for family members
Vocabulary: family members (grandfather,
grandmother, father, mother, brother, sister, uncle,
aunt, husband, wife, son, daughter, cousin)
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        •    Read the examples aloud and give Ss enough time
to complete the table in pairs with the nationalities
for the remaining countries in Ex. 3.

          Answer Key

          

  5    To review numbers and practice pronunciation
        •    Ss complete the task individually. 
        •    Play the recording for Ss to check their answers.

          1     fifteen                    4     forty-one          7     seventy-seven
          2     twenty-three        5     fifty-six              8     eighty-two
          3     thirty-eight          6     sixty-four          9     ninety-nine

  6    To listen for specific information
        •    Explain the task and play the recording.
        •    Ss listen and write each person’s age.

          Answer Key
          Sue – 15                                  Billy – 13
          Laura – 17                             Marcus – 14

  7    To listen for specific information and
practice pronunciation of numbers

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and circle the numbers
they hear.

          Answer Key
          672 (six hundred and seventy-two)
          5,672 (five thousand six hundred and seventy-two)
          365 (three hundred and sixty-five)
          87 (eighty-seven)
          1,897 (one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven)

        •    Ask various Ss around the class to read the numbers
aloud.

  8    To practice asking and answering questions
        •    Choose two Ss to read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task in closed pairs.
        •    Monitor the task and then ask some pairs to ask

and answer questions in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Where’s Pierre from?
          B:    He’s from Paris, France.
          A:   How old is he?
          B:    He’s 29.

          A:   Where’s Rosa from?
          B:    She’s from Madrid, Spain.
          A:   How old is she?
          B:    She’s 25.

          A:   Where’s John from?
          B:    He’s from London, England.
          A:   How old is he?
          B:    He’s 17.

          A:   Where’s Pedro from?
          B:    He’s from Mexico City, Mexico.
          A:   How old is he?
          B:    He’s 15.

  9   a    To present and practice the affirmative
and negative forms of the verb “to be”

               •    Go through the table and then give Ss
enough time to complete sentences 1-5.

               •    Ask various Ss to read their completed
sentences aloud.

               •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section
for more information.

          Answer Key
            1     isn’t         2     ’re           3     is          4     ’m not          5     aren’t

        b   To practice the interrogative and short
answer forms of the verb “to be”

               •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
               •    Check Ss’ answers.
               •    Asking various pairs to read the exchanges

aloud.

          Answer Key
            1     Is, isn’t, ’s                      3     Are, are                5           are, ’m
            2     Are, aren’t, ’re           4     Is, isn’t, ’s              6           Is, is

10   a    To present question words
               •    Read the table aloud and ask Ss around the

class to identify each question word.
               •    Ss then complete the matching task.
               •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          Who ? She’s my best friend.
          What? It’s 229-6678.
          When? It’s on May 4th.
          Where? He’s from China.
          Why? Because I’m tired.
          How old? I’m 13 years old.

        b   To practice question words
               •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to

complete it. Then check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     What                         3     Where                       5     When
          2     How                           4     What                         6     Who

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Starter Unit 
         Exs. 2 & 3 p. 5, Ex. 6 p. 6 

-an/-ian Italian, Brazilian, Canadian, German
-ish Spanish, British, Polish, Turkish, Finnish
other Greek, French

Nice to meet you
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Warm-up Activity
Read the title and look at the pictures on p. 6. Elicit what
the unit is about (everyday objects).

  1    To present vocabulary for objects, clothes,
and colors

        •    Read the words in the list aloud. Go through the
examples. Then ask Ss to copy the table into
their notebooks and complete it with the words
in the list.

          Answer Key

        

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Direct Ss’ attention to the
pictures. Elicit which objects/clothes/colors Ss
can see in the pictures.

          Answer Key
          Picture A: pants, skirt, black, MP3 player, red, watch,

blue, orange, schoolbag
          Picture B: pants, black, red, blue, orange, bike, helmet

  2    To practice new vocabulary

        •    Read the sentence beginnings aloud and elicit a
variety of answers from Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     a dictionary, an atlas, a pencil, a ruler, an eraser,

and a sharpener
          2     skirts and dresses
          3     red

  3    To present and practice the indefinite article
a/an

        •    Read the theory box aloud. Then ask Ss to
complete the task.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask Ss to give more examples
(e.g., a skirt, a watch, an elephant, a helmet, an
orange, etc.).

          Answer Key
          2     a                   4     a                    6     an                        8     a 
          3     a                   5     a                    7     an 
     
  4   a    To present plurals
               •    Read the theory box aloud and explain the

examples.

               •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information if necessary.

        b   To practice plurals
               •    Ss write the plurals for the words. Check Ss’

answers on the board.
          Answer Key
          2     wallets              6     children                10     watches
          3     boxes                 7     babies                    11     men
          4     glasses              8     magazines          12     potatoes
          5     boys                    9     shelves

  5   a    To present this/that – these/those
               •    Ss’ books closed. Point to something near

you. Say: This is a desk. Elicit that we use this to
refer to sth near us. Point to sth far from you
and say: That is a poster. Elicit that we use that
to refer to sth far from us.

               •    Read the examples in the table aloud.
               •    Provide further examples, if necessary, using

items in the classroom (e.g., Hold up a pencil
and say: “This is a pencil.” Then point to
something far away from you such as a S’s
schoolbag and say: “That is a schoolbag.”).

        b   To practice this/that – these/those
               •    Ss complete the task individually. Check

answers with the class.

          Answer Key
          1     This, that                                4     These, this
          2     These, those                         5     These, that
          3     That, these

  6    To further practice this/that – these/those
        •    Ask various pairs around the class to do the

activity using objects in the classroom.

          Suggested Answer Key
          (points to students far away) Those are students.
          (points to desks nearby) These are desks.
          (points to ruler next to him) This is a ruler.
          (points to pencils far away) Those are pencils. etc.

  7   a    To present subject/object/possessive
pronouns and possessive adjectives 

               •    Read the table aloud and explain the theory.
Ss translate the words into their L1.

               •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          (Ss’ own answers)

     

objects clothes colors
dictionary, atlas,
pencil, ruler, MP3
player, watch, eraser,
bike, sharpener,
schoolbag, helmet

pants, skirt,
coat, dress,
jacket, scarf,
gloves

green,
black, red,
yellow,
blue,
orange 

Favorite objects
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 b    To practice subject/object/possessive
pronouns and possessive adjectives

               •    Go through the examples in the table.
               •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section

for more information if necessary.
               •    Ss complete the task.
               •    Check Ss’ answers by asking individual Ss to

read the completed sentences aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     He                        4     her                       7     She
          2     I                             5     They                   8     him
          3     his                        6     her

  8   a    To present possessives 
               •    Read the theory aloud and write the examples

on the board.
               •    Elicit whether the rules are the same in Ss’ L1.
          (Ss’ own answers)

        b   To practice possessives
               •    Give Ss enough time to underline the correct

words. Then check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     mother’s                                 4     grandparents’
          3     friends’                                    5     singer’s

               •    Ss then answer the questions. Ask some Ss to
share their answers with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     Her hair is brown.
          3     Their names are Linda and Julie.
          4     Their house is in Catalonia.
          5     My favorite singer’s album is called ‘Insomnia’. 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Starter Unit 
         Ex. 7 p. 6 

Favorite objects

Warm-up Activity
Read the title and look at the picture on p. 8. Elicit what
the unit is about (rooms, furniture, and objects in a house).

  1    To present vocabulary related to rooms in
a house and household objects

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat.
        •    Then ask Ss to give the L1 equivalent of each word.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2   a    To present there is/there are – some/any
               •    Read the table aloud. Then elicit whether

there are similar structures in Ss’ L1.
               •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section

for more information.

          (Ss’ own answers)

        b   To practice there is/there are
               •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to

complete the sentences.
               •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     There is                                    5     There is
          2     There aren’t                          6     There are
          3     There are                                7     There aren’t
          4     There isn’t                              8     There aren’t

               •    As an extension, ask Ss to say what there
is/isn’t/are/aren’t in each room of the house
using some/any (e.g., There are some cupboards
in the kitchen.).

  3   a    To present prepositions of place
               •    Present the prepositions of place and elicit the

L1 equivalent for each preposition from various
Ss around the class.

          (Ss’ own answers)

Memory Game
Ss get into two teams. Ss look at the picture of Jill’s
house for a minute and then they close their
books. Teams take turns saying what there is in
each room. Each correct sentence gets one point.
The team with the most points wins.
e.g.,    Team A S1:      There’s a bookcase in the bedroom.
               Teacher:     Correct. Team A gets 1 point.
          Team B S1:     There’s a vase in the living room.
               Teacher:     Correct. Team B gets 1 point.
          Team A S2:     There a lamp in the living room.
               Teacher:     Wrong. etc.

Home
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        b   To practice prepositions of place
               •    Direct Ss’ attention to the picture of Jill’s

bedroom on p. 8.
               •    Give Ss enough time to read the paragraph

and complete the task. Then check Ss’
answers.

          Answer Key
          1     next to                      4     on                 7     between
          2     above                        5     on                 8     on
          3     opposite                  6     on

  4    To practice there is/there are, some/any,
and prepositions of place

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task in pairs. Then ask some pairs

to act out their exchanges in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Is there a poster on the wall?
          B:    No, there isn’t. There’s a painting on the wall.

          A:   Are there any cushions on the bed?
          B:    No, there aren’t. There is a pillow on the bed.

          A:   Are there some books on the bookcase?
          B:    Yes, there are. etc.

  5    To present the verb “to have”
        •    Go through the table with Ss. Then ask various

Ss to translate it into their L1.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  6    To practice the affirmative and negative
form of the verb “to have”

        •    Explain the task and read the examples aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task individually. Check Ss’

answers.

          Answer Key
          3     has                        6     don’t have            9     doesn’t have
          4     have                     7     has                       10     have
          5     doesn’t have      8     don’t have

  7   a    To practice the interrogative form of the
verb “to have” and short answers

               •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
               •    Direct Ss to read the table and complete the

task.
               •    Check Ss’ answers.
               •    As an extension, Ss ask and answer the

questions with their partners.

          Answer Key
          2     Do Helen and Mary have CD players? Yes, they do.
          3     Do Helen and Gus have a digital camera? No, they

don’t.
          4     Do Gus and Max have skateboards? Yes, they do.
          5     Does Max have a video camera? No, he doesn’t.
          6     Does Mary have a video camera? No, she doesn’t.

        b   To practice the verb “to have” in the first
person

               •    Ask various Ss around the class to say which
items they have/don’t have.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Starter Unit 
         Ex. 1 p. 5, Exs. 4 & 5 p. 6, Pairwork Activities
         pp. 9-10, Game p. 12 

Home

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures. Elicit/Explain that they
show a family tree. Ask various Ss around the class to say
how many people are in their family.

  1    To present vocabulary for family members
        •    Play the recording for Ss to listen and repeat.
        •    Elicit Ss’ L1 equivalent for each word.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To practice vocabulary for family members
        •    Give Ss enough time to study the family tree

and complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Family
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          Answer Key
          2     Charlie, Marion             6     Charlie                10     Brian
          3     Rita                                    7     Lyn                        11     Tony
          4     Tony                                  8     Lyn                        12     Carol
          5     Eve                                     9     Ted                       13     Rita

  3    To consolidate vocabulary for family
members

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to draw
their family tree using the one on p. 10 as a model.

        •    Ask individual Ss to present their family tree to
the class.

        •    Alternatively, assign the task for HW and have Ss
present their family trees to the class during the
next lesson.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Starter Unit 
         Ex. 8 p. 7, Exs. 9 & 10 p. 8, Portfolio Activities
         p. 11, Entry Test pp. 93-96 

Optional Activity 

Ss work in pairs. Each S writes five names on a piece of
paper. Ss exchange their pieces of paper. Ss ask
questions to find out how their partner is related to
each of the five people.
e.g.,      A:   Is Bob your uncle?
               B:   No, he isn’t.
               A:   Is he your cousin?
               B:   Yes, he is.
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Day after day
What’s in this module?

  •    Ask Ss to look at the title Day after day and elicit
suggestions as to what the module might be about.
Ask Ss to read the list and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
The title refers to daily routines and activities. We will
learn about appearance and character, likes/dislikes,
habits, the simple present, adverbs of frequency, British
teenagers’ lifestyle, etc.

  •    Use the pictures (1-10) to engage Ss’ attention, to
stimulate discussion, and to prompt their interest in
the module. Elicit which activities Ss do on a daily
basis. Ask Ss which pictures they can find in the
module and on which pages.

          Suggested Answer Key
            T:     Which of the pictures can you find in the module?
         S1:     Pictures 5, 6, 7, and 8. They are on p. 16.
            T:     What can you see in picture 5?
         S2:     Some kids playing basketball.
            T:     What can you see in picture 6?
         S3:     A group of friends hanging out. etc.

Find the page numbers for 

  •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
          clock faces (p. 19) What time is it now? Do you wear a

watch? Does it have a clock face or is it digital? etc.

          a quiz (p. 14) What is the quiz about? What two things
does the quiz compare people to? etc.

           movie characters (p. 12) Who are they? What movie are
they from? Who is your favorite movie character? etc.

Vocabulary

  •    Play the recording. Ask Ss to listen and repeat. Ss
then explain the words in their L1. 

  •    Ss work in pairs and talk about which activities they
like/don’t like etc. Monitor the activity. Then ask some
pairs to tell the class about their likes/dislikes.

          Suggested Answer Key
I love hanging out with my friends. I hang out with my
friends every day. I don’t like going shopping. I like
surfing the Net. I surf the Net in the evenings. I love
going to the movies. I go to the movies once a week.
etc.

Topic
In this module Ss will explore the topic of daily routines
and activities.
Module page                                                      11
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: activities (send text messages, go
shopping, go to the library, surf the Net, learn foreign
languages, play sports, hang out with friends, play
computer games, go to the movies, watch a DVD)
1a     Profiles                                                 12-13
Lesson objectives: To talk about appearance and
character, learn the simple present, write about a
favorite cartoon/movie character
Vocabulary: appearance & character (build, height,
age, hair, character, easygoing, tall, teenager, old,
thin, short, straight, slim, smart, brown, clumsy, curly,
fair, athletic, careful, chubby, elegant, friendly, funny,
long, sweet, cool, silly, polite, beautiful, handsome),
other (danger-prone, martial arts, brains, pronounce,
overcome his fear, get into trouble, catchphrase, solve
the mystery)
1b     Help around the house                 14-15
Lesson objectives: To talk about household chores,
learn adverbs of frequency, write a paragraph about
a typical Monday
Vocabulary: chores (take out the garbage, dust the
furniture, mop the floor, go shopping, clear the table,
wash the dishes, walk the dog, clean your room, cook
dinner, set the table, make your bed)
1c     Fun days                                                     16
Lesson objectives: To talk about favorite activities,
to learn about capital letters, to write about your
favorite day
Vocabulary: favorite, mall, come over, chat, online
1d     Culture Corner                                         17
Lesson objectives: To learn about teenage life in
Britain, to write a short article
Vocabulary: teenagers, soap operas, students, after-
school club, drama, uniform, karate, skateboarding,
rollerblading
1e     I’d love to!                                                  18
Lesson objectives: To learn telephone language, to
pronounce the sounds /s/, /z/, /æz/
Vocabulary: calling friends (Hang on a minute., I’ll get
her., Yes, speaking., Are you free on Saturday evening?,
How about going to the movies?, I’d love to!)
1f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Science            19
Lesson objectives: To learn about time zones, to tell
the time
Vocabulary: daytime, nighttime, divide, time zones,
midnight, noon, o’clock, a quarter to, a quarter past
Self-Check 1                                                        20

16
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Profiles
Warm-up Activity
Read the title and ask Ss to look at the picture on 
p. 12. Elicit what Unit 1a is about (characters).

  1    To introduce the topic of a text
        •    Ask Ss if they can name the characters in the

picture. If they know them, ask Ss what they know
about them.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books to find out more about the characters. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think they are characters from the “Scooby-Doo”

movies.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Ask various Ss around the class to read a

paragraph aloud. Then elicit answers to the
questions in the rubric.

        •    Alternatively give Ss 2-3 minutes to read the
text and answer the questions.

          Answer Key
          Freddie likes sports.
          Velma is good at languages.
          Shaggy and Scooby like eating.
          Shaggy and Scooby hate ghosts.
          Daphne is rich.
          Velma is smart.

  3    To present new vocabulary
        •    Ss explain the words in the list and then use

them to make sentences about the characters.
        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to read

their sentences aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
           danger-prone: sb who tends to get into dangerous

situations
           martial arts: methods of fighting which have come from

the Far East, usually without the use of weapons (e.g.,
karate, judo)

           the brains: the one who makes the important decisions/
plans sth successfully

           pronounces: says sth by making sounds
           overcome his fear: successfully deal with/control his

fright
           get into trouble: get oneself into a bad situation
           catchphrase: a phrase sb says very often/is known for
           solve a mystery: explain sth that was not understood

          Suggested Answer Key
          Daphne is quite danger-prone.
          Daphne likes martial arts.
          Velma is the brains of the gang.

          Scooby pronounces most words as if they begin with
an “R”.

          Shaggy tries to overcome his fear of ghosts to help
the gang.

          Daphne often gets into trouble and needs help.
          Each gang member has his or her own catchphrase.
           Velma is very smart, so she usually solves the mystery.

  4    To present vocabulary related to appearance
and character

        •    Write the headings on the board in a table and
elicit which words go under which headings from
Ss around the class. Ss copy the completed table
from the board into their notebooks.

          Answer Key

         

        •    Then Ss ask and answer questions based on the
text in pairs. Ask some Ss to act out their
exchanges in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Who is Scooby-Doo’s close friend?
          B:    Shaggy. What is he like?
          A:   He is an easygoing teenager. What does he like?
          B:    He likes eating. etc.

  5    To review the simple present 
        •    Ask Ss to copy the table into their notebooks

and give them enough time to complete it with
the words in the list. Ss then check their answers
against the text in Ex. 2.

        •    Write on the board: He lives in Chicago. He goes
to school on foot. Elicit uses of the simple
present: permanent state – habit/routine. Refer
Ss to the Grammar Reference section for more
information if necessary.

          Answer Key
          1     likes                    2     doesn’t                     3     Do

  6    To review the spelling of the third person
singular of the simple present 

        •    Go through the table with Ss and elicit the
spelling rules. Ss write the third person singular
for the verbs in the list.

        •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

build thin, slim, chubby
height tall, short
age teenager, old
hair short, straight, brown, curly, fair, long
character easygoing, smart, clumsy, athletic,

careful, elegant, friendly, funny, sweet,
cool, silly, polite
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          Answer Key
          1     solves                 4     cries                           7     tries
          2     teaches             5     speaks                      8     kisses
          3     plays                  6     does

  7    To consolidate understanding and practice
the third person singular

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task and

then check their answers.

Answer Key
          2     Fred doesn’t drive slowly. He drives very fast.
           3     Velma doesn’t wear sunglasses. She wears glasses.
          4     Shaggy doesn’t drive a Mercedes. He drives the

Mystery Machine.
          5     Scooby doesn’t wear a red collar. He wears a blue

collar.

  8    To practice asking questions and giving
short answers in the simple present

        •    Ask Ss to look at the pictures and say what each
person has (Jane: guitar, magazines, dog,
basketball, sneakers; David: computer, soccer ball,
sneakers, dog, book).

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task. Then invite some pairs to

ask and answer questions in front of the class.

          Answer Key
          2     Do Jane and David play sports? Yes, they do.
          3     Does David surf the Net? Yes, he does.
          4     Does David speak Spanish? Yes, he does.
          5     Does Jane play the guitar? Yes, she does.
          6     Do Jane and David have dogs? Yes, they do.

  9    To consolidate understanding of the
simple present (interrogative and short answers)

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss work in pairs and take turns asking and

answering the questions.
        •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some pairs to act

out their exchanges in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     Does your friend surf the Net? Yes, he/she does./

No, he/she doesn’t.
          3     Does your friend play basketball? Yes, he/she does./

No, he/she doesn’t.
          4     Do you speak Italian? Yes, I do./No, I don’t.
          5     Do you drive a car? Yes, I do./No, I don’t.

10   To write a paragraph/six sentences about a
favorite cartoon/movie character

         •     Give Ss enough time to write a short paragraph of
six sentences about their favorite movie or
cartoon character using the prompts. Ask some Ss
to read their paragraphs to the class. Alternatively,
assign the task for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key
          My favorite cartoon character is Bugs Bunny. He is a tall,

slim, gray rabbit. He is smart and funny. He likes eating
carrots. He can dig tunnels and run very fast. 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1 
         Ex. 2 p. 13, Ex. 5 p. 14 

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to read the title and look at the drawings at the
top of p. 14 and elicit what Unit 1b is about (household
chores).

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat. Then Ss

translate the words into their L1.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To present new vocabulary and adverbs of
frequency in the context of a text

        •    Read the first question and the possible answers
aloud and elicit/explain the meaning of any
unknown words. Ss choose their answer.

        •    Explain the scoring system and check Ss’
answers through a show of hands for each
question.

        •    Ss then explain the words in bold.

Help around the house
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          Suggested Answer Key
          prefer: like sb/sth more than sb/sth else
          especially: particularly; to a greater extent or degree
          weather: the state of the atmosphere with respect to

conditions like temperature, sun, rain, etc.
          until: up to the time that sth ends or stops
          instead: in place of
          sleeping: resting, usually at night, in bed with your

eyes closed; the act of being asleep
          clean and tidy: dirt-free and carefully arranged
          hate: dislike very much
          unless: except
          on weekends: during Saturday and Sunday
          turn off: make a machine stop operating
          fall asleep: begin to sleep
            sit still: stay stationary and not move
          on the go: busy and active
          keep it up: continue doing sth

  3    To present adverbs of frequency
        •    Elicit the adverbs of frequency (never, sometimes,

often, usually, always) and write them on the
board.

        •    Go through the theory box.
        •    Go through the sentences in Ex. 3 and read the

example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the sentences and compare with a

partner.

          Answer Key
          2     set                3     wash           4     walk            5     make

        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the adverbs of
frequency in bold.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  4    To practice adverbs of frequency
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss make sentences.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I usually mow the lawn.
          I often tidy up my desk.
          I always make breakfast.
          I never do the laundry.
          I sometimes iron my clothes.

  5    To practice word order with adverbs of
frequency

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     She is usually late for school.
          3     They sometimes play video games.
          4     Ann often goes to the library.
          5     Bob and Steve are always happy.

  6    To further practice adverbs of frequency
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task. Then

elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          My best friend sometimes cleans her room.
          My mom usually dusts the furniture.
          My dad never makes dinner.
          My best friend often makes her bed.
          My mom always cleans the house.
          My best friend sometimes walks the dog. etc.

  7    To listen for specific information
        •    Ask Ss to read the questions and possible

answers.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the task.

Play the recording again so Ss can check their
answers.

          Answer Key
          1     A                   2     A                   3     C

  8    To consolidate vocabulary and adverbs of
frequency

        •    Explain the task. Ask two Ss to read the example
exchange aloud.

        •    Ss complete the task in pairs.
        •    Walk around the class and monitor the activity.

Then ask some pairs to act out their exchanges
in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   How often do you wash the dishes?
          B:    I always wash the dishes, but I don’t like it.

          A:   How often do you do the laundry?
          B:    Sometimes. My mom usually does it.

          A:   How often do you walk the dog?
          B:    Every afternoon. I like it. etc.

  9    To write a short paragraph about a typical
Monday

        •    Explain the task and read the phrases aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to write their paragraphs

or assign the task for HW.
        •    Ask various Ss to read their paragraphs to the

class.
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Fun days

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to read the title of the unit and the text and look
at the pictures and say what they think Unit 1c is about
(favorite days and free-time activities).

  1    To predict the content of a text
        •    Ask Ss to identify the activities in the pictures and

then guess which ones Amy might do on Sundays.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books and check their guesses.

          Answer Key
          Amy plays basketball, hangs out with her friends,

plays video games, and surfs the Net on Sundays.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Ask Ss to copy the table into their notebooks. Then

give them time to read the text again and
complete the table.

        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to read
aloud a row from their completed table.

          Suggested Answer Key

          
          On Sundays, Amy gets up late and has a big breakfast.

Then she does her homework and helps her mom cook
lunch. In the afternoons, she usually meets her friends
and plays basketball. She sometimes hangs out at the
mall. She never goes out on Sunday evenings. Her
friend, Laura, often comes over and they play video

games or watch a DVD. Later, she surfs the Net and
chats with her friends online before she goes to bed at
10 o’clock.

  3    To learn about capital letters
        •    Read the theory aloud and ask Ss to find examples

in the text. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          Sunday(s) (day), I (personal pronoun), Laura (person’s

name)

        •    Give Ss enough time to rewrite sentences 1-5
with capital letters. Then check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Saturday is Mary’s favorite day.
          2     Sue’s birthday is in March.
          3     We usually go out on Sunday afternoons.
          4     I’m Jane. I’m from Canada.
          5     I can speak French and Italian.

  4    To talk about a favorite day
        •    Ask Ss to copy the table from Ex. 2 into their

notebooks and complete it with the activities
they do on their favorite day.

        •    Ask various Ss around the class to read their
completed table to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key

          

In the morning: get up late, watch cartoons on TV,
clean my room
In the afternoon: eat lunch with my family, play
soccer, hang out with friends
In the evening: go to the movies/go bowling/watch a
DVD, go to bed after 11 pm

In the morning: get up late, have a big breakfast, do
homework, help mom cook lunch
In the afternoon: meet friends, play basketball,
hang out at the mall
In the evening: stay in, play video games, watch a
DVD, surf the Net, chat with friends online, go to
bed at 10 o’clock

20

Help around the house

          Suggested Answer Key
          I get up at 6:30 am. I usually make my bed and then I

have breakfast. I usually walk to school. I have lunch at
12:30 at the school cafeteria. My mom usually picks me
up from school at around 3:30 pm. When I get home, I do
my homework and then I sometimes watch TV for a
while. I always have dinner at 8 pm and then I often play
video games. I go to bed at 10 pm.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1 
         Exs. 1 & 3 p. 13, Exs. 6 & 7 p. 14 
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Culture Corner
Explain that the Culture corner is designed to introduce
Ss to an interesting topic related to the culture of the US
or another English–speaking country.

Warm-up Activity
Draw Ss’ attention to the title and the pictures and elicit
what they think they are going to read about (different
aspects of teenage life in Britain).

  1    To stimulate interest in the topic
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the title, headings, and

pictures in the text. Ask Ss what they would like to
know about British teenagers’ family life, school
life, and free time. Elicit questions from various Ss
around the class and write them on the board.

        •    Play the recording while Ss listen and follow the
text in their books to see if their questions were
answered.

        •    Elicit answers to the questions on the board.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Are families in Britain big or small? Families are usually

small.
          What time does school start in Britain? It starts at 8:45

am.
          What do British teens like to do in their free time? They

love watching TV, playing video games, and surfing the
Net. They also enjoy going to clubs such as karate or
dance clubs, skateboarding, rollerblading, and going
shopping or to the movies with their friends.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and

complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Families (in Britain)          4     School
          2     Teenagers                              5     a school uniform
          3     soap operas                          6     to the movies

  3    To present new vocabulary and to
paraphrase information in a text

          Suggested Answer Key
           families: groups of people who are related to each

other
          busy: have a lot of things to do
          a bit: to a small extent
          soap operas: television shows about the daily lives

and relationships of a group of people, which are
broadcasted regularly

          together: in a gathering or company with others
          starts: begins
          study: learn
          interesting: engaging, exciting
           school subjects: areas of knowledge studied at school
          finishes: ends
          after-school club: organized activities held after school

for students who share a particular interest 
           school uniform: a particular type of clothing worn by

students

  5    To write a short article
        •    Give Ss enough time to write their article using

their notes and the text in Ex. 2 as a model.
Alternatively, assign the task for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Saturday is my favorite day. I usually get up late and

then watch cartoons on TV. Sometimes, I clean my
room.

          In the afternoon I usually eat lunch with my family.
After lunch I often play soccer in the park and hang out
with my friends.

          In the evening I often go to the movies or go bowling. If
the weather is bad, I sometimes stay in and watch a
DVD. I always stay up late on Saturdays and go to bed
after 11 pm. Saturdays are fun!

  ▶    SONGSHEETS: Module 1 p. SS1

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1 
         Exs. 9, 10 & 11 p. 16

Mime the activities you do on your favorite day.
Your partner describes your activities.
e.g., A:     (mimes “wake up”)
          B:    Paul wakes up ...
          A:   (mimes “8 o’clock”)
          B:    at 8 o’clock. etc.

Fun days
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Culture Corner

          belong: to be a member of a group or organization
          skateboarding: the sport of riding a short board with

wheels at each end
          rollerblading: the sport of skating on inline skates

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and
jot down notes under the headings.

        •    Ask various Ss from around the class to talk about
British teenagers’ lifestyle using their notes.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Family Life
            Teenagers in Britain usually come from small families.

They have to help around the house because both parents
often work. A lot of British families like to watch soap
operas on TV together in the evenings.

          School Life
           School starts at 8:45 and finishes at 3:30. They study

interesting subjects such as IT and Citizenship. They go to
after-school clubs for different interests.

          Free time
            British teens are just like other kids around the world. They

love watching TV, playing video games, surfing the Net,
skateboarding, rollerblading, shopping, and going to the
movies with their friends.

  4    To write a short article
        •    Write the headings (Family Life, School Life, and

Free Time) on the board. Initiate a class discussion
about teenage life in Ss’ country and make notes
under the headings. Ss copy the notes into their
notebooks and use them to write their articles.
Give Ss enough time to complete the task in class
or assign it for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Notes:
          Family Life: big and small families, busy family life,

families spend time together, sometimes watch soap
operas called telenovelas

          School life: starts at 8:30, finishes at 2:30, interesting
subjects, go to after-school clubs (e.g., dance clubs) 

            Free time: watching TV, playing video games, surfing the
Net, playing basketball, shopping, going to the movies

          Article: 
          Family Life
           There are both big and small families in Spain, but

family life is always very busy. Both parents in a family
often work, so teenagers have to help with the
household chores. In the evenings, many families spend
time together and sometimes watch soap operas on TV
called telenovelas. 

          School life
          School starts at 8:30 am. Students study some really

interesting school subjects. When school finishes at
2:30, many students go to an after-school club like
“Drama club”. Students in Spain don’t wear a school
uniform.

          Free time
          Like all teenagers, Spanish teens love watching TV,

playing video games, and surfing the Net. But many
also belong to clubs such as dance clubs. On
Saturdays, many teens enjoy playing basketball and
going shopping or to the movies with their friends.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1 
         Portfolio Activities p. 19, Game p. 20 

Alternate Activity for weaker students 

Ask Ss to write a short text about teenagers’ free time.

Warm-up Activity
Ask the class how often they call their friends. Elicit some
common phrases they use on the phone and their English
equivalents.

  1    To present useful language and common
expressions used in phone conversations

        •     Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen and
repeat. Check Ss’ intonation.

        •     Repeat if necessary.

  2    To understand the context of a situational
dialogue

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and identify the
setting where the dialogue takes place.

          •     Elicit which words/phrases helped them understand
the situation.

          Answer Key
          on the phone

I’d love to!
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  3    To identify synonymous phrases
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the dialogue.
        •    Read the phrases in the list aloud and the phrases

in the dialogue and elicit which ones are
synonymous with which.

          Answer Key
          Hang on a minute. = Hold on a moment.
          Do you want to go ...? = How about going ...? 
          Yeah, I’d love to. = Yeah, that would be great.

  4    To consolidate useful language through
translation and practice reading aloud

        •    Ss translate the sentences in Ex. 1 into their L1.
Check Ss’ answers.

        •    Then Ss act out the dialogue in pairs. Monitor
the activity and correct Ss’ pronunciation where
necessary.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  5    To consolidate new vocabulary through
role-play

        •    Explain the task. Draw the following diagram on
the board for Ss to follow.

        •    Ss work in pairs and act out their dialogues
using the dialogue in Ex. 3 as a model.

        •    Monitor the activity paying close attention to Ss’
pronunciation and intonation. Ss record their
dialogue.

        •    Ask some pairs to act out their dialogue in front
of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Hello?
          B:    Hello. Is Kim there, please?
          A:   Yes, speaking.
          B:    Hi, it’s John. 
          A:   Hi, John! How are you?
          B:    I’m fine. Listen, are you free on Saturday evening?
          A:   Yes, I am.
          B:    Do you want to go to a party with me?
          A:   Yeah, I’d love to! When would you like to meet?
          B:    How about 8 pm at my house?
          A:   Sounds great! See you there.

  6    To pronounce /s/, /z/, /æz/
         •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally

and individually. Check Ss’ pronunciation.
        •    Elicit other words with the same sounds from

various Ss around the class.

          Answer Key
          takes, gives, watches

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1 Grammar
Review Ex. 8 p. 15

Student A

Greet. 
(Hello?)

Say it’s you. 
(Yes, speaking.)

Greet friend. Ask 
how he/she is. 
(Hi, ...! How are you?)

Answer question.
(Yes, I ... .)
Accept. Ask for 
meeting time. 
(Yeah, I’d love to!
When ...?)
Agree. 
(Sounds great! See
you there.)

Student B

Greet back. Ask for
friend. 
(Hello. Is ... there,
please?)
Greet again. Say who
you are. 
(Hi, it’s ... .)
Answer question.
Ask if friend is free
on Saturday evening. 
(I’m fine. Listen, are
you free ...?)
Invite friend to party.
(Do you want to go
...?)
Suggest time & place.
(How about ...?)

I’d love to!
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Cross-Curricular Cut
Explain that the Cross-Curricular Cut introduces a
subject taught at schools in the US as part of the core
curriculum (e.g., Geography, History, etc.).

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures and the title of the text and
say what they think Unit 1f is about (time around the
world).

  1    To introduce the topic
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the diagram and the title.

Ask Ss the questions in the rubric and elicit
answers from various Ss around the class.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books to find out if their answers were correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The Earth is divided into 24 time zones, one for each

hour of the day, so the time is different depending on
which time zone you live in.

  2    To work out the time in different parts of
the world and present new vocabulary

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and
explain the words in bold. Elicit answers from
various Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          travel: go from one place to another
          east: the direction from which the sun rises, and

which is on the right if facing north
          west: the direction where the sun sets, and which is on

the left if facing north
          change: become or make different
          because: due to the fact that
          turns: rotates or moves around on an axis
          daytime: the time between sunrise and sunset
          nighttime: the time between sunset and sunrise
          divide: separate into parts, groups, or sections
          time zones: the 24 divisions of the Earth’s surface in

which standard time is kept
          counting: saying numbers in order
          for example: a set phrase used to introduce sth that

illustrates sth or show that sth is true

        •    Explain the task. Elicit/Explain that Ss have to add
on one hour for each time zone to the right/east
of Greenwich and take off one hour for each time
zone to the left/west of Greenwich.

        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          Los Angeles: 5 am                     Moscow: 4 pm
          New York: 8 am                          New Delhi: 6 pm

          Nuuk: 10 am                                New Orleans: 7 am
          Perth: 9 pm                                   Istanbul: 3 pm

  3    To practice telling the time
        •    Explain the task. Review o’clock, a quarter past, a

quarter to, thirty. Go over the example.
        •    Ss work in pairs and take turns asking and telling

each other the time.
        •    Monitor the activity, offering assistance as required.

          Answer Key
          2     A: What time is it, please?
                 B: It’s six thirty.
          3     A: What time is it, please?
                 B: It’s seven twenty/twenty past seven.
          4     A: What time is it, please?
                 B: It’s eight fifty-five/five to nine.
          5     A: What time is it, please?
                 B: It’s one twenty-five/twenty-five past one.
          6     A: What time is it, please?
                 B: It’s eight o’clock.

  4    To gather information about the telling of
time using IT and present it to the class

        •    Explain the task. Ss gather information in groups
about the history of telling the time from the
website provided or from encyclopedias.

        •    Assign the task for HW and suggest that Ss find
pictures to use in their presentation to make it
visually stimulating.

          Suggested Answer Key
          People first used to tell the time by looking at the sun.

When the sun was directly overhead, it was noon.

          Sundial Clocks 
          Sundial clocks are the oldest type of clocks. They only

work during the day. They use the shadow of the sun
to show the time. 

          Water Clocks
          Egyptians used water clocks about 3,400 years ago.

They told the time in the day and at night.

          Pendulum Clocks
          Christian Huygens developed the first practical clock

with a pendulum around 1656. The pendulum swings
and turns a wheel. The wheel turns the hour and
minute hands of the clock. 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1 
         Ex. 4 p. 13, Pairwork Activities pp. 17-18 
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Self-Check
        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-

Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the key
at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read
the Now I can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 1 p. LP1

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 1
p. VP1

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 1 pp. 97-100

What am I doing?

In teams, Ss take turns miming household chores.
The rest of their team try to guess what it is. Each
correct guess is worth one point. The team with
the most points when every S has had a turn wins.
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What’s in this module?
  •    Ask Ss to look at the title Let’s celebrate! and elicit

suggestions as to what the module might be
about. Ask Ss to read the list and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
         The title refers to festivals and celebrations. We will

learn about these as well as the weather, traditions,
colors & moods, the present progressive, making and
accepting invitations, etc.

  •    Use pictures 1-5 to engage Ss’ attention, to
stimulate discussion, and to prompt their interest
in the module. Elicit which of the activities Ss do at
festivals. Ask Ss which pictures they can find in the
module and their corresponding page numbers.

          Suggested Answer Key
              T:   Which of the pictures can you find in the module?
           S1:   Picture 5 is from p. 22 and picture 3 is from

p. 23.
              T:   What can you see in pic. 5? What else can you

see on p. 22? What can you see in pic. 3?  What
else can you see on p. 23? etc.

Find the page numbers for 
  •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask

questions to check Ss’ understanding.
          Answer Key
           postcards (p. 22) When did you last send a postcard?

What do you often do while on vacation? etc.
          paintings (p. 29) What sort of art do you like? Do you

like these paintings? Do you like painting? etc.
          a speech (p. 26) Who is speaking? What is she

talking about? Have you ever given a speech? etc.
          a message board (p. 24) What is a message board?

Do you often read message boards? Do you post
messages on message boards? Why (not)? etc.

Vocabulary
  •    Play the recording. Ask Ss to listen and repeat. Ss

then explain the words in their L1. 
          (Ss’ own answers)
  •    Play the next recording. Ask Ss to listen and

repeat. Ss then explain the phrases in their L1.
          (Ss’ own answers)
  •    Read the example aloud. Then ask various Ss to talk

about the weather and the activities in the pictures.
          Suggested Answer Key
        2     It’s cold and snowy. Children are playing in the

snow and throwing snowballs.
        3     It’s warm and sunny. People are dancing in the

streets and wearing costumes. Other people are
watching the parade.

        4     It’s warm and windy. People are flying kites.
        5     It’s freezing cold and snowy. People are making

snow sculptures.

Topic
In this module Ss will explore the topic of festivals
and celebrations.
Module page                                                      21
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: weather (cool, cold, rainy, windy, snowy,
cloudy, freezing, sunny, hot, warm, dry, wet),
celebrations (watch a contest, throw snowballs, dance
in the streets, wear costumes, watch a parade, fly kites,
make snow sculptures)
2a     Special days                                       22-23
Lesson objectives: To talk about the weather and
celebrations, learn the present progressive, write about
a special event
Vocabulary: events (people wearing costumes, people
carving sculptures from snow, people making a human
tower, people climbing on top of each other), verbs (buy,
ice-skate, get, wear, snow, throw, watch, take, dance)

2b     Celebrations                                      24-25
Lesson objectives: To talk about traditions, learn
the simple present vs. the present progressive, write
about the Rio Carnival
Vocabulary: traditions (light candles, put on masks, have
fun, put on red noses, full moon, apologize, watch a
parade, carry away bad luck, throw candy to the crowd,
wear funny clothes)
2c     Festivals                                                     26
Lesson objectives: To talk about a festival, to use
sequence connectors, to write a speech
Vocabulary: important, celebrate, traditional,
mooncakes, relatives, harvest season, symbolizes
2d     Culture Corner                                         27
Lesson objectives: To learn about a US food festival,
to talk about a local food festival
Vocabulary: locals, record, watermelon, carving
contest, rule, fit, seed spitting contest, taste, watermelon
products, crown, ride, parade
2e     Sweet sixteen                                          28
Lesson objectives: To learn expressions for inviting
and accepting an invitation, dialogue practice, to
pronounce the sounds /μ/, /∂/
Vocabulary: making/accepting an invitation (Oh,
nothing much., Would you like to come?, That sounds
great!, What time is the party?, Why don’t you come?,
How about 7:30?, I’d love to!, See you then.)
2f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Art & Design   29
Lesson objectives: To learn about colors and moods,
to describe a painting
Vocabulary: warm, cold, angry, happy, calm, relaxed,
cool, imaginative, creative, peaceful, quiet, mysterious,
unhappy
Self-Check 2                                                        30

26

Let’s celebrate!
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Warm-up Activity
Read the title and ask Ss to look at the pictures on 
pp. 22-23. Elicit what Unit 2a is about (festivals).

  1    To describe pictures
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and read the

phrases aloud.
        •    Ask various Ss to use the phrases to describe the

pictures.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Picture 1 shows people carving sculptures from snow.
          Picture 2 shows people wearing costumes, people

making a human tower, and people climbing on top
of each other.

  2    To listen and read for gist
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the texts

in their books.
        •    Elicit which picture matches each postcard and

then ask Ss to identify the city for each picture.

          Answer Key
          A-2 Valencia
          B-1 Quebec

  3    To read for specific information and present
new vocabulary

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the postcards again
and answer the questions.

        •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     The weather in Quebec is very cold and snowy. The

weather in Valencia is a bit cold but dry.
          2     The people in Quebec are celebrating the Quebec

Winter Carnival.
          3     Emma is staying with a friend.
          4     Bill is visiting relatives.
          5     Because it snows a lot there.
          6     It’s fiesta time and people are wearing costumes and

dancing in the streets.

        •    Ss then explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          greetings: used to say hello
          staying at: remaining in a place for a particular amount

of time
          fiesta time: (in Spain) a religious holiday with dancing,

music, etc.
          climbing: going up, esp. using hands and feet
          on top of: the highest or uppermost part 
          each other: one another
          highest: tallest
          tower: a tall, narrow structure
           win: be the best or most successful in a competition or

game
          see you soon: used to say goodbye to sb you will see

in a short while
          capital: a place that is a center for an industry,

business, or other activity
          excited: happy, interested, or stirred emotionally
          showing (sb) around: going around a place with sb

when they first arrive to show them what is interesting,
etc.

          can’t wait: used to emphasize sb is very excited about
sth and is eager for it to happen

          take care: used when saying goodbye to family and
friends

4      To describe a picture
        •    Explain to Ss that when we describe a picture we

need to talk about the people in it, their clothes
& feelings, what they are doing, the place they
are at, the weather, etc. Give Ss a few minutes to
select a picture and prepare their answers.

        •    Ss work in pairs and describe one of the two
pictures on p. 22 to their partner. Their partner
then describes the other picture.

        •    Monitor the activity and then ask some pairs to
share their descriptions with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
           Picture 1: It’s freezing cold in Quebec. Some people are

in a park. They are making snow sculptures. They are
wearing warm clothes and using shovels to carve the
sculptures. Other people are watching them.

           Picture 2: It’s warm and dry in Valencia. Some people
are wearing costumes and climbing on top of each
other to make a human tower. Other people are
watching them.

          I would like to be in Valencia because I would like to
see a human tower.

Background information

Quebec (City) is the capital of the Canadian
province of Quebec and the second largest city in
the province after Montreal. It is located on the
north bank of the Saint Lawrence River. It is cold
and snowy in the winter and warm in the summer.

Valencia is the capital of the Spanish autonomous
community of Valencia and its province. It’s the
third largest city in Spain. It’s cold in the winter
and warm and dry in the summer.
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  5    To present the present progressive
        •    Write on the board. We’re having a lesson now.

Elicit the tense form (present progressive) & its
use (action happening now). Ask Ss to give
examples of their own.

        •    Read the table aloud. Refer Ss to the Grammar
Reference section for more information.

        •    Then ask Ss to find examples of the present
progressive tense in the postcards on p. 22. Elicit
any similar structures in Ss’ L1. 

          Answer Key
        isn’t raining, ’re staying, ’re watching, are wearing, are

dancing, are climbing, ’s snowing, ’m having, is
showing, are carving, are ice-skating

  6    To practice the present progressive
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to look

at pictures A and B and complete the texts with
the words given.

        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking some Ss to read the
completed texts aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A    1     are wearing                   B     1     is watching
                 2     isn’t snowing                       2     are wearing
                 3     are ice-skating                    3     are dancing
                 4     are having                             4     aren’t wearing
                 5     are getting                            5     is taking
                 6     are buying                             6     are throwing
                                                                             7     are having

  7    To practice the interrogative form and
short answers for the present progressive

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss formulate questions and answers in pairs.
        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various pairs to act

out their exchanges in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A    2     A:   Is it raining?
                         B:    No, it isn’t.
                 3     A:   Is John dancing?
                         B:    No, he isn’t.
                 4     A:   Are people buying presents?
                         B:    Yes, they are.

          B     5     A:   Is Lucy watching a parade?
                         B:    Yes, she is.
                 6     A:   Are the girls wearing masks?
                         B:    No, they aren’t.
                 7     A:   Are the girls dancing?
                         B:    Yes, they are.

                 8     A:   Is Lucy’s father throwing streamers?
                         B:    No, he isn’t.
                 9     A:   Are people having a great time?
                         B:    Yes, they are.

  8    To further practice the present progressive
        •    Explain the task. Choose two Ss to read the

example exchanges aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task in pairs using the

postcards on p. 22.
        •    Ask some pairs to report back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Where’s Emma?
          B:    In Valencia. What’s the weather like there?
          A:   It’s cold.
          B:    Is it raining?
          A:   No, it isn’t. etc.

  9    To describe a special event or celebration
and write a paragraph about it 

        •    Explain the task and assign the writing task for
HW.

        •     Ask Ss to bring pictures of their family celebrating
a special event and describe them in class in the
next lesson. 

          Suggested Answer Key
        This is a picture of me and my family. We are

celebrating my parents’ wedding anniversary at
home. My parents are cutting the cake and my
brother is throwing streamers. My sister and I are
having fun. We are all wearing nice clothes and
having a wonderful time.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2 Ex. 3 p. 21,
Exs. 5, 6 & 7 p. 22

28

Special days
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Celebrations

Warm-up Activity
Ask the class to name some celebrations that take place
each year in their country and elicit what people do
then.

  1    To match phrases to pictures
        •    Elicit which phrases best describe each picture.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A – throw candy to the crowd, wear funny clothes,

watch a parade
          B – light candles

  2    To read and listen for gist
        •    Explain the task. Play the recording. Ss listen and

follow the text in their books.
        •    Elicit the festival people are celebrating in each

picture.

          Answer Key
          A – Carnival
          B – Loy Krathong

  3    To read for specific information and
present new vocabulary

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the postings again
and do the task.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     February
          2     masks, red noses
          3     throw candy
          4     the rainy season ends
          5     apologize
          6     carry away bad luck

        •    Ss then explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          celebrate: do sth enjoyable to mark an important event

or a special occasion (e.g., with ceremonies or festivities)
          put on: wear
          later: after the present time
          catch: get hold of an object that is moving through

the air
           candy: sweet things like chocolate, or toffee 
          floats: vehicles with platforms used to carry exhibits

in a parade
          throw: make an object move through the air
          crowd: large group of people gathered
          popular: liked by many
          apologize: tell sb one is sorry for having done sth

wrong

          dirty: not clean
          full moon: when the moon is visible as a complete

circle
          rafts: flat, floating structures, usually made of wood
          light: make sth start to burn
          believe: think that sth is true or possible
          carry away: take from one place to another
          bad luck: bad things that happen by chance
          life: the period of time when sb is alive

  4    To paraphrase information in a text and
express a personal preference

        •    Give Ss enough time to reread the postings.
Then Ss talk about the festivals in pairs using the
phrases in Ex. 1. 

        •    Monitor the activity. Then ask various Ss to
answer the question in the rubric giving
reasons.

          Suggested Answer Key
          In Germany, people celebrate Carnival in February.

They put on masks and red noses and they have fun.
They watch parades. People wear funny clothes and
throw candy from the floats.

          In Thailand, Loy Krathong is a popular festival. At the
first full moon after the rainy season, people decorate
rafts with candles and flowers, light the candles, and
put the rafts on the river. They do this to apologize for
polluting the water. They believe the rafts carry away
bad luck.

          I would like to attend the Carnival festival because it
seems like a lot of fun.

  5    To listen for specific information
        •    Explain the task. Read the three options (A-C)

and ask Ss to think of words related to each
option (e.g., A: Carnival parade, fun, dance, etc.).
Point out that while they are listening they
should look for words related to a theme. This
will help them do the task.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and answer the
question. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
        A

  6    To compare the simple present and the
present progressive

        •    Read the table aloud. Then ask various Ss to
provide examples from the text.

        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.
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Suggested Answer Key
simple present: celebrate (routine), put on, wear, throw
(habits), happens, starts (routines), decorate, light, put
(habits), believe (permanent state)

Present progressive: ’re having (now), ’re watching (future
arrangement), ’re celebrating (now)

  7    To practice the simple present and the
present progressive

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text and fill in
the blanks.

        •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     are having                                6     doesn’t want
          2     are                                                7     are coming
          3     is doing                                      8     hope
          4     is cleaning                                9     needs
           5     are helping                                10      You are coming 

  8    To practice the interrogative form and short
answers in the simple present 

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task.
        •    Ask various Ss to share their answers with the

rest of the class.

          Answer Key
          2     Do you have a birthday party? Yes, I do./No, I don’t.
          3     Does your mom bake a cake? Yes, she does./ No,

she doesn’t.
          4     Do you get a lot of presents? Yes, I do./No, I don’t.

  9     To practice the simple present vs. the
present progressive

        •    Explain the task.
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the postcard and

fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the
verbs.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     is                                                        5     is watching
          2     are staying                                   6     are making 
          3     is                                                        7     are going
          4     am sunbathing                          8     Is it raining

10   To further practice the simple present vs.
the present progressive 

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task in pairs. Ask some pairs to

share their answers with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     A:   Are you having a lesson at the moment?
                 B:    Yes, I am.
          3     A:   Are you wearing a costume now?
                 B:    No, I’m not.

          4     A:   Are you eating a sandwich now?
                 B:    No, I’m not.

          5     A:   Do your parents go shopping on Fridays?
                 B:    Yes, they do./No, they don’t.

11   To write about the Rio Carnival
        •    Explain the task. Ss work in small groups and use

the website given and/or other websites and
encyclopedias to gather information either in
class or for HW.

        •    Ss write a short paragraph and present it to the
class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Carnival is the biggest festival in Rio. It takes place in

the middle of summer, usually in February, but the
dates change every year. It lasts for four days and
people from all over the world go to Rio to celebrate it.
People watch a samba parade at the Sambodrome
where people dance in the streets and wear amazing
costumes. There are also lots of street parties that take
place all over the city. People wear costumes, play
music, dance, and have lots of fun.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2 Grammar
Review p. 23

Celebrations

Alternate Activity for weaker students 

Ask Ss to find photographs of the Rio Carnival, or
draw pictures showing scenes from this carnival.
Ss label the pictures.

            People are wearing
beautiful costumes.
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Festivals

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures on p. 26 and the title of the
unit and ask them what Unit 2c is about (festivals).

  1    To identify the country of origin of a piece
of music

        •    Play the recording and elicit what country it may
be from.

          Answer Key
          China

  2    To predict the content of a text and to
present new vocabulary

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and ask them
to read the poem. Then elicit what Ss think the
festival is about.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books. Elicit an answer from the class.

          Answer Key
            The festival celebrates the end of the harvest season,

which happens in the middle of fall, when the moon is full.

        •    Ss then explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          hangs: is suspended
          everywhere: in every place or part; in all places
          round: shaped like a circle
          bright: shining strongly with plenty of light
          fall: the season between summer and winter
          lasts: continues for a particular length of time
          prepare: make a meal or substance
          traditional: being part of the traditions of a country

or group of people
          end: the last part of a period of time
          harvest season: the time of year when crops are

gathered from fields
          sing: produce a musical sound through voice
          poems: writings that express emotions, ideas, and

experiences, usually using short lines with words that
rhyme

          symbolizes beauty: represents sth attractive
          lady: a woman 
          make a wish: a silent request for sth to happen as if by

magic
          dreams … come true: things that happen that have

been wanted for a long time 

  3    To paraphrase information in a text
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the speech again.
        •    Ask Ss to copy the table into their notebooks

and then complete it.
        •    Select various Ss to take the role of a TV reporter

and present the festival to the rest of the class.
          

Suggested Answer Key

          
          In China people celebrate the Moon Festival to mark

the end of the harvest season. This happens in the
middle of fall, on the day that the moon is full.
Families get together and watch the full moon, eat
mooncakes, and sing moon poems. Children make a
wish to the Lady on the Moon.

  4    To present sequence connectors
        •    Read the theory box aloud. Elicit the L1

equivalents for the words in bold from various
Ss around the class. Ss find examples in May’s
speech. Elicit examples from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Before the festival ..., On the day ..., Later in the

evening ...

  5    To talk about a special festival in your country
        •    Ask Ss to copy the headings in the table from

Ex. 3 in their notebooks again.
        •    Give Ss enough time to think of a special festival

in their country and complete the table.
        •    Ask Ss one at a time to present their festival to

the class.
          Suggested Answer Key

          
          On January 6th, people in Spain celebrate The Reyes

Three Kings Day to honor the three wise men and the
gifts they gave to baby Jesus. In the morning, children
open the presents that the three kings left in their
shoes. Then people make and eat a special cake called
‘Roscón des Reyes’. Later people watch parades with
the three kings.

Name: The Three Kings Day
Date/Season: January 6th

Country: Spain
Reason: To celebrate the three wise men and

the gifts they gave to baby Jesus
Activities/
Food:

in the morning children open presents
left by the kings in their shoes, people
make and eat a special cake called
‘Roscón des Reyes’, later they watch
parades with the three kings 

Name: Moon Festival
Date/Season: in the middle of fall
Country: China
Reason: to celebrate the end of harvest
Activities/
Food:

families get together, watch the
full moon, eat mooncakes, sing
moon poems, children make a
wish to the Lady on the Moon
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  6    To write a speech
         •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to write

their speech using their notes and the text in Ex. 2
to help them. Alternatively, assign the task for HW.

        •    Ask various Ss to make their speech in front of
the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Today I’m going to talk to you about an important

festival in my country, The Three Kings Day. We
celebrate it on January 6th, and it lasts one day. Before

the festival, children leave their shoes out to receive
presents from the three kings.

           On the day of the festival families get together to
celebrate the three wise men and the gifts they gave the
baby Jesus. In the morning, children open the presents
that the three kings left in their shoes. Then people make
and eat a special cake called ‘Roscón des Reyes’. Later
people watch parades with the three kings.

          Thank you for your time. Are there any questions?

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2 Ex. 2 p. 21

Festivals

Explain that the Culture corner is designed to introduce
Ss to an interesting topic related to the culture of the US
or another English–speaking country.

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures on p. 27 and ask them
what they think this unit is about (a watermelon festival).

  1     To activate prior knowledge/stimulate
interest in the topic

         •     Read the title aloud and elicit whether Ss know
anything about this festival.

         •     Ask Ss what they would like to know about the
festival. Elicit three questions from Ss around the
class.

         •     Play the recording. Ss listen and check if their
questions were answered.

          Suggested Answer Key
           1     What kind of festival is it? A watermelon festival.
          2     Where does it take place? Luling, Texas, USA.
          3     What do people do? They have a contest for the

largest watermelon, a carving contest, a seed
spitting contest, and taste delicious watermelon
products. People also crown a watermelon queen
and watch a parade.

  2    To present new vocabulary
        •    Ss explain the words in bold.
          Suggested Answer Key
          contest: a competition
          locals: people from a particular place
          record: the best ever achieved (e.g., the biggest,

highest, fastest etc. level reached)
          famous: known by many people in many places

          carving: cutting into sth to create a pattern 
          rule: an official instruction that says how things must

be done
          carve: cut into sth to create a pattern 
          fit: to be the right size to go onto or into sth
          taste: sample, try
          crown: honor sb by giving them the title of king or

queen
          queen: a woman that is considered to be the best at a

particular activity or thing
          ride: travel in a vehicle driven by another

        •    Ss then make sentences about the festival using
words from the list. Elicit sentences from various
Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          People send the record watermelon to a famous

American each year.
            There is a watermelon carving contest at the festival.
          The rule is that what you carve has to fit on your head

as a hat.
           There is also a seed spitting contest at the festival.
          People can taste delicious watermelon products.
          Each year people crown a watermelon queen. The

watermelon queen rides in the parade.

  3    To review question words
        •    Read the words aloud and elicit their meaning.
        •    Ss ask and answer questions, as in the example.
        •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some Ss to act out

their exchange in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   When is the Watermelon Thump?
          B:    In June.

Culture Corner
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          A:   What do people do there?
          B:    They have a contest for the largest watermelon, a

carving contest, a seed spitting contest, and taste
delicious watermelon products. People also crown a
watermelon queen and watch a parade.

          A:   How often does it take place?
          B:    Once a year.
           A:    Who do the people give the record watermelon to?
          B:    A famous American.
          A:   How many people go to the festival each year?
          B:    More than 30,000 people.

  4    To review plurals
        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the fruits in the list

and which grow locally.

          (Ss’ own answers)

        •    Elicit the plural forms for each one allowing Ss
to use their dictionaries if necessary.

          Answer Key
          melons, apples, oranges, watermelons, strawberries,

bananas, pineapples, pears, avocados, grapes,
cherries, peaches

  5    To talk about a local food festival
        •    This task may be done in class or assigned for HW.
        •    Ss work in groups and jot down information about

a local food festival under the headings given.
Then they present their information to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Name: Shrovetide
          Place: Russia
          Date: a week before Lent
          Activities: people go tobogganing, eat pancakes and

honey cakes, go to theater performances, dance,
make and burn a Shrovetide dummy

          Shrovetide is a week-long food festival that takes place
all over Russia in the week before Lent every year. People
go tobogganing and eat delicious pancakes and honey
cakes. They also go to theater performances, dance, and
make and burn a Shrovetide dummy.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2 Ex. 1 p. 21,
Portfolio Activities p. 27

Sweet sixteen

Warm-up Activity
Elicit what Ss would say to invite sb to a party in their L1
and ask if they know this/these phrase(s) in English.

  1    To identify language functions
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally

and individually.
        •    Elicit which sentences are used to make/accept an

invitation.
        •    As an extension, ask Ss to use the sentences to

make short exchanges (e.g., A: Would you like to
come? B: I’d love to!).

          Answer Key
          Invite someone – Would you like to come? Why don’t

you come?
          Accept an invitation – That sounds great! I’d love to!

  2    To listen for specific information
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and identify which

of the sentences from Ex. 1 they hear.

          Answer Key
          Oh, nothing much.
          Would you like to come?
          That sounds great!
          What time is the party?
          How about 7:30?
          See you then.

  3    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the dialogue. Then

read the questions aloud and elicit answers
from various Ss around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     He turns 16 on Saturday.
          2     The party is at 8:00.
          3     Janet’s dad will pick her up.

  4    To consolidate phrases and expressions
through translation and practice reading aloud
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        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the sentences in
Ex. 1.

        •    Ask Ss to read the dialogue aloud in pairs.
        •    Walk around the class and check Ss’ pronunciation

and intonation.

  5    To identify synonymous phrases 
        •    Read phrases 1-5 aloud.
        •    Elicit/Explain what each one means.
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the dialogue again

and find synonymous phrases.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     nothing much
          2     He turns 16.
          3     That sounds great!
          4     That’s OK.
          5     My dad can pick you up.

  6    To consolidate new vocabulary through
role-play

        •    Explain the task. Draw the following diagram on
the board for Ss to follow.

        •    Ss work in pairs and act out their dialogues using
the dialogue in Ex. 3 and the phrases in Ex. 1.

        •    Monitor the activity paying close attention to Ss’
pronunciation and intonation.

        •    Ss record themselves.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   What are you doing this weekend?
          B:    Oh, nothing much.
          A:   Well, it’s my sister’s birthday this Sunday. She turns

15. We’re having a party. Would you like to come?
          B:    That sounds great! What time is the party?
          A:   7:00. Do you know where my house is?
          B:    No, I don’t actually.
          A:   That’s OK. My dad can pick you up. How about

6:30?
          B:    OK. See you then.

  7    To present and pronounce /μ/, /u:/
        •    Tell Ss to copy the table into their notebooks.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check the

correct box for each word. Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Play the recording again. Ss listen and repeat

chorally and individually. Check Ss’ pronunciation.
        •    Elicit other words with the same sounds from

various Ss around the class.

          Answer Key

          

          Suggested Answer Key
          /μ/: good, cook
          /∂/: grew, pool

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2 Exs. 9, 10
& 11 p. 24, Pairwork Activities pp. 25-26

/μ/ /u:/ /μ/ /u:/

full ✓ look ✓

fool ✓ Luke ✓

34

Sweet sixteen

Student A

Ask about
weekend plans.
(What are you doing
...?)
Invite friend to party. 
(Well, it’s ... . ... Would 
you ...?)
Say the time. Ask if
friend knows address.
(... Do you know
where ...?)
Offer to give friend a
lift at certain time. 
(That’s OK. My ... . )

Student B

Reply. 
(Oh,nothing
much.)

Accept.
Ask about time. 
(What time ...?)
Say you don’t
know address. 
(No, ... .)

Agree.
(OK. See ... .)
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Cross-Curricular Cut
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the paintings and say what they think
Unit 2f will be about (paintings and colors).

  1    To present warm and cold colors
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the color charts. Ask

various Ss to say the colors.

          Answer Key
           yellow, orange, brown, red, green, blue, gray, purple

        •    Ask Ss to look at the paintings and then elicit
which type of colors they contain: warm or cold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          In Picture A I can see mostly cold colors such as blue,

gray, and purple.
          In Picture B I can see mostly warm colors such as

yellow, orange, and brown.

  2    To present moods and describe feelings
        •    Read the different colors and moods aloud.
        •    Elicit/Explain the meanings of any unknown

words.
        •    Direct Ss’ attention back to the paintings and

elicit how they make Ss feel.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  3    To match a description to a picture
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books.
        •    Elicit which painting it matches and why the

painter has used warm colors.

          Answer Key
          The description matches painting B. The artist has

used warm colors to show that the people are relaxed
and happy.

  4    To paraphrase a description of a painting
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen to the description

and keep notes if they want to. Ss then describe
the painting in their own words to their partner.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The painting shows three small boats on the sea. The

sea is gray, white, and blue and the sky is clear.

        •    Elicit how the painting makes Ss feel.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  5    To describe a painting 
        •    Tell Ss to find a picture of a painting they like

from the Internet, an encyclopedia, book, or
magazine and bring it to class.

        •    Ss write a description and explain how it makes
them feel.

        •    Ask various Ss to tell the class about their
paintings.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The painting is ‘Luncheon of the Boating Party’ by

Pierre-Auguste Renoir. The painting shows a bright
sunny day. The people are wearing summer clothes in
light and dark colors. They are outside. In the front of
the picture there are three men and two women.
Some people are sitting down and others are
standing. They are talking. A woman is playing with
her dog. The people in the background are talking.
The artist uses warm colors like red, yellow, and
orange to show the people are happy and relaxed. He
also uses cold colors like blue and green to show the
people are calm.

          I feel calm, happy, and relaxed when I look at this
painting because it seems like everyone is happy and
relaxing on a warm summer’s afternoon.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2 Ex. 4 p. 21,
Game p. 28

Alternate Activity for weaker students 

Photocopy the above. Remove six words and
give them in a list. Ss complete the gapped text.
Suggested list of words to remove: sunny, clothes,
dog, warm, happy, green.
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Self-Check
        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-

Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the
key at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss
read the Now I can section and evaluate
themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 2 p. LP1

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 2 
         p. VP1

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 2 pp. 101-104

Festival ABCs

Ss take turns saying words related to festivals and
celebrations beginning with each of the letters of
the alphabets, in order. If a S cannot think of a
word in 30 seconds, they are out. The last S
remaining in the game wins.
e.g.,    S1: anniversary
            S2: birthday
            S3: celebration
            S4: dancing   etc.
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Characters larger than life

Topic
In this module Ss will explore the topic of
superheroes and abilities.
Module page                                                      31
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: abilities (spin webs, stretch very far,
climb walls, see through walls, hear very well, burst
into flames, have superstrength, disappear, fight very
well, fly), superheroes

3a     Superheroes                                      32-33
Lesson objectives: To talk about comic book
characters and their creator, learn the simple past
affirmative and negative, write about the past
Vocabulary: monster, popular, publishing, comics,
successful, verbs (create, be, wear, make, change, get,
look, act, hunt, try, want, know, become)

3b     Superpowers                                     34-35
Lesson objectives: To describe a superhero and his
life, learn the simple past interrogative, create and
describe your own superhero
Vocabulary: superpowers, planet, rocket ship, shy,
reporter,  ordinary person, red cape, blue uniform, fast,
superhuman strength, lasers, crime, danger, verbs
(bring up, grow up, make fun of, fly, shoot, save, live,
appear, create, get, work, come)

3c     Fame                                                            36
Lesson objectives: To talk about a famous person,
learn about joining words and reading years, write a
short biography of a famous person
Vocabulary: director, racing cars, car accident, awards,
scholarship, company, box office, record, history

3d     Culture Corner                                         37
Lesson objectives: To learn about a British legend,
to write about a local legend
Vocabulary: sword, power, king, firstborn, powerful,
magician, thieves, pure heart, castle, knights verbs
(become, pull out, give, attack, die, put, promise, explain,
build, rule, call, make)
3e     Who stars in it?                                        38
Lesson objectives: To learn expressions used to
describe a movie, dialogue practice, learn intonation
in questions
Vocabulary: adventure, action, fantasy, magical
world, special effects

3f      Cross-Curricular Cut: History            39
Lesson objectives: To learn about ancient Egypt
Vocabulary: king, temples, monuments, royal, pharaoh,
archeologist, tomb, curse, verbs (build, die, bury, reign,
get sick)
Self-Check 3                                                        40

What’s in this module?
  •    Ask Ss to look at the title Characters larger than life

and elicit suggestions as to what the module
might be about. Ask Ss to read the list and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to superheroes and their special

abilities. It might also refer to famous people,
legends, etc.

  •    Use pictures 1-4 to engage Ss’ attention, to
stimulate discussion, and to prompt their interest in
the module. Elicit which of the characters Ss know.
Ask Ss what page numbers the pictures are on.

          Suggested Answer Key
            T:     What page is picture 1 from?
         S1:     Picture 1 is from p. 32.
            T:     What do you know about this character?
         S2:     He can hear very well.
            T:     What page is picture 2 from?
         S3:     Picture 2 is on p. 34.
            T:     What else can you see on p. 34? etc. 
          Picture 3 (p. 32), picture 4 (p. 35)

Find the page numbers for
  •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask

questions to check Ss’ understanding. 
          Answer Key
          ancient Egyptian kings (p. 39)
          What do you know about ancient Egypt? Have you

ever seen an ancient Egyptian exhibition in a
museum? Would you like to?/Did you like it? etc.

          a biography (p. 36)
          What do you know about George Lucas? Have you

ever seen any of his movies? Did you like it/them?
etc.

          a British legend (p. 37)
          Do you know any British legends? Do you know any

legends from your country? Which ones? etc.

Vocabulary 
  •    Play the recording. Ask Ss to listen and repeat. Ss

then explain the phrases in their L1. 
  •    Read the example aloud. Then ask Ss to say which

abilities the characters have. Play the recording so
Ss can check their answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Daredevil can hear very well and fight very well.
          2     Superman can see through walls and fly. He also

has superstrength.
          3     Spider-Man can spin webs, climb walls, and fight

very well.
          4     The Human Torch can burst into flames.
          5     The Thing has superstrength.
          6     The Invisible Woman can disappear.
          7     Mr. Fantastic can stretch very far.
          My favorite superhero is Spider-Man.
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to read the title and look at the pictures on p. 32 and
guess what Unit 3a is about (superheroes and their creator).

  1    To introduce the topic
        •    Elicit who the characters are and who created

them.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen to find out more.

          Answer Key
          Stan Lee created them.

  2    To read for specific information and
present new vocabulary

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text silently and
decide whether each sentence is true or false.
Ask Ss to read aloud the part of the text that
contains the information.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Then Ss correct the false
statements. 

        •    Finally, elicit why the Hulk is a hero.

          Answer Key
          1     T
          2     F The Hulk was actually green.
          3     T
          4     F The Hulk changed into a monster when he was

angry.
          5     T (People were afraid of the Hulk.)
          6     F The Hulk was a superhero. He was very popular,

so he became a TV series.
          The Hulk is a hero because he was a good person and

wanted to help people even though people hunted
him and tried to kill him.

  3    To match words to synonyms and present
new vocabulary

        •    Explain the task.
        •    Ss explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          what does it take: what is needed/required to make sth

happen or succeed
           answer: provide a reply to a question
           creator: sb who made or invented a particular  thing
          created: made
          heroes: people (real or fictional) who are admired for

doing brave or good things
          scientist: sb who works or is trained in science
          changed into: turned into
          angry: feeling mad, furious, upset
          acted like: behaved in a certain way
          hurt: cause harm, either physical or emotional
          hunted: chased sb/sth to catch them/it
          kill: make a person or animal die

          still: in spite of
          right: correct, appropriate
          became: developed in a particular way
          successful: popular; well received
          series: (TV) a daily or weekly program with the same

cast and format
        
        •    Elicit the synonym from paragraph 1 for the first

word. Then Ss continue and complete the task.
        •    Check answers with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          possibly = maybe
          made = created
          is needed = does it take
          turned into = changed into
          beast = monster
          harm = hurt
          scared of = afraid of

  4   a    To recall information from a text
               •    Give Ss enough time to scan the text. Ss close

their books and try to remember three things
from the text.

               •    Elicit a variety of answers from Ss around the
class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Stan Lee created the Fantastic Four. The Hulk was green.

He looked like a monster but acted like a hero.

        b   To express a personal opinion on the topic
               •    Initiate a class discussion about what qualities

a superhero should have.
               •    Ss continue the discussion in small groups.
               •    Give Ss 3 minutes to write an answer to the

question in the rubric and then ask various Ss
around the class to read their answers aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          To me, a superhero is someone who fights crime and

rescues people from danger. He or she is strong and
has special powers and always does the right thing.

  5    To present the simple past (affirmative and
negative)

          •     Ss close their books. Write on the board: John lived
in a big house in 1980. He drove a fast car then.
Underline the two verb forms and ask Ss to identify
the tense. Draw Ss’ attention to the second verb
and ask them to tell you which verb this reminds
them of (drive). Explain that drove is the past tense
of the verb drive. Point out that not all verbs form
the past tense by adding –ed to the base form. 

         •    Ss open their books. Refer Ss to the list of
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irregular verbs and their past forms in the back
of the Student Book section.

         •    Read through the table with Ss. Ss say whether
there are similar structures in their L1.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  6    To practice the simple past and identify
regular and irregular verbs

         •     Explain the task and give Ss some time to
complete it.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Then elicit which verbs are
regular/irregular.

        •    Refer Ss to the Irregular Verbs List at the back of
the Student Book section to check their answers.

          Answer Key
          1     created R                                       8     acted R
          2     was I                                                 9     hunted R
          3     wore I                                           10     tried R
          4     made I                                          11     wanted R
          5     changed R                                 12     knew I
          6     got I                                               13     became I
          7     looked R

  7    To practice the simple past and identify
irregular verbs

         •     Give Ss enough time to read the text and
complete the task.

         •    Elicit/Explain the meaning of any unknown
words as you check Ss’ answers.

        •    Elicit which verbs are irregular.

          Answer Key
          1     didn’t have (irregular)            8     continued
          2     finished                                          9     created
          3     got (irregular)                          10     followed
          4     was (irregular)                         11     presented
          5     wrote (irregular)                     12     appeared
          6     chose (irregular)                     13     made (irregular)
          7     changed

  8    To practice the affirmative and negative
forms of the simple past

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
complete it.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     … New York.
          2     His family wasn’t rich. His family didn’t have any

money.
          3     He didn’t work for DC Comics. He worked for

Marvel Comics.
          4     He didn’t write about Captain America in 1940. He

wrote about Captain America in 1941.

          5     He didn’t create the Fantastic Four in 1941. He
created the Fantastic Four in 1961.

          6     Marvel Comics didn’t publish Spider-Man in 1961.
Marvel Comics published Spider-Man in 1962.

  9    To practice the simple past through
personalization

        •    Explain the task and read the examples aloud.
        •    Ss work in pairs and complete the task. Remind

Ss to use the time expressions listed.
        •    Monitor the activity and offer help where

necessary. Ask some pairs to share their sentences
with the rest of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I played soccer last Monday.
          I didn’t help with the housework yesterday afternoon.
          I met my friends last week.  etc.

10   To listen for specific information
        •    Explain the task. Ask Ss to go through the two

lists to familiarize themselves with the content
of the recording.

         •    Play the recording. Ss listen and match the
people to the activities.

         •     Play the recording again if necessary and check Ss’
answers.

        •    Ask various Ss to say what each person did.

          Answer Key
          1     A            2     F            3     B            4     E            5     C

          Mary walked the dog yesterday.
          Tim played basketball yesterday.
          Sue went to the library yesterday.
          Jane watched a DVD yesterday.
          Helen surfed the Net yesterday.
          Roger met his friends yesterday.

11   To write about the past
        •    Give Ss three minutes to write about what they

did/didn’t do yesterday. Then have them tell
their partner.

        •    As an extension, ask various Ss to report what
their partner did/didn’t do yesterday to the rest
of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I went to school. I saw my friends.
          I did my homework.
          I walked my dog.
          I didn’t watch TV.
          I surfed the Net. I didn’t stay up late. etc.
     
  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 Ex. 3 p. 30
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss what superpowers Superman has.

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Read the words in the list aloud.
        •    Elicit whether Ss are familiar with Superman and

the TV series ‘Lois & Clark’. Ask various Ss to use the
words/phrases in the list to talk about Superman
using the picture and their background knowledge
as well.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Superman has a red cape and a blue uniform. (He can

fly fast. He has superhuman strength and he can
shoot lasers from his eyes. He saves people from crime
and danger.)

  2    To introduce the text
        •    Elicit who Clark Kent is (an ordinary person who

changes into Superman).
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books to check their answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Clark Kent is a reporter for a newspaper in Metropolis.

When he puts on his blue uniform and red cape, he
becomes Superman and saves people from crime and
danger.

  3    To read for specific information and present
new vocabulary

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and
complete the sentences.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     planet                              5     reporter
          2     rocket ship                     6     red cape, blue uniform
          3     brought, up                   7     save
          4     shy
        •    Ss then explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          appeared: showed up, began to exist
          planet: a large round object in space that moves

around a star
          brought him up: raised him
           grew up: developed from being a child into an adult
          newspaper: printed paper containing articles, news,

etc.
           made fun of: made unkind, insulting remarks about sb
          ordinary: regular
            cape: a long, loose piece of cloth tied around the neck
          strength: physical power

          see through: look past or into objects
          goes back: returns
          everyday: ordinary, usual

  4    To paraphrase information in a text
        •    Explain the task and ask various Ss to talk about

Superman using the words in Ex. 1.

          Suggested Answer Key
          … came to Earth in a rocket ship. Some farmers brought

him up and he grew up to be a shy boy. He went to
Metropolis to be a reporter and everyone made fun of
him. He wasn’t an ordinary person though. When he
wore his red cape and blue uniform, he was Superman.
Superman can fly very fast. He has superhuman
strength and he can shoot lasers from his eyes.
Superman saves people from crime and danger.

  5    To present the simple past (interrogative
and short answers)

        •    Ss close their books. Write on the board.
               Did Superman appear in 1938?
                Underline Did, appear. Elicit/Explain this is the

interrogative past form of the verb appear. Elicit
how it is formed did + subject + base form of
verb. Write next to the question. Yes, he did./No,
he didn’t. Ask Ss to select the correct answer. Elicit
how short answers are formed. Yes, + subject
pronoun + did (positive answer). No, + subject
pronoun + didn’t (negative answer). Ss open their
books.

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
read and complete the table.

        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking some Ss to read the
completed table aloud.

        •    Then choose some Ss to answer the questions.

          Answer Key
          1     did                       3     Did                      5     didn’t
          2     Did                      4     did

          1     What did Superman wear? He wore a red cape and
a blue uniform.

          2     Did Superman work as a teacher? No, he didn’t. He
worked as a reporter.

          3     Did Superman live in Metropolis? Yes, he did.

  6    To practice the simple past 
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to

complete the questions in the simple past using
the verbs in the list.

        •    Remind Ss to form questions using did + subject
pronoun + base form of verb.
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        •    Check Ss’ answers. Then ask Ss to guess the
answers to the questions.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

          Answer Key
          1     did, get                     space
          2     did, live                     New York
          3     did, have                 one
          4     did, work                 in the air force
          5     did, appear            Marvel Comics
          6     did, come                1961
          7     did, create              about 50

  7    To practice writing questions in the simple
past 

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task and ask and answer the

questions with their partner.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     Did Superman wear a red uniform? No, he didn’t.
          3     Did Superman appear in 1937? No, he didn’t.
          4     Did Clark Kent work as a photographer? No, he

didn’t.
          5     Did Clark Kent wear glasses? Yes, he did.
          6     Did your friend read a comic book last week? Yes,

he/she did. / No, he/she didn’t.

  8    To practice asking and answering questions
in the simple past 

        •    Explain the task and ask two Ss to read the
example exchange aloud.

        •    Ss complete the task in pairs.
        •    Walk around the class monitoring the activity.

Then ask some pairs to ask and answer
questions in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          B:    Did you do the shopping last Saturday?
          A:   Yes, I did. What did you have for lunch?
          B:    I had a sandwich. Did you do your homework?
          A:   No, I didn’t. Where did you play video games?
          B:    At home. What time did you chat online?
          A:   At 8 o’clock in the evening. Where did you meet

your friends?
          B:    At the mall. What time did you go to bed last

Saturday?
          A:   At 10 pm.

  9    To further practice the simple past
interrogative 

        •    Explain the task.
        •    Ss complete the task in pairs.

        •    Monitor the activity and then ask some pairs to
act out their exchanges in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   What was he also called?
          B:    The Man of Steel.
          A:   Where did he come from?
          B:    He came from the planet Krypton.
          A:   How did he come to Earth?
          B:    He came to Earth in a rocket ship. etc.

10   To present used to
        •    Write the following sentences on the board.
                When I was 10 years old, I used to watch a lot of

television. Now, I don’t. Elicit/Explain that we use
used to to talk about actions that happened
regularly in the past, which don’t happen
anymore.

         •     Write on the board: When I was 10 years old, I didn’t
use to drink coffee. Elicit how we form the negative
of used to. Go through the table. Ask Ss to say the
example sentences in their own language. Then
ask Ss if there are similar structures in their
language.

        (Ss’ own answers)

11   To practice used to
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss do the task. Check Ss’ answers. 

          Answer Key
          2     He used to wear shorts.
          3     He didn’t use to play video games.
          4     He didn’t use to live in an apartment.
          5     He used to have long hair.
          6     He didn’t use to wear glasses.
          7     He used to read comic books.
          8     He used to play in the street.

        •    As an extension, have Ss talk about their past
repeated actions. Monitor the activity and then
ask some Ss to share their answers with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I used to walk to school. I used to visit my grandparents

on the weekends. I didn’t use to go to bed late. etc.

12   To design a superhero
        •    Explain the task and divide the class into small

groups.
        •    Ss work together to think of a superhero, design

him/her, and then present him/her to the class.
        •    Alternatively, assign the task for HW.
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Ask Ss to read the titles of the unit and the text and look
at the picture and elicit what they think Unit 3c is about
(a famous movie director).

  1    To present the topic and new vocabulary
        •    Elicit how many Ss know who George Lucas is.
        •    Ask Ss to read sentences 1-5 and guess the

answers.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books and check their guesses.

          Answer Key
          1     California
          2     good
          3     Francis Ford Coppola
          4     1977
          5     seven 

     •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
           director: the person who gives instructions to actors

and others working on a movie
          racing cars: driving very fast cars in races
          car accident: crash involving cars
          won awards: got prizes for being the best in a

competition
          scholarship: money given to sb by an educational

organization to help pay for their education
          met: made the acquaintance of
          formed: created
          own: belonging to oneself
          came out: started playing at movie theaters
          broke box office records: performed better than any

other movie before it
          earned: achieved sth deserved
          the rest is history: expression used to say that

everyone knows the rest of a story

  2    To introduce joining words
        •    Read the theory aloud.

        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the examples.
        •    Read the first item and the example. Then give

Ss enough time to complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          2     He didn’t come because it was late.
          3     He didn’t have enough money, so he didn’t buy the

car.
          4     She couldn’t sleep because it was noisy.
          5     He wrote Star Wars. He also wrote Indiana Jones.

  3    To practice reading years
         •    Read the theory aloud. Then ask various Ss to

read the years in the list aloud.

          Answer Key
          nineteen forty-four
          nineteen sixty-six
          nineteen sixty-eight
          nineteen seventy-one
          nineteen seventy-seven 

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text and jot
down notes to write a timeline using the dates.

        •    Ask various Ss to present George Lucas to the
class using their notes.

          Suggested Answer Key
          George Lucas was born in 1944.
          He went to the University of Southern California film

school in 1966.
          He won a scholarship at Warner Bros in 1968 and met

Francis Ford Coppola.
          He formed his own company in 1971.
          He directed Star Wars in 1977.

  4    To write a short biography
        •    Explain the task and assign it for HW.
        •    Ss gather information about a famous person of

their choice and use the plan to write the
biography. Check Ss’ answers.

Superpowers

          Suggested Answer Key
          Mr. Amazing lives in London. He is tall and dark and

wears a black uniform and a blue cape. He works as a
police officer and rides a motorbike. He can see and
hear very well and he is very strong. He fights crime
and saves people from danger

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 Ex. 1 p. 29,
Exs. 4 & 5 p. 30, Pairwork Activities pp. 33-34
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          Suggested Answer Key
          Francis Ford Coppola the famous director, was born in

1939 in Detroit, Michigan. He had polio as a boy and
spent a lot of time in bed playing with his puppet
theater. He studied drama at college in New York and
film at the University of California. In 1967, he worked
at Seven Arts Studio and started directing his own
movies and writing his own screenplays.

          He won his first Oscar as co-writer of ‘Patton’ in 1971.
Later he made movies such as ‘The Godfather Trilogy’
which won two more Oscars and ‘Apocalypse Now’.
The rest is history.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 Exs. 7 & 8 
         p. 32

Alternate Activity for weaker students 

Write the following sentences on the board. Ss
put them in the correct order to write Francis
Ford Coppola’s biography.
•   He (study) Drama at college in New York and

film at the University of California.
•   Francis Ford Coppola the famous director (be

born) in 1939 in Detroit Michigan.
•   Later he – (make) movies such as ‘The

Godfather Trilogy’ which – (win) two more
Oscars and ‘Apocalypse Now’.

•   In 1967, he – (work) at Seven Arts Studio and –
(start) directing his own movies and writing his
own screenplays.

•   The rest is history.
•   He – (win) his first Oscar as co-writer of ‘Patton’

in 1971.

Warm-up Activity
Draw Ss’ attention to the title and the illustrations and
elicit what they think they are going to read about (King
Arthur).

  1    To introduce the topic
        •     Elicit what Ss know about King Arthur and the

names/places in the list.
         •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books. Then ask various Ss around the class
to explain how the names/places are related to
King Arthur.

          Suggested Answer Key
          King Arthur was the King of England.
          Excalibur was the name of his sword.
          The Lady of the Lake gave Excalibur to Arthur’s father,

King Uther.
          Uther was Arthur’s father.
           Merlin was the magician who took Arthur from Uther

as a baby.
           Camelot is the name of the castle where Arthur lived.
          The Knights of the Round Table were Arthur’s knights

who helped him rule over England.

  2    To check comprehension of a text through
pronoun substitution

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the short text and
the main text again if necessary.

        •    Ss then replace the pronouns with the appropriate
nouns from Ex. 1.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     The Lady of the Lake               8     Excalibur
          2     Excalibur                                       9     Merlin
          3     Uther                                            10     England
          4     Uther                                            11     Camelot
          5     Merlin                                           12     the Knights of
          6     Uther                                                       the Round Table
          7     Excalibur  

  3    To present new vocabulary and summarize
the text

     •    Ss explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          pulled: moved or drew sth towards oneself
          sword: a weapon with a long pointed blade and handle
          stone: a large rock
          power: strength
          firstborn: the oldest child
          powerful: physically strong
          magician: a man who can use magic
          thieves: people who steal from others
          attacked: used violence to hurt a person or damage a

place
           promised: declared that sth will or will not be done
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the people in the pictures. Elicit if they
know who any of them are and what they do (Robert de
Niro, Michelle Pfeiffer, etc. – actors). Elicit what Unit 3e is
about (describing a movie).

  1    To brainstorm for movies types
        •    Brainstorm with the class for as many types of

movies as they can think of in one minute. Then
ask various Ss around the class to say which
their favorite type is and give reasons to justify
their answer.

          Suggested Answer Key
           romance, comedy, thriller, horror, fantasy, drama,

animated, documentary, foreign, war, science fiction
          My favorite type of movie is comedies because I like to

laugh.

  2    To present new vocabulary
        •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat

chorally and individually.
        •    Then elicit Ss’ L1 equivalents.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  3    To listen for specific information
        •    Play the recording.
        •    Ss listen and answer the questions. Check Ss’

answers.
        •    Then Ss read the dialogue aloud in pairs.
        •    Monitor the activity, checking Ss’ pronunciation

and intonation.

          Answer Key
          1     Stardust.                                 3     She was out of town.
          2     A fantasy movie.                4     Yes, she did.

44

          pure heart: morally good
           King: a man from a royal family who rules a country
          surprised: be shocked by sth unexpected
          explained: gave details about sth so it is understood
          built: created or constructed a structure
          castle: a large and stately residence with high walls

and towers for royalty or nobility 
          ruled: officially controlled a country and the people

who lived there
          knights: men of high rank trained to fight
          country: an area of land controlled by its own

government, president, king, etc.

        •    Go through the verbs in the list with Ss. 
        •    Then ask various Ss to use them to tell the class

about the legend of King Arthur.

          Suggested Answer Key
           The Lady of the Lake gave Excalibur to Uther. Uther

became powerful and promised to give his firstborn
child to her. When his first child was born, Merlin the
magician came to take the baby. Uther tried to stop
him, but thieves attacked him. Before he died, he put
Excalibur in a stone. He asked Merlin to make his son a
king. Merlin explained that only someone with a pure
heart could pull out the sword. Arthur grew up, pulled
the sword out of the stone, and became King of
England. He built a big castle which he named
Camelot. He ruled England with his knights, which he
called the Knights of the Round Table.

4      To write about a local legend
        •    Explain the task and divide the class into small

groups.
        •    Ss use a local legend from their country to write

a short text either in class or for HW. Check Ss’
answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
           In Medieval England, so the story goes, a man called

Robin Hood stole from the rich to give to the poor.
          Robin Hood lived in Sherwood Forest in Nottinghamshire

with his band of outlaws called his ‘Merry Men’. He was
very skilled with a bow and arrow. The local people had to
pay heavy taxes to the Sheriff of Nottingham. This left
them very poor, so Robin Hood stole from the Sheriff and
rich travelers to give the money to the poor villagers so
they had enough to eat. Robin Hood and his best friend
Little John along with Friar Tuck, Will Scarlett, and Much
the Miller’s Son had many adventures. They often had lots
of fights with the Sheriff’s men.

          One day Robin met Maid Marian. They fell in love and
got married. She was the cousin of Richard the
Lionheart, and he gave Robin a pardon and they lived
happily ever after.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 Portfolio
Activities pp. 35-36

Culture Corner

Who stars in it?
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Who stars in it?

Cross-Curricular Cut
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures and the title of the text and
say what they think Unit 3f is about (ancient Egyptian kings).

  1    To introduce the topic
        •    Draw Ss’ attention to the title of the text and the

pictures and elicit whether Ss recognize the
people in the pictures.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books.

        •    Elicit an answer to the question in the rubric.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Ramses II the Great and Tutankhamen were ancient

Egyptian kings.

  2    To read for specific information and
present new vocabulary

        •    Read questions 1-4 aloud. Then give Ss enough
time to read the text again and answer the
questions.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     Over 100.
          2     67 years.
          3     Because he was only 9 years old when he became

king.
          4     Most of the archeologists who went to see his tomb

got sick and died. 

     •    Ss then explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          temples: buildings where people go to worship 
          monuments: large structures built to remind people

of an important event or person
          cities: large important towns
           royal wives: the name given to the wives of Egyptian

pharaohs
          buried: put sb who has died in a grave
          valley: an area of lower land between two mountains or

hills
          reign: the period of time when someone is king

  4    To consolidate new vocabulary through
role-play

        •    Explain the task. Draw the following diagram on
the board for Ss to follow.

                 

     •    Ss work in pairs and act out their role-play using
the phrases in Ex. 2 to help them.

        •    Monitor the activity, paying close attention to Ss’
pronunciation and intonation.

        •    Ss record themselves.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Hi, Nancy. How was your weekend?
          B:    Great! I went to the movies.
          A:   What did you see?
          B:    I saw ‘The Golden Compass’. It was great.
          A:   What’s it about?
           B:    It’s a fantasy movie about a girl who tries to rescue

her best friend from a secret lab in the North Pole
and becomes friends with a talking polar bear.

          A:   Sounds interesting. Who stars in it?
          B:    Dakota Blue Richards, Nicole Kidman, and Daniel

Craig. You should definitely go see it.
          A:   Where’s it playing?
          B:    At the Odeon until Sunday.

  5    To learn about intonation in questions
        •    Go through the table with Ss. Play the recording

with pauses for Ss to listen and repeat chorally.
        •    Elicit whether this rule applies in Ss’ L1.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 Game p. 36

Student A

Greet friend. Ask 
about his/her
weekend. 
(Hi, ... . How was
...?)
Ask for details.
(What did ...?)

Ask about the plot.
(What’s ... about?)
Ask about actors.
(Who stars ...?)

Ask where it is
playing. (Where’s ...?)

Student B

Say what you did. 
(Great! I ... .)
Name the movie, and
say how you liked it. 
(... . It was ... .)
Describe the plot. 

(It’s a ... .)
Name the actors and
recommend the movie. 
(..., You should
definitely go see it.)
Name the movie
theater & up to when
it’s showing it. 
(At the ... until ... .)
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Cross-Curricular Cut

          archeologist: a person who studies ancient societies
by examining the remaining buildings

          tomb: a stone structure, below or above ground,
where a dead person is buried

          sick: suffering from a disease or not feeling well
          curse: a formula or charm intended to cause harm to

others

  3    To practice the simple past 
        •    Read the verbs in the list aloud and elicit their

simple past forms.
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task. Then

check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     buried        2     built            3     died             4     found

  4    To use new vocabulary to paraphrase a text
        •    Ask various Ss around the class to talk about the

people in the text using the words in the list.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Ramses II built a lot of temples and monuments.
          Ramses II was 96 years old when he died.
          They buried him in the “Valley of the Kings.” 
          Tutankhamen’s tomb had a curse.
          A British archeologist found Tutankhamen’s tomb.
          Tutankhamen didn’t reign for long.

  5    To use IT to research a topic
        •    Divide the class into small groups.

        •    Give Ss enough time to research the topic using
the website given and encyclopedias and other
reference books. Ss gather information. Then Ss
present their findings to the class.

        •    Alternatively, assign the task for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The Great Pyramids
           The three pyramids of Giza were built by the Pharaohs

Khufu, Khafra, and Menkaure during the 4th dynasty.
They are very famous. Lots of people visit them every
year. They were part of a group of buildings that included
temples and other monuments.

          The Sphinx
          The Great Sphinx is a huge statue that has the face of

a man but the body of a lion. It is about 239 feet long
and 66 feet high.

          Pharaohs
          One famous Pharaoh was Akhenaten. He ruled in

1362 BC. He built a new capital city at Amarna. His
wife was the famous queen Nefertiti.

          Royal Wives
          The Egyptian queens were very powerful. In 1490 BC

one of them, Hatshepsut, became a Pharaoh herself.
She built great temples all over Egypt.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 Ex. 2 p. 29,
Grammar Review p. 31

        

        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-
Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the key
at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read
the Now I can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 3 p. LP1

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 3 
         p. VP2

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 3 pp.105-108

Who am I?
Ask a S to think of a person from the module
(superhero, actor, director, King, etc.). The rest of
the class asks questions to try to discover who it is
to which the S can only answer Yes/No. The S who
correctly guesses the person becomes the leader
and the game continues.
e.g.,    S1: Are you a man?
            S2: Yes.
            S3: Are you an actor?
            S2: No.
            S4: Are you a superhero?
            S2: Yes.
            S5: Can you fly?
            S2: No.   etc.

Self-Check
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Unexplained mysteries
What’s in this module?
 •    Ask Ss to look at the title Unexplained mysteries

and elicit suggestions as to what the module
might be about. Ask Ss to read the list and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to strange things that we don’t

always understand such as dreams, ghosts, and
superstitions.

 •    Use pictures 1-8 to engage Ss’ attention, to
stimulate discussion, and to prompt their interest
in the module. Elicit which animals Ss know. Ask Ss
to look through the module and find which
pictures are included in it and the page numbers
for them.

          Suggested Answer Key
            T:     Which of the pictures can you find in the module?
         S1:     Pictures 1, 2, 3, and 4 are from p. 42.
         S2:     Pictures 5, 7, and 8 are from p. 47.

Find the page numbers for 
 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask

questions to check Ss’ understanding.
          Answer Key
          a mythical creature (p. 49)
           Have you heard this myth before? Are there any

mythical creatures like this from your country? Do
you like reading about myths and legends? etc.

           animals (pp. 42, 47)
           Which of these animals have you seen in real life? Do

you like animals? Do you have a pet? etc.
           a captain’s log (p. 44)
           What is a captain’s log? Have you read any other

captain’s logs? Can you think of any famous ships’
captains? etc.

Vocabulary
 •    Play the recording. Ask Ss to listen and repeat. Ss

then explain the words in their L1. 
 •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures. Explain the

task and read the example sentence aloud.
 •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.
          Suggested Answer Key
          Crocodiles make me feel frightened.
          Black cats make me feel nervous.
          Snakes make me feel scared.
          White rabbits make me feel peaceful.
          Goldfish make me feel relaxed.
          Fall leaves make me feel happy.
          Broken mirrors make me feel frustrated.
 •    Explain the next part of the task and read the

example sentence aloud. Elicit answers from
various Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I feel scared when I see a spider.
          I feel excited when I am going on vacation.
          I feel relaxed when I am at home.

Topic
In this module Ss will explore the topics of emotions,
mysteries, superstitions, and myths.

Module page                                                      41

Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: emotions (frightened, frustrated, scared,
sad, shocked, angry, nervous, embarrassed, excited,
happy, calm, thrilled, peaceful, relaxed, surprised),
animals (butterfly, crocodile, black cat, snake, white
rabbit, goldfish), other (fall leaves, broken mirror)

4a     Dreams                                                 42-43
Lesson objectives: To describe animals, learn the
past progressive, write about a strange dream
Vocabulary: parts of animals (long/short neck, scales,
fins, long/short tail, wings, paws, sharp claws, sharp
teeth, thick fur, flippers, huge/small body, long/short legs,
antennae, big/small eyes/ ears/mouth/nose), animals
(fish, dragonfly, panda, bear, seal, dog, kangaroo)

4b     Mysteries                                             44-45
Lesson objectives: To read for general comprehension,
listen for specific information, compare the simple past
and the past progressive
Vocabulary: mystery (sail, south coast, lookout boy,
call out, full speed, cabin, on deck, come closer, on
board, no longer there, realize, ghost ship, haunted,
sink, storm, mast)

4c     Stories                                                         46
Lesson objectives: To summarize a story, learn time
expressions, write a story
Vocabulary: cry, thank, foggy, candles, unplug, stairs,
go out, fuse box, wires

4d     Culture Corner                                         47
Lesson objectives: To learn about British superstitions,
write about local superstitions
Vocabulary: verbs (carry, break, spill, catch, hang),
superstitions (mirror, rabbit’s foot, salt, falling leaf,
horseshoe) 

4e     Nightmares                                               48
Lesson objectives: To learn how to narrate past
experiences, homophones
Vocabulary: strange dream, creature, alien, scary,
creepy

4f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Language Arts  49
Lesson objectives: To learn about the elements of a
story
Vocabulary: monster, elements, myth, Minotaur, honor,
punish, beast, labyrinth 

Self-Check 4                                                        50
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Warm-up Activity
Direct Ss’ attention to the title and the pictures and elicit
what they think Unit 4a is about (dreams & animals).

  1    To present new vocabulary and describe
animals

        •    Read the words in the list aloud and explain
them to the Ss.

        •    Ss then work in pairs and describe an animal using
the words in the list while their partner tries to
guess what it is.

        •    Ask various Ss to describe an animal to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   It has thick fur, sharp claws, a huge body, short legs,

a short tail, small eyes, and small ears.
          B:    It’s a panda.
          A:   It has scales and fins.
          B:    It’s a fish.
          A:   It has wings and antennae.
          B:    It’s a butterfly.
          A:   It has wings and a long body.
          B:    It’s a dragonfly.
          A:   It has small ears, thick fur, a long tail, and paws.
          B:    It’s a cat.
          A:   It has a long body, a big mouth, and scales.
          B:    It’s a snake.
          A:   It has a huge body, flippers, and small ears.
          B:    It’s a seal.
          A:   It has a long body, a big mouth, short legs, a long

tail, and small eyes.
          B:    It’s a crocodile.
          A:   It has big ears, a small head, short front legs, long

back legs, and a long tail.
          B:    It’s a kangaroo.

  2    To listen and read for specific information
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books. Elicit how Jack felt.

          Suggested Answer Key
            Jack probably felt relaxed at first flying his kite, then scared

when he saw the bear, then very frightened when he fell
out of the tree, and finally relieved when he woke up and
realized it was just a dream.

        •    Ask Ss to read the key. Elicit/Explain the meaning
of any unknown words and then ask various Ss to
tell the class what the dream means.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Jack’s dream means that he will be free from trouble.

  3    To understand the sequence of events in a
story

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and
order events a-d.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     c             2     d            3     a            4     b

        •    Then ask various Ss to tell the class Jack’s dream
including two mistakes for the rest of the class to
correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
        In Jack’s dream it was a warm fall afternoon. Jack was

having a picnic in the park with his family. His parents
were relaxing while he was flying a kite. Suddenly, a big
dog appeared from behind a tree. It was looking for food.
It saw Jack and came after him. He quickly climbed up a
tree, but then he heard a loud cracking sound. He was
falling out of the tree and the dog was waiting for him
below. He started to scream and … then he woke up.
(mistakes: “park” instead of “forest”, “dog” instead of
“bear”)

  4    To practice new vocabulary
        •    Ss explain the words in bold. Then Ss complete

the sentences. Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          warm: slightly hot, in a pleasant way
          fall: the season between summer and winter
          picnic: an excursion where you bring food and eat it

outdoors, usually in the countryside
          forest: a large area of land covered with trees 
          relaxing: resting
          suddenly: quickly and unexpectedly
          bear: a large strong animal with brown fur that lives in

forests
          looking for food: searching for sth to eat
          came after: chased
          climbed: moved up or down sth using arms and/or legs
          cracking: breaking, coming apart
          falling: moving or dropping down from a higher

position
          below: in a lower place or position
          screaming: making a loud, high noise with the voice
          woke up: stopped sleeping
          Answer Key
          1     cracking noise      3     warm              5     came after
          2     appeared                4     screaming

48

Dreams
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Dreams

  5    To present the past progressive

        •    Ss close their books. Write on the board: I was
watching TV at 7 o’clock yesterday evening. Elicit
what the verb form means (action in progress at a
specific time in the past).

          •     Elicit the form of the past progressive. (We form
the past progressive with the simple past of the verb
“to be” (was/were) + the main verb + -ing. We form
questions by putting was/were before the subject,
and we form negations by putting ‘not’ after
was/were.) Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference
section for more information if necessary.

        •    Ss open their books. Go through the table with Ss. 
        •    Elicit any similar structures in Ss’ L1.

        (Ss’ own answers)

        •    Ask various Ss to give examples from the text.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Action happening at a particular time in the past:

was having, was falling, was waiting
          Actions happening at the same time in the past:
           were relaxing – was flying 

  6    To practice the past progressive
       •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task. Then

check Ss’ answers by asking one or two Ss to
read the completed text aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     was snowing                               5     was taking
          2     were wearing                              6     was smiling
          3     was skating                                  7     were making
          4     were watching                           8     were having

  7    To listen for specific information and practice
the past progressive affirmative and negative

        •    Explain the task.
        •    Play the recording. Then read the example

aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task. Play the recording again if

necessary. Then check Ss’ answers.
        •    As an extension, ask Ss to use their answers to

ask and answer questions in pairs.

          Answer Key
          2     Mr. Lewis wasn’t watching TV. He was listening to

the radio.
          3     Mrs. Lewis wasn’t reading a magazine. She was

talking on the phone.
          4     Jack wasn’t surfing the Net. He was playing a video

game.

          5     Jane’s grandparents weren’t sleeping. They were
reading.

          6     Jane’s cousins weren’t doing their homework. They
were watching TV.

  8    To practice the past progressive
interrogative and short answers

       •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task and then ask and answer

questions with a partner.
        •    Ask various Ss to share their answers with the class.

          Answer Key
          2     A:   Were they eating?
                 B:    No, they weren’t.
          3     A:   Were they wearing light clothes?
                 B:    Yes, they were.
          4     A:   Was the dog sleeping?
                 B:    No, it wasn’t.
          5     A:   Was the little girl sitting on the grass?
                 B:    No, she wasn’t.
          6     A:   Were her parents sleeping?
                 B:    No, they weren’t.

  9    To further practice the past progressive 
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task in pairs by asking and

answering questions.
        •    Monitor the activity.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     A:   Were you doing your homework yesterday

afternoon?
                 B:    Yes, I was.
          3     A:   Were you sleeping at 10 o’clock last night?
                 B:    No, I wasn’t. I was watching TV.
          4     A:   Were you having a picnic last Sunday?
                 B:    No, I wasn’t. I was doing my homework. 
          5     A:   Were you playing basketball at 10 o’clock last

Saturday?
                 B:    Yes, I was. 
          6     A:   Were you surfing the Net all afternoon yesterday?
                 B:    No, I wasn’t. I was working on my history project. 

10   To write about a dream
        •    Explain the task and give Ss three minutes to

complete it.
        •    Tell Ss to use the past progressive tense.
        •    Ss tell each other about their dreams.
        •    Monitor the activity and then ask some pairs to

tell the class about their dream.
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Warm-up Activity
Directs Ss’ attention to the title and the picture and elicit
what Unit 4b is about (a mystery, a ghost ship).

  1    To present the topic and new vocabulary
relating to it

        •    Give Ss enough time to look up the words in
their dictionary. Then ask Ss to predict the
content of the text relating to the picture.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The words relate to the story of the ship in the picture,

which is a ghost ship.

  2    To identify the text type
        •    Read the rubric aloud and elicit the text type

from the class.
        •    As an extension, elicit/explain how to recognize

the different text types [e.g., diary: the day and
date are included and it’s written in the first
person; letter: it includes a greeting (Dear ...,) and a
salutation (Love from, etc.); captain’s log: it has
the date and the name of the ship and a first
person account of events].

          Answer Key
          a captain’s log

  3   a    To predict a series of events from sound
effects

               •    Play the recording. Ss listen and then predict
what happened.

               •    Play the next recording. Ss listen and follow
the text in their books and check whether
their predictions were correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think a mysterious event happens on board a ship at

sea and someone or something falls into the sea.

        b   To express emotions evoked by a text
               •    Elicit a variety of answers from Ss around the

class. Ask Ss to justify their answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I feel sad because Captain Van der Decken and his

crew died when their ship sank in a storm.

  4    To read and understand the sequence of
events in a story

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and
then put the events (a-g) in order.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.
          Answer Key
          2     f                     4     a                    6     b
          3     d                    5     g                    7     e 

  5    To use new vocabulary in context
        •    Explain the task.
        •    Ss complete the task using the words/phrases in

Ex. 1.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     were sailing           3     full speed                   5     sank
          2     lookout boy           4     on deck/board

  6    To understand new vocabulary 
        •    Ss explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          sailing: traveling in a boat that uses wind and big

masts to direct itself
          coast: area where the land meets the sea
          lookout boy: boy who keeps a watch for danger
          at full speed: at the fastest rate
          cabin: a room on a boat or ship
          on deck: the outside top level of a ship 
          left side: the opposite of the right side 
          in surprise: in shock

Suggested Answer Key
          In my dream the sun was shining.
          I was walking home from school.
          A cat was following me.
          The cat was hissing.
          I was running because I was scared.

  ▶   TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4
Exs. 1, 2 & 3 p. 37, Ex. 7 p. 38

Mysteries
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          closer: nearer
          realized: understood
          ghost ship: a ship said to be haunted by ghosts
          storm: a period of very bad weather with rain, snow,

strong winds, etc.
          mast: a tall pole on which a sail flies
          legend: a myth or traditional story handed down

through generations
          disappeared: vanished

        •    Draw Ss’ attention to the underlined words in
the text.

        •    Elicit/Explain the meaning of any unknown
words in the colored list.

        •    Ss match the words/phrases.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          on board – on a ship
          haunted – appeared regularly and frightened people
          crew – people who work on a ship
          sank – disappeared under the water
          whoever – any person who

  •    Initiate a class discussion on the topic of ghosts and
encourage Ss to express their opinions on the topic
and give reasons why they do/don’t believe in them.

        Use the following points to help the discussion if
necessary:

        •    religious beliefs 
        •    the supernatural/the natural world
        •    physical vs. spiritual
        Give Ss 3 minutes to write down an answer to the

question. Ask various Ss to read their answers to
the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I do believe in ghosts because there seems to be a lot

of people who say they have seen one. I think just
because we don’t understand things doesn’t mean
they don’t exist.

  7    To summarize a text and check
comprehension

        •    Ask various Ss around the class to give a brief
summary of the log entry in Ex. 3 using the words
in Ex. 1 while making two mistakes for the rest of
the class to spot and correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          As a ship was sailing around the Cape of Bad Hope, the

lookout boy called out because he saw a ship coming
close. The captain went on deck and everyone was
looking in surprise at the tiny ship. Then the strange ship
disappeared. The captain realized that it was The Flying

Dutchman, the ship of Captain Van der Decken, which
haunted those waters. The captain then turned to look
at the lookout boy, but he was gone. According to the
legend, whoever looked at the ship closely disappeared.
(mistakes: “the Cape of Bad Hope” instead of “the Cape
of Good Hope”, “tiny ship” instead of “huge ship”)

  8    To listen for gist
        •    Explain the task and read the three options.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and choose an answer.
        •    Check Ss’ answers and elicit what helped Ss decide

on their choice.

          Answer Key B

  9    To compare the simple past and the past
progressive

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the theory
themselves. Then read it aloud.

        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the examples.

        (Ss’ own answers)

        •    Then elicit examples from the text from various
Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
           …Captain Van der Decken and his crew died a hundred

years ago when the ship sank in a storm – completed
actions in the past

          I came out of my cabin and went to see – actions
which happened one after the other in the past

          We were sailing around the Cape of Good Hope –
actions which were happening at a specific time in the
past (4 o’clock in the morning)

          All the people on board were looking at the ship in
surprise while it was coming closer – actions happening
at the same time in the past

          We were sailing around the Cape of Good Hope …
when the lookout boy called out – when one past
action interrupts another past action

10   To practice the simple past vs. the past
progressive

        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task. Then
check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key

          1     sailed
          2     heard, was

walking
          3     went
          4     was sleeping,

started

          5     were you doing
          6     was playing, was

watching
          7     locked, got, left
          8     arrived, were

watching

Mysteries
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to read the titles of the unit and the text and look
at the picture and guess what Unit 4c is about (a spooky
story).

  1    To present and use new vocabulary
        •    Go through the list of words and elicit/explain

their meaning.
        •    Ss then read the text and fill in each blank with

an appropriate word from the list.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     foggy                                               5     stairs
          2     went out                                        6     unplug
          3     cry                                                     7     fuse box
          4     candles                                           8     thank

  2    To learn time expressions, put events in
order, and summarize a text

        •    Read the theory box aloud and elicit further
time expressions from Ss around the class.

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the list of events (a-h)
and put them in the correct order.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     b                    3     f                     5     c                    7     e
          2     d                    4     a                    6     g                    8     h

        •    Ask various Ss to summarize the text using the
events in the list.

        •    As an extension, ask Ss to find the sentence
which best describes the picture (3rd paragraph,
1st sentence).

          Suggested Answer Key
          The girl was watching a movie with her little brother in

the living room. Then the lights went out and the girl
went to get some candles. As she was going up the
stairs, she heard her mom’s voice telling her to unplug
the stove. Then she went to the kitchen and unplugged
the stove. After that she turned the lights on. Then she
returned to the living room and saw her mom and
asked her how she knew about the stove. Her mom
didn’t know what she meant. She was scared, but she
finally realized that the voice was trying to help them.

  3    To give a story a different ending
        •    Brainstorm with the class for how the story

could have ended in a different way.
        •    Ss then write a short paragraph for the new

ending of the story.
        •    Ask various Ss to read their endings aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I was so scared that I just couldn’t sleep for weeks. I

persuaded my family to look for a new house and we
moved out of the haunted one as soon as we could.

  4    To write a story
        •    Explain the task and assign it for HW.
        •    Check Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

          Suggested Answer Key
          It was a Saturday morning last winter. I was at home

with my family. I woke up, got dressed, and went
downstairs to make breakfast. 

          I heard the TV in the living room, so I popped my head
in the room to see who was there. My mom was sitting
in her armchair watching TV. I asked her if she wanted

52

11   To further practice the simple past vs. the
past progressive

        •    Ask Ss to use their own ideas to complete the
sentences.

        •    Elicit a variety of answers from Ss around the class.
          Suggested Answer Key
          1     … I forgot to take my umbrella.
          2     … was reading a book at home.
          3     … I went to the art gallery.

          4     … washing the car, my friends arrived.
          5     … was watching TV … the phone rang.

12   To represent an incident through mime
and recount an incident

        •    Explain the task. Ss work in pairs and complete
the task in front of the class one pair at a time.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  ▶   TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4
Ex. 4 p. 37, Exs. 6, 8 & 9 p. 38

Stories
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Culture Corner

a cup of coffee, but she didn’t answer. I asked her
again, but still there was no reply. She didn’t even look
at me. I decided to make her one anyway and went
into the kitchen. I saw my mom standing there
making breakfast. I was confused. I ran back into the
living room, but now it was empty and the TV was off.

          I felt scared and frustrated, but I decided not to tell
anyone. After all, it could have been my imagination.
Who can tell?

  ▶   TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4
Exs. 11 & 12 p. 40, Portfolio Activities p. 43

Stories

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures and the headings on p. 47
and guess what Unit 4d is about (UK superstitions).

  1    To introduce the topic
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit which

ones Ss think are good/bad luck for the British.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books to check their guesses.

          Answer Key
          four leaf clover, black cat, a rabbit’s foot, catching a

falling leaf in the fall, carrying salt, a horseshoe that is
the right way up

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again.
        •    Ss copy and complete the tables in their notebooks.

          Answer Key

          

        •    Elicit which superstitions are the same in Ss’
country.

                 (Ss’ own answers)

  3   a    To form collocations and talk about British
superstitions

               •    Explain the task. Ss match the verbs to the
nouns to form collocations.

          Answer Key
          1     b            2     a            3     c             4     d            5     e

               •    Ask various Ss to talk about British superstitions
using the phrases.

          Suggested Answer Key
          People in Britain believe that carrying a rabbit’s foot,

catching a falling leaf in the fall, or hanging a
horseshoe the right way up brings good luck, while
breaking a mirror, spilling salt, or hanging a horseshoe
upside down brings bad luck.

        b   To understand new vocabulary 
               •    Ss explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          find: see or locate sth
          brings: makes a particular situation exist
          greeting cards: cards sent to people on special

occasions
          birthday cards: cards sent to people for their birthday
          break: damage sth so that it separates into different

pieces
          mirror: a reflective surface 
          shows: displays
          soul: spiritual part of people
          of each month: sth pertaining to all of the months of

the year
          carry: take sth from one place to another
          catch: get hold of an object as it is moving through

the air
          bags: containers made of plastic, paper, cloth, etc. 
          goes well: happens in a good way
          spill: cause or allow sth to run or fall from a container,

usually accidentally
          though: in spite of the fact that, although 
          careful: cautious
          hang: fix to the wall
          way: direction, side
          runs out: finishes, ends

Good Luck Bad Luck
four leaf clover five leaf clover
black cat breaking a mirror
saying ‘white rabbits’ spilling salt
rabbit’s foot horseshoe (facing

downwards)
catching a falling leaf
salt
horseshoe (the right
way up)
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        c    To discuss the origins of superstitions
               •    Initiate a class discussion and conduct a

lively debate on the origins of superstitions
and any truth behind them. 

               •    Consider/Include the following in the
discussion: religious beliefs, power of positive/
negative thinking, magic, etc.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  4    To write a short article about local
superstitions

        •    Explain the task and tell Ss they can gather
information from the Internet, encyclopedias, or
other reference books.

        •    Assign the task for HW and check Ss’ answers in
the next lesson.

          Suggested Answer Key
          There are a number of superstitions in my country,

Spain, relating to good and bad luck. Here are a few of
the most popular ones.

        •    The 13th is considered a lucky day except for Tuesday
the 13th which is an unlucky day. 

        •    Carrying a small piece of white glass in your pocket
brings you luck.

        •    It is bad luck to put on a sweater inside out.

  ▶    SONGSHEETS: Module 4 p. SS1

  ▶   TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4 Ex. 5 p. 37

Culture Corner

Nightmares

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to read the title and look at the picture and guess
what Unit 4e is about (talking about scary dreams).

  1    To present useful phrases related to narrating
past experiences

        •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen
and repeat chorally and/or individually.

        •    Pay close attention to Ss’ intonation and correct
where necessary.

  2    To predict the content of a dialogue
        •    Ask Ss to read the sentences in Ex. 1 again and

guess what the dialogue is about.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books to check if their guesses were correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A strange dream.

  3    To match phrases to synonymous ones
        •    Read the phrases aloud and elicit/explain the

meaning of any unknown words.
        •    Ss find the synonyms in the dialogue.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     What’s wrong?
          2     I went in to take a look.
          3     I couldn’t move.
          4     That sounds scary.

  4    To consolidate new vocabulary through
translation and practice reading aloud

        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the phrases in Ex. 1.
        •    Ss then read the dialogue aloud in pairs.
        •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some pairs to

read the dialogue aloud in front of the class.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  5    To consolidate new vocabulary through
role-play

        •    Explain the task. Draw the following diagram on
the board for Ss to follow.

Student A

Ask what is wrong.
(What’s ...? You don’t
look ... .)
Express surprise. 
(Oh really?)
Ask what happened
next. 
(What ...?)

Ask what your
partner did. 
(What did you ...?)

Student B

Explain that you had
a strange dream. 
(I had ... .)
Describe your dream.
(Yes, I was ... .)
Describe what
happened. 
(A big ... . I think it
was ... .)
Describe what
happened in the end
and how you felt. 
(Nothing. I ... . It
was ... .)
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        •    Ss work in pairs and describe their dream using
the phrases in Ex. 1 to help them.

        •    Monitor the activity, paying close attention to
Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   What’s wrong? You don’t look well.
          B:    I had a strange dream last night.
          A:   Oh really?
          B:    Yes. I was walking down a dark alley in the middle

of the night all by myself.
          A:   What happened next?
          B:    A big strange creature jumped out in front of me. I

think it was a monster.
          A:   What did you do?
          B:    Nothing. I couldn’t move. The monster disappeared.

It was really scary.

  6    To learn about homophones
        •    Explain the task and play the recording.
        •    Ss listen and circle the word that sounds

different from the others in each instance.
        •    Play the recording again. Ss listen and repeat

chorally.

          Answer Key
          1     hire              2     met              3     soon

  ▶   TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4
Game p. 44

Nightmares

Cross-Curricular Cut
Warm-up Activity
Elicit what Language Arts is (the core curriculum subject
area that deals with literature, poetry, etc. and the
development of Ss’ oral and written skills). Ask Ss to look
at the picture and guess what Unit 4f is about (the myth
of the Minotaur).

  1    To predict the content of a text
        •    Ask Ss if they know what the Minotaur was.
        •    Read the sentences aloud and ask Ss to guess

which are correct and which are incorrect.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books and check if their guesses were correct.
        •    Ss then correct the false statements.

          Answer Key
          1     T
          2     T
          3     F     It had the head and tail of a bull but the body of

a man.
          4     T
          5     F     Theseus killed it.

  2    To match words to explanations and present
new vocabulary

        •    Draw Ss’ attention to the words in bold in the text.
Ss explain the words in bold, using a dictionary
when necessary.

          Suggested Answer Key
          island: a piece of land surrounded by water on all

sides

          bull: an adult male of the cattle family
          angry: upset
          decided: made a choice
          gave birth: produced a baby
          head: the top part of the body, with face and brain
          labyrinth: a large complicated network of passages

that are hard to get out of
          help: assistance
          daughter: sb’s female child

        •    Read the words in the list aloud and elicit which
ones are synonymous with the underlined
words in the text.

          Answer Key
          honor – show respect to            locked – shut
          punish – make him suffer         ordered – demanded
          beast – monster

  3    To assign characteristics to characters
        •    Initiate a class discussion about the characters in

the list and elicit how much Ss can ascertain
from the text about their characters. Tell Ss to
think about their actions and their motives.

        •    Ss assign each character a personality type.

          Suggested Answer Key
        King Minos – bad because he kept the god Poseidon’s

bull, locked his son in a labyrinth, and ordered seven
young men and women to be fed to the Minotaur

        The Minotaur – bad because it killed a lot of people
        The god Poseidon – bad because he punished the king

(his wife gave birth to a beast instead of a child)
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Cross-Curricular Cut

        Theseus – good because he decided to help, brave
because he faced the dangerous Minotaur and killed it

        Ariadne – good because she decided to help Theseus,
brave because she went against her father to do the
right thing

  4    To present the elements of a story
        •    Explain the elements and choose any well-

known story to use as an example.
        •    Elicit the same elements in the Minotaur myth

and discuss with the class the moral of the story
(e.g., the consequences of our actions).

          Suggested Answer Key
          place: the island of Crete
          time: long ago
          good/bad characters: King Minos, the god Poseidon,

the Minotaur, Theseus, Ariadne
          problem: King Minos made a god angry by being selfish

so the god made his wife give birth to a monster that
grew up to eat people

          solution: a hero comes to kill the monster
          The myth teaches us that there are always negative

consequences for negative actions, so we shouldn’t be
selfish or greedy.

  5    To research a myth and present it to the class
        •    Divide the class into small groups. Then direct Ss

to the website given and assign the task for HW.
        •    Ss give their presentations in the next lesson

and explain the moral of the story.

          Suggested Answer Key
        The Ant and the Dove
          An ant went to the bank of a river to drink water, but

the force of the river carried it away.
          A dove sitting on a tree saw what happened and

threw a leaf into the stream close to the ant. The ant
climbed onto it and floated to the bank. Later a
birdcatcher came and stood under the tree. He laid his
lime-twigs for the dove, which was in the branches.
The ant, stung him in the foot. In pain, the birdcatcher
threw down the twigs. The noise made the dove fly
away.

          The moral of the story is that no good deed goes
unrewarded.

  ▶   TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4 Grammar
Review p. 39, Pairwork Activities pp. 41-42

        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-Check.
Ask Ss to check their answers against the key at the
end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read the
Now I can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 4 p. LP1

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 4 
p. VP2

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 4 pp. 109-112

What I did yesterday

Ask a S to think of a place they were at or an activity
they did (e.g., playing football, going to the movies,
etc.). The rest of the class must guess where the S
was and what they were doing by asking questions.
The S who guesses correctly chooses a place or an
activity and the game continues.
e.g.,    S1: Were you outside or inside?
            S2: Inside.
            S3: Were you sitting down?
            S2: Yes.
            S4: Were you watching TV?
            S2: Yes.  etc.

Self-Check
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Topic
In this module Ss will explore the topic of
environmental issues.

Module page                                                      51
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: environmental actions (turn off lights
when we don’t need them, plant trees, clean up beaches,
make your own compost, use public transportation,
protect endangered species, recycle), environmental
problems (disappearing forests, animals being hunted,
polluted beaches, wasting energy, household waste, air
pollution, overflowing landfills)

5a     Earth – SOS                                         52-53
Lesson objectives: To read and listen for specific
information, learn the simple future, write about life
in the future
Vocabulary: animals (seal, elephant, cheetah, tiger,
sea turtle, leopard, elephant seal, bald eagle, polar
bear, pigeon, penguin, wolf, salmon), global warming
(cause, extinct, sealife, survive, feed on, wetlands,
habitat, migrate, melt, hunt)

5b     Supervolcanoes                               54-55
Lesson objectives: To read for general understanding,
learn the first and second conditional, do a project on
volcanoes
Vocabulary: volcanoes (fire, explosion, lava, sleeping,
ash, gas, earthquake, magma, active, smoke, dust,
destruction, supervolcanoes)

5c     Can we help?                                            56
Lesson objectives: To listen for ideas, join ideas,
write an opinion article
Vocabulary: garbage, landfill, ugly, poison, soil,
peelings, compost, amount, reduce

5d     Culture Corner                                         57
Lesson objectives: To learn about the bald eagle,
write about an endangered animal
Vocabulary: parts of an eagle (white head, brown body,
bright eyes, sharp claws, hooked beak), other (national
symbol, chemical, spray, crop, government, ban, in the
wild) 

5e     Good idea!                                                 58
Lesson objectives: To learn expressions used to make
suggestions, dialogue practice, pronounce /’ll/
Vocabulary: clean-up day, be green, sign up, campaign,
refreshments

5f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Earth Science    59
Lesson objectives: To learn about recycling
Vocabulary: phrasal verbs (take away, throw away,
break down), materials (paper, plastic, glass, aluminum),
verbs (recycle, save, power), other (landfill, energy,
container)

Self-Check 5                                                        60

What’s in this module?
 •    Ask Ss to look at the title Our planet and elicit

suggestions as to what the module might be
about. Ask Ss to read the list and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to where we live and the

environment. We will learn about environmental
problems and possible solutions.

Find the page numbers for 
 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask

questions to check Ss’ understanding.
          Answer Key
          a supervolcano (p. 54)
          Have you heard of one of these before? What do you

think the difference between a supervolcano and a
regular volcano is? etc.

          a bald eagle (p. 57)
          Have you ever seen a bald eagle? Are there eagles in

your country? If so, what kind? etc.
          the recycling logo (p. 59)
          Is there a recycling program in your town? Do you

recycle? What do you think about recycling? etc.

Vocabulary
 •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally.

Ss then explain the words in their L1. 
 •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures. Explain the

task and read the example aloud.
 •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.
          Suggested Answer Key 
          2     They are planting trees.
          3     He is protecting endangered species.
          4     They are cleaning up a beach.
 •    Explain the next part of the task. Ask Ss to copy

the table into their notebooks.
 •    Elicit/Explain any unknown vocabulary in the

environmental problems column and read the
example aloud.

 •    Give Ss enough time to complete the table and
make sentences.

 •    Ask various Ss around the class to read their
sentences aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          Protecting endangered species will help solve the

problem of animals being hunted.
          Cleaning up beaches will help solve the problem of

polluted beaches.
          Turning off lights when we don’t need them will help

solve the problem of wasting energy.
          Making your own compost will help solve the problem

of household waste. 
          Using public transportation will help solve the problem

of air pollution.
          Recycling will help solve the problem of overflowing

landfills.

Our planet
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures and guess what Unit 5a is
about (global warming and wildlife).

  1    To categorize new vocabulary and link it
to the topic

        •    Read the list of animals aloud and put the first
animal under the correct subheading with the
class as an example (e.g., T: Where does a seal
live? S1: In the sea. T: Correct. So it goes under
sealife. etc.).

        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers on the
board.

          Answer Key
          Sealife: seal, sea turtle, elephant seal, penguin, salmon
          Birds: bald eagle, pigeon
          Land Animals: elephant, cheetah, tiger, leopard, polar

bear, wolf

        •    Ask the question in the rubric and elicit answers
from Ss.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books.

        •    Elicit an answer to the question (their habitats
can be endangered).

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again.
        •    Read the sentences aloud one at a time. Ss say if

they are true, false, or if the text doesn’t say and
then correct the false statements.

          Answer Key
          1     T
          2     T
          3     F As wetlands dry up, many fish will die.
          4     T
          5     DS

  3    To match vocabulary to definitions
        •    Read the underlined words in the text and the

definitions aloud.
        •    Ss match them and use four of them in

sentences of their own based on the text.
        •    Check Ss’ answers and ask various Ss to read their

sentences aloud.

          Answer Key
          causing: making sth happen
          extinct: dead
          survive: remain alive
          feed on: eat
          migrate: move from one place to another

          melting: becoming liquid
          hunt: search for (food)

          Suggested Answer Key
           Global warming may cause many animals to become

extinct.
          Many animals and plants will not be able to survive if

we don’t stop global warming.
          The fish that seabirds feed on are dying.
          Birds that migrate long distances can’t find food.
          Ice is melting, so polar bears are losing their homes. 
          Polar bears will soon have nowhere to hunt.

        •    Ss then explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          changes: things becoming different
          speed: the rate at which sth is happening or moving
          heating up: getting warmer
          species: a group of plants or animals whose members

share main characteristics and can breed with one
another

          endangered: in danger of no longer existing due to
low numbers

          moving north: going in a northward direction
          destroy: damage sth so that it no longer exists
          lay: produce eggs from the body 
          wetlands: areas of land which are partly covered in

water or are wet most of the time
          habitat: the natural home of a plant or an animal
          dries up: makes the moisture/water disappear
          expanding: getting larger, covering a greater area
          distances: the amount of space between two places
          on their way: along their path
          hunger: lack of food, especially for a long time, that

can cause illness or death

  4    To form complete sentences from fragments
        •    Explain the task. Ss match the fragments to make

sentences.
        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to read the

completed sentences aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     b            2     c             3     d            4     a

  5    To consolidate grammar theory through
translation

        •    Go through the theory table with Ss.
        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the examples from

Ss around the class.
        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for

more information.

          (Ss’ own answers)

58

Earth – SOS
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  6    To practice the simple future 
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     will become                                 5     will melt
          2     will move                                       6     won’t have
          3     will be                                              7     will rise
          4     will dry up                                     8     will look

  7    To make on-the-spot decisions
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     I’ll help you.                          4     I’ll lend you some.
          3     I’ll order a pizza.                 5     I’ll show you.

  8    To practice the simple future interrogative
and short answers

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss match the words in the columns to form

phrases. Check Ss’ answers. Then Ss use the
phrases to ask and answer questions in pairs.

          Answer Key
          1     c          2     f         3     e          4     b        5     d            6     a

        •    Monitor the activity and then ask some pairs to
ask and answer questions in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     A:   Will birds be extinct in 2100?
                 B:    Yes, they will./No, they won’t.
          3     A:   Will rivers dry up in 2100?
                 B:    Yes, they will./No, they won’t.
          4     A:   Will people move to other planets in 2100?
                 B:    Yes, they will./No, they won’t.
          5     A:   Will our world become a terrible place in 2100?
                 B:    Yes, it will./No, it won’t.

          6     A:   Will polar bears lose their habitat in 2100?
                 B:    Yes, they will./No, they won’t.

  9    To listen for specific information
        •    Explain the task and read items 1-4 aloud.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check what

Emma believes will happen in 2100.

          Answer Key
          phrases checked: 2, 3, 4

        •    Ss tell the class. Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     There won’t be any diseases.
          3     Robots will do the housework.
          4     People will use new sources of energy.

10   To write about life in the future
        •    Give Ss three minutes to write five sentences

making predictions about life in 2100 using the
simple future.

        •    Ss tell their partners. Then ask various Ss to tell
the class.

        •    As an extension, elicit a number of suggestions
for what life will be like in the future from Ss
around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          There will be flying cars.
          Children won’t go to school.
          We won’t have a lot of food.
          Many animals will be extinct.
          People will live on the moon.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 Exs. 2 & 3
p. 45, Exs. 5 & 6 p. 46

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to name any volcanoes they know.

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Read the words in the list aloud and elicit/explain

any unknown words.

        •    Write the categories on the board and elicit
which words go under which category. Play the
recording for Ss to listen and check their
answers.

          Answer Key
          types of volcanoes: sleeping, active, supervolcanoes

Earth – SOS
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          hot parts: fire, lava, magma
          things that come out of a volcano: fire, lava, ash,

gas, smoke, dust
          results of an eruption: explosion, earthquake,

destruction

  2    To activate prior knowledge and interest
in the topic

        •    Elicit what, if anything, Ss know about
supervolcanoes and as a class come up with
three questions and write them on the board.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and check if their questions were
answered.

          Suggested Questions
          What is a supervolcano? (a huge volcano)
          Where can we find a supervolcano? (on Sumatra and

in the US)
          How often do they erupt? (every 100,000 years)

  3    To read for general understanding and
present new vocabulary

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and
match the parts of the sentences.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     b            2     c             3     a            4     d 

        •    Ss then explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          block out: stop (the light) from reaching a place
          temperature: the measure of how hot or cold sth is
          drop: decrease
          survive: live through something difficult
          huge: extremely large in size
          worldwide damage: harm that reaches and effects

the entire world
          at least: not less than a particular number or amount

  4    To present the first and second conditional
        •    Read the theory aloud and explain it to Ss. Elicit

any similar structures in Ss’ L1.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  5    To practice the first conditional
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to

read sentences 1-7 on the poster.
        •    Read the example aloud. Then Ss complete the

task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     won’t lose
          3     don’t buy
          4     will save/won’t waste
          5     recycle
          6     won’t waste/will save
          7     will be

  6    To practice the second conditional
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss work in pairs and complete the task.
        •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some pairs to

read the dialogue aloud in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     A:   What would you do if there was garbage on

the street?
                 B:    If there was garbage on the street, I’d pick it up

and put it in a garbage can.

          3     A:   What would you do if you found a stray dog?
                 B:    If I found a stray dog, I’d take it home.

          4     A:   What would you do if you saw a bear?
                 B:    If I saw a bear, I’d start running!

          5     A:   What would you do if you found an injured bird?
                 B:    If I found an injured bird, I’d take it to a vet.

          6     A:   What would you do if you had more free time?
                 B:    If I had more free time, I’d go to the beach.

          7     A:   What would you do if you had more money?
                 B:    If I had more money, I’d buy my family a new

house.

  7    To listen for specific information
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to

read the poster and predict what type of words
are missing (e.g., number, verb, noun, etc.).

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and fill in the missing
information.

        •    Play the recording again so Ss can check their
answers.

          Answer Key
          2     pick up                             4     Park
          3     take                                   5     Peter

  8    To find and present information about
volcanoes

        •    Divide the class into small groups.
        •    Explain the task and direct Ss to the website

given.
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        •    Assign the task for HW and have Ss give their
presentations during the next lesson.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A volcano is a mountain with molten rock inside it

below the surface of the Earth. It erupts when pressure
builds up. When this happens, gases, rock, and lava
spill out of it. Eruptions can cause a lot of destruction,
such as mudslides, avalanches, floods, earthquakes,

and even tsunamis. The ash can also damage people’s
lungs. 

          There are volcanoes in many places around the world.
In fact, 80% of the Earth’s surface is volcanic in origin!
There are more than 500 active volcanoes in the world. 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 Exs. 8 & 9
p. 46, Ex. 11 p. 48

Supervolcanoes

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to read the title and look at the picture. Elicit what
Unit 5c is about (garbage and overflowing landfills).

  1    To present the topic
        •    Explain the task and set the scene.
        •    Elicit a variety of answers to the questions in the

rubric from various Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I can see garbage everywhere at the landfill and a lot of

birds flying everywhere. I can touch plastic bottles, wet
paper, plastic bags, and rotten food. I can smell garbage.
It smells really bad. I feel very sad and angry.

  2    To predict the content of a text and
present new vocabulary

        •    Elicit what Ss think the text is about.
        •    Read the questions in the text aloud and ask

one or two Ss to try and answer them.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books and check their answers to the
questions.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The text is about the problem of garbage in landfills

and what we can do about it.
          The problem is that the garbage is ugly and smelly and

harms people and nature. If we recycle some of it and
use some of it to make compost, we can help reduce the
amount of garbage that ends up in landfills.

        •    Ss then explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          throw away: toss out, as in garbage
          millions of tons: an extremely large amount
          space: area beyond Earth where the stars and planets

are

          ugly: unattractive
          harm: cause physical damage
           poison: make land, rivers, and air dirty and dangerous
          soil: top layer of earth where plants grow
          recycle: treat or process used materials so that they

can be used again
          peelings: pieces of skin that have been removed from

fruits and vegetables
          compost: mixture of decayed plants, leaves, etc. used

as fertilizer to improve the quality of soil
          reduce: lessen
          amount: quantity

  3    To categorize information and summarize
a text

        •    Explain the task. Tell Ss to copy the table into
their notebooks.

        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the rest of the
table.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Problem: too much garbage – run out of places to put it
          Effects: garbage will be everywhere – on the ground, in

the sea, even in space; garbage is ugly & smells bad;
garbage harms people, animals, plants, trees, and
poisons the soil, water, and air

           Solutions: recycle (e.g., magazines, newspapers, cell
phones, etc.); make compost from vegetable & fruit
peelings

        •    Then ask various Ss to use their completed table
to talk about the problem.

          Suggested Answer Key
          We have a big problem! There is too much garbage and

we don’t have enough places to put it. Soon, garbage
will be everywhere. It will be on the ground, in the sea,
and also even in space. Garbage is also ugly. It smells

Can we help?
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bad, it harms people and nature, and it poisons the soil,
water, and air. There are some solutions to this problem.
We can recycle things like magazines, newspapers, and
cell phones. We can also make compost from vegetable
and fruit peelings.

  4    To listen for gist
        •    Read questions 1-4 aloud.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and answer the

questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     The problem is water pollution.
          2     There won’t be any clean water left.
          3     a, c, d
          4     We can stop using harmful chemicals in and around

our homes, plant trees to help filter groundwater, and
dispose of waste properly so it doesn’t end up in rivers,
lakes, and the ocean.

  5    To write an article expressing an opinion
        •    Explain the task and go through the plan.
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task in

class or assign it for HW.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Water, water everywhere but not

a drop to drink!
          People pollute water in many ways.

If we don’t do something soon,
there won’t be any clean water left.

          What’s the problem?
          The problem with water pollution is

that when chemicals get into our water, it is dangerous
for our health. It can also harm or kill the animals that
live in the water.

          What can we do to help?
          We can stop using chemicals in our homes and gardens.

Also, we must dispose of waste properly so it doesn’t end
up in rivers, lakes, or in the ocean. If we all help, the
situation will improve.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 Ex. 1 p. 45,
Ex. 12 p. 48

Alternate Activity for weaker students 

Photocopy the above answer and remove some
sentences. Give the sentences in a list. Ss
complete the text with the sentences.

Warm-up Activity
Elicit which country is associated with the bald eagle
(the USA).

  1    To activate prior knowledge, stimulate
interest in the text, and present new vocabulary

        •    Explain the task. Ss  discuss each of the statements
(1-5) in pairs and decide whether they are true or
not.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   I don’t think the bald eagle lives in South America.

What do you think?
          B:    I agree. I think it lives in North America. I also think

it’s the national symbol of the USA. Do you agree?

          A:   Yes, I do. I think its name means “white”. What do
you think?

          B:    Yes, maybe. etc.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and check if their answers were
correct. As an extension, Ss can correct the false
statements.

          Answer Key
          1     false (It lives in North America.)
          2     true
          3     true
          4     false (In the 1960s, 450 pairs of bald eagles lived in

the wild.)
          5     false (No, it isn’t. Today it’s no longer threatened

with extinction.)

Can we help?

Culture Corner
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Culture Corner

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          body: all the physical parts of a person or animal (e.g.,

head, arms, legs, etc.)
          sharp claws: nails on the foot of an animal, bird, etc.

that come to a point or form an angle
          hooked beak: the bill of a bird which has a curved

shape
          national symbol: an image, object, etc. that represents

a country
          meant: had or conveyed a particular idea
          hunted: chased animals and birds in order to catch

and kill them
          chemical: a substance produced by or used in a

chemical process
          sprayed: dispersed evenly over an area
          crops: plants grown by farmers used for food
          government: the group of people or system that rules

a nation
          make much of a difference: have a great effect
          pairs: groups of two
          in the wild: in natural and free conditions, not

controlled by humans
          rising: increasing
          threatened: endangered
          extinction: the death of all the members of a

particular plant or animal species

  2    To introduce tag questions
        •    Go through theory box with Ss.
        •    Elicit L1 equivalents.
        •    Ss complete the questions and respond to them.
        •    Monitor the activity, checking/correcting

intonation.

          Answer Key
          1     doesn’t it (Yes, it does.)
          2     does it (It does eat fish.)
          3     didn’t they (Yes, they did.)
          4     can’t you (Yes, you can.)

  3    To practice using tag questions

        •    Explain the task. Ss take turns asking questions
about the text using tag questions. Then their
partner answers them.

        •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some Ss to act out
their exchanges in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   The bald eagle has a white head, doesn’t it?
          B:    Yes, it does.
          A:   It is the national symbol of the USA, isn’t it?
          B:    Yes, it is.
          A:   The bald eagle doesn’t have blue eyes, does it?
          B:    No, it doesn’t. It has bright yellow eyes. etc.

  4    To review the lesson
        •    Initiate a class discussion.
        •    Elicit a number of points Ss found interesting. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     It’s interesting that the eagle appears on US money.
          2     It’s interesting that it got its name from the early

colonists.
          3     It’s interesting that people used to hunt the bald

eagle.

        •    Discuss why it is important to protect endangered
animals. Include/Consider these points: man’s
responsibility, protection of the food chain,
maintain the delicate balance of nature, etc.

          Suggested Answer Key
          It’s important to protect endangered animals because

if they become extinct, they will never come back
again. It’s man’s responsibility because it is man’s
fault that a lot of species are dying out. All animals
and plants depend on each other. If one dies out, the
entire food chain is disturbed. 

  5    To give a presentation on an endangered
animal

        •    Explain the task. Ss work in small groups and
gather information from the website given and
any other sources of information they have
access to either in class or for HW.

        •    Ss present their information to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          name: mountain gorilla
          where it lives: in forests in East Africa
          description: a very large, powerful animal almost 6 feet

tall, weighing up to 500 pounds, long arms, large head
& small brown eyes, covered with long hair

          reason it is endangered: habitat destruction, poaching
(illegal hunting)

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 Ex. 7 p. 46 
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Good idea!

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the posters and read the title of the unit
and guess what Unit 5e is about (making suggestions).

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally and

individually. Pay special attention to Ss’ intonation.
        •    As an extension, elicit which sentences make

suggestions. Then ask Ss to use the sentences
to make short exchanges (e.g., A: Look at this!
B: Why don’t we sign up?)

  2    To predict the content of a dialogue
        •    Ask Ss to read the sentences in Ex. 1 again and

guess what the dialogue is about.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books to check if their guesses were correct.

          Answer Key
          The dialogue is about a clean-up campaign that is

taking place.

        •    Elicit which of the events it is about, the one
advertised in Poster A or the one advertised in
Poster B.

          Answer Key
          Ann and Bob are talking about the West Beach clean-

up day in poster A.

  3    To match phrases to synonymous ones
        •    Read the phrases aloud and elicit/explain the

meaning of any unknown words.
        •    Ss find the synonyms in the dialogue.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Look at this!                                 4     I’m afraid I’m busy.
          2     Why don’t we sign up?            5     Never mind.
          3     Sure.

  4    To consolidate new vocabulary through
translation

        •    Elicit Ss’ L1 equivalents for the phrases in Ex. 1.
        •    Ss then read the dialogue aloud in pairs.
        •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some pairs to

read the dialogue aloud in front of the class.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  5    To consolidate new vocabulary through
role-play

        •    Explain the task. Draw the following diagram on
the board for Ss to follow. 

         •     Ss work in pairs and act out a dialogue using the
phrases in Ex. 1 and poster B to help them.

          •     Monitor the activity paying close attention to Ss’
pronunciation and intonation. Ss record
themselves.

        •    Ask some pairs to act out their dialogue in front
of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Look at this! The school is organizing a “plant a

tree day”. Why don’t we sign up?
          B:    Sure. That sounds like a good idea. When is it?
          A:   It’s on Sunday June 1st from 10 am to 4 pm. 
          B:    Oh no! I’m afraid I’m busy.
          A:   Never mind. I’ll go by myself.
          B:    No, it’s OK. I’ll try to come. How about meeting at

10:30 am?
          A:   Great! We could ask Mike and Brian to join in too.
          B:    Good idea! I’m sure they’d love to.

  6    To pronounce /’ll/
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and say which

sentences they hear.

          Answer Key
          1     b            2     b            3     a

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 Pairwork
Activities pp. 49-50, Portfolio Activities p. 51

Student B

Agree and ask
about date. 
(Sure. ... When ...?)

Say you can’t make
it. 
(Oh no! I’m afraid ... .)

Agree to come and
suggest time of
meeting. 
(No, it’s OK. How
about, ...?)
Agree with partner’s
suggestion.
(Good idea! ... .)

Student A

Suggest taking part
in event advertised. 
(Look at this! ... why
don’t we ...?)

Say day and time. 
(It’s on ... at ... .)

Decide to go by
yourself. 
(Never mind. I’ll ... .)

Agree to suggestion
and suggest inviting
others as well.
(Great! We could
ask ... .)
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Warm-up Activity
Elicit how many Ss in the class recycle and what sort of
things can be recycled.

  1    To introduce the topic
        •    Read the question in the rubric aloud and elicit

answers from Ss around the class.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To read for gist
        •    Elicit suggestions for how we can reduce the

amount of garbage we produce from Ss around
the class (recycle, buy fewer packaged products,
etc.).

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and check their answers.

          Answer Key
          By recycling paper, plastic, glass, and aluminum.

  3    To read for specific information and
present new vocabulary

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again
carefully. Elicit what each number refers to from
various Ss around the class.

          Answer Key
          15 million: the number of plastic bottles we use a day
          50 million: the number of tons of aluminum we throw

away a year
          25: the number of minutes we can power a computer

for with the energy one recycled glass bottle can save
          500: the number of years plastic can take to break down
          3: the number of hours we can power a TV for with the

energy we can save from one recycled aluminum
container

        •    Ss then explain the words in bold. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          landfills: places where waste is buried under ground
          facts: pieces of information known to be true
          energy: power used to do things
          saves: conserves
          take up to: fill a particular amount of time or space
          break down: decompose
          power: supply the energy needed to make sth work
          container: sth used to store or keep things 

  4    To present phrasal verbs
        •    Read the theory box aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to skim through the text,

locate the phrasal verbs, and then match them
to their meanings.

          Answer Key
          break down = decay
          throw away = get rid of

  5   a    To compare new information to
previous knowledge

               •    Ss discuss the question in the rubric in pairs.
               •    Ask some pairs to report back to the class.

        (Ss’ own answers)

        b   To discuss the topic of the lesson
               •    Explain the task. Ss work in pairs. Encourage

Ss to use the information in the text as well
as their own ideas.

               •    The following ideas could be included:
resources are running out, garbage is taking up
a lot of land space and harming wildlife, saving
energy helps reduce global warming, etc.

          Suggested Answer Key
          S1: So, why do we need to recycle?
          S2: Well, for one thing, we don’t have enough space

to put all the garbage we produce. Our landfills
are all full. 

          S1: Yes, I agree. Also a lot of our garbage ends up
harming the environment. It pollutes our
groundwater, rivers, lakes, and oceans. It also
harms wildlife. For example, sea turtles often die
because they swallow plastic bags that they
mistake for jellyfish.

          S2: You’re right. Recycling also saves important
resources such as trees and oil, and it also saves a
lot of energy. 

          S1: Yes, that’s true. etc.

        Give Ss three minutes to write their answers down.
Then ask some Ss to read what they have written to
the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          We need to recycle to reduce the amount of garbage

in our landfills. We need to recycle to protect the
environment and save energy and resources.

  ▶    SONGSHEETS: Module 5 p. SS2

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 Ex. 4
p. 45, Grammar Review p. 47, Game p. 52

Cross-Curricular Cut
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Self-Check
        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-

Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the key
at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read
the Now I can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 5 p. LP1

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 5 
p. VP3

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 5 pp. 113-116,
Midterm Test pp. 117-120

Guess the animal

Divide the class into 4 groups. Give each group an
(endangered) animal from Module 5. Ask the Ss in
each group to write sentences about the animal.
Then ask one group to read one sentence aloud as
a clue. The other groups try to guess the animal.
The group that guesses the animal with the least
clues wins. Then the game continues.
e.g.,    S1: It’s a land animal.
            S2: Is it a polar bear?
            S1: No.
            S3: Is it an elephant?
            S1: No.  etc.
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Travel
What’s in this module?
 •    Ask Ss to look at the title Travel. Elicit suggestions

as to what the module might be about. Ask Ss to
read the list and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to moving around, vacations,

geographical features, etc.

Find the page numbers for 
 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask

questions to check Ss’ understanding.
          Answer Key
          a gondola (p. 64) Have you ever ridden in a gondola? If

not, would you like to? In which country/city might you
find one? etc.

          a diary entry (p. 62) Do you keep a diary? Why/Why not?
What else can you see on p. 62? What do you know
about the places in the pictures? etc.

          an igloo (p. 69) Where might people live in an igloo?
What do you think it would be like to live in one? etc.

          a map of the British Isles (p. 67) Have you ever visited
the British Isles? What famous landmarks are there in
the British Isles? etc.

Vocabulary
 •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally.

Ss then explain the words in their L1. 
        (Ss’ own answers)
 •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and the fact

files. Ss listen and fill in the missing information.
          Answer Key
          Niagara Falls 167 feet
          Mount Everest 29,035 feet
          Mississippi River 2,350 mi
          Sahara Desert 3,320,000 mi2
              Madagascar 226,657 mi2

 •    Read the example aloud. Ss then make similar
sentences of their own.

 •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.
          Answer Key
          Mount K2 is twenty-eight thousand two hundred

and fifty-one feet high.
          Mount Everest is twenty-nine thousand thirty-five

feet high.
          Niagara Falls is a hundred and sixty-seven feet high.

etc. 
 •    Read the examples aloud.
 •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task. Then

ask individual Ss to read their sentences aloud.
          Answer Key
          Niagara Falls is high. Yosemite Falls is higher than

Niagara Falls. Angel Falls is the highest waterfall of
all. etc. 

Topic
In this module Ss will explore the topics of
geographical features, means of transportation,
types of houses/buildings, and landmarks.
Module page                                                      61
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: geographical features (mountain,
waterfall, river, island, desert), adjectives (high, higher,
highest, long, longer, longest, large, larger, largest, big,
bigger, biggest)
6a     Destinations                                      62-63
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
learn the comparative and the superlative, write a
postcard to a friend from a vacation destination 
Vocabulary: adjectives (quiet/noisy/busy place, clean/
dirty streets/beaches, cheap/expensive stores/ restaurants,
modern/historic town/city, exciting/boring place, big/small
buildings, crowded/quiet roads/streets)
6b     Getting around                                 64-65
Lesson objectives: To listen for context, read for
specific information, learn as ... as, too/enough, write
about ways of traveling
Vocabulary: means of transportation (train, gondola,
van, bus, yacht, motorcycle, bike, snowmobile,
riverboat, sled, helicopter, jeep, rickshaw, plane,
hovercraft), verbs (get on/off, get into, get out of, land,
drive, sail, ride, depart, visit, pass, take, last, stop, book)

6c     Buildings                                                    66
Lesson objectives: To listen for ideas, practice order
of adjectives, write an article describing a building
Vocabulary: types of buildings (bank, castle, hut,
factory, hostel, house, tent, bed & breakfast, office,
igloo, museum, library, mall, palace, store, restaurant,
motel, department store, skyscraper)

6d     Culture Corner                                         67
Lesson objectives: To learn about UK landmarks,
write about local landmarks
Vocabulary: landmarks, columns, legend, freshwater
lake, monster, impressive, walled town, stone circle
6e     Back from vacation                               68
Lesson objectives: To learn expressions used to
describe a vacation, dialogue practice, exclamations
Vocabulary: exclamations (fantastic, lucky you,
awesome, great, wow, amazing)
6f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Geography    69
Lesson objectives: To learn about the Inuit
Vocabulary: words related to houses (furniture, rooms,
appliances, special features, blocks of ice, round, oil lamp,
tents, animal skins), verbs (melt, transport)
Self-Check 6                                                        70
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to read the title and look at the pictures and
guess what Unit 6a is about (vacation destinations).

  1    To present adjectives for describing places
        •    Go through the phrases. Elicit/Explain their

meaning by asking Ss to give examples, mime
their meaning, etc.

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit if
they are familiar with these places.

        •    Elicit a variety of sentences from Ss around the
class using the phrases in the list.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Mexico City has big buildings while Coober Pedy has

small buildings.
          Mexico City is a noisy place while Stratford-upon-

Avon is a quiet place.
          Rio de Janeiro is an exciting place while Coober Pedy

is a boring place.
          Stratford-upon-Avon has clean streets while Mexico

City has dirty streets.
          Coober Pedy is a quiet place while Rio de Janeiro is a

noisy place.
          Coober Pedy has quiet roads while Mexico City has

crowded roads.
          Stratford-upon-Avon has expensive restaurants while

Coober Pedy has cheap restaurants.

          Stratford-upon-Avon is a historic city while Rio de
Janeiro is a modern city. etc.

  2    To identify text types
        •    Read the text types aloud and elicit/explain what

each one is (a diary – first person account of event
or plans for the day, a postcard – short note to sb
from a vacation destination, an email – an
electronic letter).

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the three texts on p. 62
and elicit which type of text each one is.

          Answer Key
          A – a diary B – an email C – a postcard

  3    To read for specific information and
present new vocabulary

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the texts
in their books.

        •    Ss then fill in the question words and answer the
questions referring to the text.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Which – Mexico City
          2     Where – Rio de Janeiro
          3     What – white man in a hole
          4     Who – Ann
          5     How many – 95,000 people

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          noisiest: having the most noise 
          crowded: full of people or things
            expected: thought, believed
          traffic: large amount of vehicles in the streets
          imagined: thought to be true
          sightseeing: visiting places of interest as a tourist
          comes from: originates from
          hole: an empty space in something solid
          cave house: a house that is literally a cave
          incredible: extremely good
          experience: an instance of personally encountering or

undergoing sth
          glow in the dark: give off their own light when there is

no other source of light
          trust me: believe me
          won’t believe: be surprised that sth is true
          size: how big or small sth is
           seat: has enough seats for a particular number of

people
          jealous: wanting for yourself sth that sb else has

Background information

Mexico City is the capital of Mexico and over 8
million people live there. It dates back to 1521
when the Spanish conquistadors built it atop the
Aztec capital of Tenochtitlán. It was once called
“the City of Palaces” and today it has more
museums than any other city in the world.

Rio de Janeiro is the second largest city in Brazil. It
is famous for its carnival celebrations and it is a
popular tourist destination. Famous landmarks
include the statue of Christ the Redeemer and
Sugar Loaf Mountain.

Coober Pedy is a town in south Australia about
590 miles northwest of Adelaide. It is known as the
opal capital of the world and it is famous for its
underground cave houses. Around 2,000 people
live there.

Stratford-upon-Avon is a town in Warwickshire in
England famous for being the birthplace of
William Shakespeare. It dates back to the 5th
century. It is a place of great natural beauty and a
popular tourist destination.

Destinations
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  •    Give Ss a few minutes to go through the texts,
prepare their answers, and find someone in the
class that disagrees with them and discuss.

 •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          In Mexico City the people are very friendly. 
          In Coober Pedy you can stay in an underground cave.
          Rio de Janeiro has one of the biggest soccer stadiums

in the world, Maracana~.

  4    To present comparative and superlative
forms

        •    Go through the table with Ss. Refer them to the
Grammar Reference section for more information.

        •    Elicit any similar structures in Ss’ L1.
        •    Give Ss enough time to skim the texts on p. 62

and find the comparative and superlative forms.

          Answer Key
          comparatives: Text A (much hotter, more crowded,

worse), Text B (hotter, much cooler), Text C (much
noisier, more crowded)

          superlatives: Text A (the biggest, (the) noisiest), Text C
(the most famous, the biggest)

  5    To practice the comparative
        •    Explain the task and read the adjectives in the

list aloud.
        •    Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures and do the

first item with the class as an example.
        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     bigger                                              4     busier
          2     quieter                                            5     more expensive
          3     more convenient                       6     more

  6    To practice the comparative and
superlative

        •    Read the adjectives in the list aloud and elicit/
explain the meaning of any unknown ones.

        •    Ss complete the task. Ask various Ss around the
class to read their sentences aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Malága is bigger than Bilbao.
          Madrid is the biggest city in the country.
          Marbella is more expensive than Malága.
          Bilbao is colder than Seville. etc.

  7    To practice the comparative and superlative
        •    Explain the task and have two Ss read the

example exchange aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task in pairs. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     A:   New York City is very crowded.
                 B:    Yes, but Tokyo is much more crowded than

New York City.
                 A:   Mexico City is the most crowded of all three. 

          3     A:   The Hilton is luxurious.
                 B:    Yes, but the Sheraton is much more luxurious

than the Hilton.
                 A:   The Ritz is the most luxurious of all three.

          4     A:   London is old.
                 B:    Yes, but Rome is much older than London.
                 A:   Athens is the oldest of all three.

          5     A:   Sudan is sunny.
                 B:    Yes, but Egypt is much sunnier than Sudan.
                 A:   Arizona is the sunniest of all three.

          6     A:   Cars are noisy.
                 B:    Yes, but trains are much noisier than cars.
                 A:   Airplanes are the noisiest of all three.

  8    To practice the superlative and listen for
confirmation

        •    Explain the task and tell Ss to copy the sentences
into their notebooks. Give Ss enough time to
complete the task using the superlative forms of the
adjectives in parentheses and the places in the list.

        •    Play the recording for Ss to listen and check
their answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Nile, the longest             5     Sanskrit, the oldest
          2     Pacific, the deepest        6     Mawsynram, the wettest
          3     Yakutia, the coldest      7     China, the largest
          4     Sahara, the biggest
          
  9    To write a postcard
        •    Explain the task and tell Ss they can use text C in

Ex. 3 as a model.
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task and

check Ss’ answers.
        •    Alternatively, assign the task for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Dear Nicole,
          Greetings from Luxor, Egypt. It’s a beautiful place, but it’s

much hotter than back home. There’s so much to see
and do here. Yesterday we went on a cruise up the Nile
and saw beautiful temples and ancient ruins. It’s the
most exciting trip ever! See you next week.

          Amanda

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Ex. 1 p. 53,
Exs. 6 & 8 p. 54

Destinations
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Getting around
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures and the title and guess
what Unit 6b is about (means of transportation).

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Read the words in the list aloud and elicit/

explain the meaning of any unknown words.
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit

which means of transportation they can see.

          Answer Key
          1     gondola     2     riverboat        3     sled      4     rickshaw

  2    To present verbs related to transportation
        •    Read the verbs in the list and the example

aloud.
        •    Elicit which verbs go with which forms of

transportation from various Ss around the class.

          Answer Key
          We get into/out of a gondola. We ride in a gondola.
          We get into/out of a van. We drive a van. We ride in a

van.
          We get on/off a bus. We ride in a bus.
          We get on/off a motorcycle. We ride on a motorcycle.
          We get on/off a bike. We ride a bike.
          We get on/off a snowmobile. We drive/ride on a

snowmobile.
          We get on/off of a riverboat. We ride on a riverboat.
          We get on/off a sled. We ride on a sled. We drive a sled.
          We get into/out of a helicopter. We ride in a helicopter.

We land a helicopter.
          We get into/out of a jeep. We drive a jeep. We ride in a

jeep.
          We get in/on/out of a rickshaw. We ride in/on a rickshaw.
          We get into/out of a plane. We land a plane. 
          We get on/off a hovercraft. We ride in a hovercraft.
          We get on/off a yacht. We sail a yacht.

  3    To match pictures to texts
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the texts

in their books.
        •    Elicit which text matches which picture.

          Answer Key
          1     C                   2     –                    3     A                   4     B

  4   a    To read for specific information and
present new vocabulary

               •    Give Ss enough time to read the texts again
as well as the sentences (1-6).

               •    Ss complete the task.
               •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to

read the completed sentences aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     Alaska
          2     experience
          3     China’s ancient city streets
          4     30 to 50 yuan
          5     traditional Italian songs
          6     approximately 50 minutes

               •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          bold: brave
          race: move very fast
          chance: opportunity
          scenery: the natural features of a particular part of a

country or area
          lifetime: period of time sb is alive
          ancient: having existed a very long time ago, esp.

thousands of years ago
          tour: a journey where sb visits different places
          take a look: to look at things (in a particular place)
          prices: the amount of money sb has to pay for sth
          high: expensive
          range: span
          romantic: beautiful in such a way that it affects your

feelings
          departs from: leaves/starts a journey from
          traditional: customary, being part of the traditions of

a group or country
          canals: long passages filled with water for boats to

travel in
          pass: go by
          landmarks: structures that are of great historical or

cultural importance
          lasts approximately: takes about

        b   To give an opinion
               •    Initiate an open discussion about the tours/

rides advertised in the texts.
               •    Ask a variety of Ss to talk about which tour/ride

is most appealing to them and explain why.
               •    Encourage Ss to expand on their ideas by

offering prompts such as: outdoor activities,
nature lover, culture lover, beautiful
architecture, relaxing, exciting, interesting
(e.g., Why do you prefer the dogsled ride? Is it
because you enjoy outdoor activities?).

          Suggested Answer Key
          I would like to go on the dogsled ride because I think it

would be very exciting to race across the snow on a
dogsled.
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  5    To present verbs related to travel
        •    Explain the task and read the list of verbs aloud.

Give Ss enough time to look up any unknown
verbs. 

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the ad and
complete the blanks with the correct forms of
the verbs in the list.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     go                 3     departs      5     pass             7     lasts
          2     take             4     visit              6     stop            8     Book

  6    To listen for situation and context
        •    Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit the

location of each (A – taxi stand, B – airport, C – train
station). Elicit words related to each place. Explain
that this will help Ss do the listening task (taxi
stand: cab driver, airport: flight, delayed, take off,
train station: platform, ticket, train, depart).

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and say where each
dialogue takes place.

          Answer Key
          Dialogue 1 – C at a train station
          Dialogue 2 – A at a taxi stand
          Dialogue 3 – B at an airport

  7    To present as ... as and too/enough
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the theory to

themselves. Then read it aloud.
        •    Elicit any L1 equivalent structures. 

        (Ss’ own answers)

        •    Then elicit examples from the texts from various
Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Text A: bold enough, Text B: not too high, Text C: as

romantic as

  8    To practice as ... as and too/enough
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to

complete the sentences with the structures and
the adjectives in parentheses.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     too crowded                         5     as expensive as
          2     as interesting as                 6     fast enough
          3     as cheap as                           7     too small                 
          4     too adventurous                8     as cheap as
          

  9    To practice making comparisons
        •    Read the adjectives in the list aloud and elicit/

explain their meanings. Refer Ss to the Word List
at the back of the Student Book section.

        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task. Ss
make comparisons. Ask various Ss around the
class to make comparisons using each of the
adjectives in the list.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Planes are safer than cars. 
          Taking a train is not as expensive as flying in an

airplane.
          A bike is slower than a car.
          Taking a train is more relaxing than riding a bike. etc.

10   To make comparative/superlative
statements

        •    Give Ss enough time to think of several different
ways to end sentences 1-4 using comparatives
and superlatives.

        •    Elicit a variety of answers from Ss around the
class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     I think cars are more comfortable and more

convenient than trains.
          2     I believe buses are too crowded and dirty.
          3     I like traveling by bike because it is more economical

and environmentally-friendly than traveling by car.
          4     I’d like to travel in a gondola because it would be

very relaxing and much more romantic than taking
a riverboat.

11   To make comparisons between car and
bus travel

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
come up with four comparative sentences
comparing the two forms of transportation.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I like traveling by car because it is more convenient

than traveling by bus.
          A car is more comfortable than a bus.
          A bus isn’t as fast as a car.
          Traveling by bus is too slow.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Ex. 4 p. 53,
Ex. 7 p. 54, Ex. 10 p. 56, Portfolio Activities p. 59,
Game p. 60
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Buildings
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to name a famous building in their town/city/country.

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat

chorally and/or individually. Pay close attention
to Ss’ intonation and correct if necessary.

        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents of the words in the list.
Direct Ss to the Word List at the back of the
Student Book section to look up any words that
they are not sure of.

        (Ss’ own answers)

        •    Write the headings on the board. Elicit answers
from Ss around the class as to which words go
under which headings.

          Suggested Answer Key
          live in/stay at: castle, hut, hostel, house, tent, bed &

breakfast, igloo, palace, motel, skyscraper
          work at: bank, factory, hostel, bed  &  breakfast, office,

museum, library, mall, store, restaurant, motel,
department store, skyscraper

  2    To present the topic of the text
        •    Draw Ss’ attention to the building in the picture. Elicit

what Ss know about it (It’s in Taiwan. It’s one of the
tallest buildings in the world.).

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books.

  3    To read for specific information and
present new vocabulary

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and
complete the task.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     There are 101 floors above ground and five

underground.
          2     It looks like a traditional Chinese tower.
          3     It is made of steel and glass.
            4     There are 61 elevators including two fast ones,

offices, restaurants, stores, nightclubs, and a library
inside the building.

          5     At night, the tower lights up the city.
          6     I think it got its name from the number of floors it

has (i.e., 101). 
        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          above ground: situated or taking place above the

walking surface of the ground
          underground: situated or taking place below the

walking surface of the ground

          tower: a tall narrow building
          fast: quick
          elevators: machines that take people in a building to

different floors
          seconds: a small unit for measuring time
            offices: rooms or parts of a building where people work
          even: also, used to suggest that what comes before/

after is rather surprising
          lights up: shines or gives light to a place
           rainbow: an arc of colors (red, orange, yellow, green,

blue, indigo, and violet) that sometimes appears in the
sky after it has rained

          amazing: incredible

  4    To learn how to put adjectives in the
correct order

        •    Read the theory box aloud and give one or two
more examples on the board (e.g., It’s a huge red
glass vase. It’s a small antique wooden table.).

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     big old library                             4     red wooden chair
          3     huge steel skyscraper             5     tiny brown box

  5    To listen for specific information
        •    Explain the task and read questions 1-6 aloud.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and answer the

questions. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     In Chicago.
          2     1,450 feet tall.
          3     Glass and steel.
          4     110 floors.
          5     Offices, retail stores, a conference center, and a

fitness center.
          6     It is the tallest building in North America.

  6    To write an article describing a building
        •    Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to

complete it. Alternatively, assign it for HW.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
            The Sears Tower is in Chicago. It is 1,450 feet tall and it

has 110 floors. Inside the building there are offices, retail
stores, a conference center, and even a fitness center. The
Sears Tower is a very special building because it is very
beautiful and it is the tallest building in North America. If
you ever go to Chicago, it’s definitely worth a visit.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Ex. 2
         p. 53, Ex. 5 p. 54
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Culture Corner
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to name any famous landmarks they can think of
from the UK.

  1    To stimulate interest in the topic and
listen and read for specific information

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures. Elicit a number
of questions about the places in the pictures from
various Ss around the class. Write one question for
each place on the board.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen, follow the texts, and
check to see if their questions were answered.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Giant’s Causeway – What is it?
          Loch Ness – What is a loch?
          Conwy Castle – Where’s the castle?
          Stonehenge – When did they build it?

  2    To read for detailed understanding
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the texts again.
        •    Read sentences 1-4 aloud. Elicit who or what

each pronoun/adverb refers to.

          Answer Key
          1     An Irish giant                3     Edward I
          2     in Loch Ness                  4     Stonehenge

  3    To read for specific information
        •    Ss read the texts again and find the numbers.
        •    Elicit what they stand for from various Ss.

          Answer Key
          40,000 – columns in the Giant’s Causeway
          13th century – when Edward I built Conwy Castle
          3100 BC – when they built Stonehenge
          30 million – about the number of hours it took to build

Stonehenge

  4    To present new vocabulary and consolidate
information through comprehension questions

        •    Ss explain the words/phrases in bold. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          huge: very large
          staircase: steps used to move up or down between

levels
          legend: a myth or traditional story handed down

through generations
          cross: to go from one side of sth to another
          freshwater: water that contains no salt
          walled: surrounded or enclosed by a wall
          probably: likely
          dates from: exist(s) since a particular time in the past

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.

        •    Ss work in pairs and ask and answer comprehension
questions based on the information in the texts.

        •    Ask some pairs to act out their exchanges.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Who built the Giant’s Causeway?
          B:    Legend says an Irish giant built it.
          A:   Why did he build the Giant’s Causeway?
          B:    To cross over to Scotland.
          A:   What is Loch Ness?
          B:    A freshwater lake in Scotland.
          A:   What is special about Loch Ness?
          B:    People say a monster lives there.
          A:   Where is Conwy Castle?
          B:    In the town of Conwy, Wales.
          A:   Why did they build it?
          B:    To keep the Welsh people in Wales.
          A:   Where is Stonehenge?
          B:    In Wiltshire, England.
          A:   Why is it a special place?
          B:    Because it dates back to 3100 BC. etc.

  5    To identify verb tenses, grammar
structures, and adjectives in texts

        •    Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to skim
through the texts and find the items in the list.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          simple past verbs: made, built, built, took
          superlatives: the largest, the most impressive, the

most famous
          adjectives: huge staircase, impressive castles,

freshwater lake, famous landmark, hard work

  6    To make a leaflet about famous landmarks
        •    Ss work in small groups. Assign the task for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key

▶      TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Ex. 3 p. 53

The Alhambra (1248–1354), located in
Granada, Spain, is one of the greatest
examples of Muslim architecture. It was a
palace and fortress for the Moorish
monarchs of Granada. A huge, protective
wall surrounds the palace.

The Sagrada Familia is one of
Barcelona's most popular tourist
attractions. The church remains
incomplete even though they began
building it in 1882. If and when the
church is finished, it will have 18
towers and will seat 13,000 people.
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Back from vacation
Warm-up Activity
Ask various Ss to tell the class about a recent vacation
they had.

  1    To identify situational language
associated with describing a vacation

        •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat
chorally.

        •    Play the recording again for Ss to repeat
individually. Pay special attention to Ss’ intonation
and correct where necessary.

  2    To put situational language in the context
of a dialogue

        •    Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to read the
dialogue and complete blanks 1-5 with phrases A-
E from Ex. 1.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

          Answer Key
          1     B            2     A            3     E            4     D           5     C

  3    To consolidate situational language
through translation and practice reading aloud

        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the sentences in Ex.
1 from various Ss around the class.

        •    Ss read the dialogue aloud with a partner.
        •    Monitor the activity. Ask some pairs to read the

dialogue aloud in front of the class.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  4    To match phrases to synonymous ones
        •    Read phrases 1-4 aloud. Elicit/Explain their

meanings.
        •    Ss find phrases in the dialogue that have the

same meaning.

          Answer Key
          1     Good to see you.
          2     I had a wonderful time.
          3     Lucky you!
          4     I’ll drop by this afternoon.

  5    To consolidate situational language
through role-play

        •    Explain the task. Draw the following diagram on
the board for Ss to follow. 

          

        •    Ss work in pairs and act out a dialogue similar to
the one in Ex. 2 using the questions in Ex. 1 and
the above diagram.

        •    Monitor the activity, offering assistance where
necessary. Ss record themselves.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Hi, Sue. How was your vacation?
          B:    It was awesome! I had a wonderful time.
          A:   Where did you go?
          B:    I went to the Pyrenees.
          A:   Wow! What was the weather like?
          B:    Awesome! We spent all day walking. Then in the

evenings we watched the stars.
          A:   Where did you stay?
          B:    At a lodge in the mountains.
          A:   Did you take a lot of photos?
          B:    Yes. Would you like to see them?
          A:   I’d love to! I’ll drop by this afternoon.
          B:    OK! See you later.

  6    To practice intonation in exclamations
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and identify which

syllables are stressed.
        •    Play the recording again. Ss listen and repeat

chorally and individually.

          Answer Key
          Fantastic!, Lucky you!, Awesome!, Great!, Wow!,

Amazing!

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Pairwork
         Activities pp. 57-58

Student A

Greet friend. Ask
about his/her
vacation. 
(Hi, ... . How was ...?)
Ask where friend
went.
(Where did ...?)
Ask about weather. 
(What was ... like?)

Ask where partner
stayed.
(Where did ...?)
Ask about
photographs.
(Did you take ...?)
Accept and say when. 
(I’d love to! I’ll ... .)

Student B

Say how you liked it.
(It was ...!)

Say location.
(I went to ... .)

Describe the weather
and say what you did.
(Awesome! We spent ... .)

Say where you stayed.
(At a ... .)

Ask if partner wants to
see them. 
(Yes. Would you like ...?)
Say bye to partner.
(OK! See you later.)
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to read the title and look at the pictures and elicit
what Unit 6f is about (the Inuit people).

  1    To review vocabulary related to houses
        •    Explain the task. Read the example aloud.
        •    Tell Ss to copy the headings into their notebooks.
        •    Give Ss one minute to complete the task. Ask

various Ss around the class to describe their house.

          Suggested Answer Key
          furniture – couch, chair, table, bed, dining table 
          rooms – kitchen, bathroom, bedroom, study, dining

room
          appliances – microwave, stove, washing machine,

fridge, computer
            special features – central heating, fireplace, garden

          My house is very big. There are four rooms upstairs
and four rooms downstairs. Upstairs there are three
bedrooms and a bathroom. Downstairs there is a
kitchen, a bathroom, a dining room, and a study. In
each bedroom there is a bed, a closet, a desk, a chair,
a dressing table, and a carpet. In the kitchen there is a
stove, a fridge, a sink, a microwave, a toaster, etc.

  2    To introduce the topic and stimulate Ss’
interest

        •    Read sentences 1-3 aloud. Elicit/Explain the
meaning of any unknown words.

        •    Ss discuss in pairs which sentences they think
are true (sentence 2).

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books to check if their guesses were correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   I think Inuit may mean snowman. What do you

think?
          B:    I think you may be right. I also think the Inuit lived

in igloos in the winter, do you?
          A:   Yes, but I don’t think they used horses, do you? I

think it would be too cold for horses.
          B:    That’s a good point. I think you’re right. So we

think sentences 1 and 2 are true and sentence
three is false.

  3    To read for specific information and
present new vocabulary

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again
carefully. Then read questions 1-4 aloud one at a
time and elicit answers from Ss around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     They live in the Arctic, in Canada, Alaska, and Russia.
          2     They used blocks of ice to build their igloos.
          3     They changed houses in the summer because the

snow melted.
          4     They traveled around on dogsleds, small boats

called kayaks, and larger boats called “umiaq”.
        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          century: a period of 100 years
          differently: not the same as
          blocks of ice: large square pieces of frozen water
          round: circular in shape
          lit: provided light from a particular source
          oil lamp: a lamp that works by burning oil
          melted: became liquid
          skins: the natural outer layers of animals
          traveled: went from one place to another
          boats: vehicles that travel on water
          hunt: chase animals and birds in order to catch and

kill them
          transport: move sth from one place to another

  4   a    To review the simple past and the
simple present 

               •    Read the tip box aloud and explain that Ss
will use the text to review the simple past
and the simple present tenses.

               •    Tell Ss to draw a table in their notebooks like
the one in Ex. 4a.

               •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again,
find all the simple past forms, and complete
the table, putting the regular and irregular
verbs in separate columns.

               •    Check Ss’ answers. Then elicit the simple
present forms of these verbs.

          Answer Key

          

          simple present forms: live, use, light, melt, make,
travel, have

 b    To practice the simple past 
               •    Give Ss enough time to use the verbs from

Ex. 4a to make sentences about the Inuit.
               •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Regular Irregular
lived, used, melted, traveled lit, made, had

Cross-Curricular Cut
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Cross-Curricular Cut

          Suggested Answer Key
          The Inuit lit their igloos with oil lamps.
          They used blocks of ice to build their igloos.
          They made tents in the summer from animal skins. etc.

  5    To make a presentation about unique
houses

        •    Explain the task. Direct Ss to the website given
and tell them they can use encyclopedias and
other reference books or websites to help them.

        •    Ss complete the task in class or for HW and
present their information to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Earthships are houses found in warmer climates in the

US and some countries in Europe. They build them in the
ground. They make them out of old car tires that they fill
with earth. They are usually arranged in a horseshoe
shape. Windows on the sunny side let in light and heat.
An Earthship uses as little energy as possible and is very
environmentally friendly.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Grammar
Review p. 55, Exs. 11 & 12 p. 56

        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-
Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the key
at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read
the Now I Can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 6 p. LP2

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 6
p. VP4

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 6 pp. 121-124

My town

Choose a S to start the game. Tell him/her to say a
sentence about their town beginning like this: “In
my town there is/are ...” using an adjective and a
noun. The next S repeats the sentence and adds
another feature of their town to it. The game
continues around the class until someone makes a
mistake or cannot come up with another feature.

e.g.,     S1:     In my town there are crowded streets.
            S2:     In my town there are crowded streets and

heavy traffic. etc.

Self-Check
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Health & Fitness
What’s in this module?
 •    Ask Ss to look at the title Health & Fitness. Elicit

suggestions as to what the module might be
about. Ask Ss to read the list and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to sports and health. We will learn

about sports, sports equipment, and injuries.

Find the page numbers for 
 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask

questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
          a pie chart (p. 77) What is a pie chart? Do you think

they are a helpful way of displaying information?
What other types of charts do you know of? etc.

          a blog (p. 72) What is a blog? Where can you see it? Do
you write a blog? Have you read anyone else’s blog? Do
you think blogs are a good idea or a waste of time? etc.

          an email (p. 76) How often do you write emails to
your friends? Do you prefer to write emails or letters?
Why? etc.

Vocabulary
 •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally.

Ss then explain the words in their L1. 
        (Ss’ own answers)

 •    Read the theory box aloud and elicit which verbs
go with which sports.

          Answer Key 
          go: rock climbing, snowboarding, skydiving, kayaking
          play: tennis, baseball
          do: gymnastics, judo, motocross

 •    Give Ss enough time to match the words to the
numbers in the pictures.

 •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their answers.
 •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to

repeat chorally. Ss then explain the words in their
L1. Refer Ss to the Word List if necessary.

          Answer Key 
          2     rope                                                  7     knee pads
          3     ball                                                   8     bat
          4     racket                                              9     paddle
          5     snowboard                                10     gloves
          6     goggles
          (Ss’ own answers)

Topic
In this module Ss will explore the topics of sports,
parts of the body, injuries, and aches & pains.
Module page                                                      71
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: sports (rock climbing, gymnastics, tennis,
judo, snowboarding, skydiving, baseball, kayaking,
motocross), equipment (goggles, paddle, helmet, rope,
racket, snowboard, bat, ball, knee pads, gloves)
7a     Sports                                                   72-73
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
learn the present perfect, write about what you
have(n’t) done this week
Vocabulary: nouns (travels, race, contest, finalists, world
record, cash prize, camel wrestling, crowd, accidents),
verbs (imagine, inspire, compete, break, win, beat, set,
promise, run)
7b     Injuries                                                 74-75
Lesson objectives: To read and listen for general
understanding/gist, to listen for specific information,
conduct an interview
Vocabulary: parts of the body (head, body, eyes, legs,
hands, teeth, neck, toes, feet, nose, tongue, mouth, ears,
arms, knees, elbows, fingers, ankles), injuries (break leg,
sprain wrist, hit head, cut leg, pull a muscle, scrape knee,
twist ankle)
7c     Any ideas?                                                 76
Lesson objectives: To listen for ideas, avoid repetition,
write an email to a friend about sports
Vocabulary: adjectives describing sports (dangerous,
thrilling, exciting, challenging, expensive, competitive,
boring, relaxing)
7d     Culture Corner                                         77
Lesson objectives: To learn about school sports in
the UK, conduct a class survey, and make a pie chart
Vocabulary: some, most/the majority of, a few, very few,
many, percent, soccer, cricket, track-and-field, swimming,
dance, gymnastics, archery, canoeing, extreme sports,
martial arts
7e     Are you OK?                                              78
Lesson objectives: To learn how to talk about aches &
pains and how to express concern, dialogue practice,
pronouncing /∑/, /≥/
Vocabulary: aches & pains (a stomachache, a headache,
a toothache, a sore throat, a cold, the flu, a fever, a cough),
other (dentist, aspirin, medicine, cough syrup)
7f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Health Education    79
Lesson objectives: To learn about healthy eating
Vocabulary: tongue, nails, lips, moist, smooth, folic
acid, spots, zinc, pumpkin, sunflower seeds, deep,  pale,
cracked, iron, liver, lentils, whole grain cereal, green
leafy vegetables
Self-Check 7                                                        80
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Sports
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss if they know what a blog is (an online diary) and if
they have ever read/written one.

  1    To predict the content of a text
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the text and the pictures

and elicit guesses about the content of the text.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books and check their guesses.

          Answer Key
          I think I’m going to read about the places Craig has

traveled to and the things that he saw.

  2    To present new vocabulary and use it in
context

        •    Ss explain the words/phrases in bold.

         Suggested Answer Key
          weird: strange, unusual
          imagine: form a picture or idea about what sth could

be like
          inspire: influence or impel
          finalists: individuals or teams that reach the last level

of a competition
          compete: strive to outdo others for a prize, recognition,

etc.
          break the world record: beat the fastest time, highest

level, longest distance, etc. which anyone  in the world
has ever achieved 

          cash prize: monetary reward 

          beaten: outdo, surpass
          set: established
          heard of: been aware of
          promises: shows signs of sth
          crowd: a group of many people
          luckily: fortunately
          accidents: crashes or collisions

        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the sentences.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     inspired                                       3     run towards
          2     break the record

  3    a    To reflect on information presented in
the text

               •    Elicit answers to the questions from various
Ss around the class. Encourage Ss to give full
answers.

          Answer Key
          1     I was impressed by the fact that people actually race

frogs and that an event like camel wrestling exists.
          2     I would like to go and see the camel wrestling

contest because I think it would be a unique
experience.

        b   To discuss an issue and give a
substantiated opinion

               •    Divide the class into groups to discuss the
question in the rubric.

               •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some groups
to share their opinion with the class.

               •    Discuss the main points raised with the class
as a whole.

          Suggested Answer Key
          S1: I don’t think we should use animals in racing

because they could get hurt.
          S2: I agree. Also I don’t think it is a natural thing for

them to do.
          S3: That’s right. I think it is unfair to treat animals this

way. etc.

  4    To present the present perfect
        •    Write on the board: I’ve been here since May.

Draw the following.                

                                                May                                       now
               Explain that the action started in May and

continues up to now. Explain that the verb form
used is the present perfect. Elicit how it is
formed (have + past participle of main verb).

Background information

Mark Twain
Samuel Langhorne Clemens otherwise known as
Mark Twain was born in Florida, Missouri, USA in 1835.
In 1847, his father died of pneumonia, so he stopped
going to school and started working as a type setter.
He liked writing funny short stories. He wrote a lot of
stories such as The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, The
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, etc. He died of heart
disease on April 21, 1910 in Redding, Connecticut.

Calaveras
Calaveras County is a county located in Gold
Country, which is a region in California, USA. With its
rich history and beautiful scenery, it is a wonderful
place to live or visit.

Selçuk
Selçuk is a town near ancient Ephesos. There you
can visit a great museum and the remains of a
huge temple. It is a beautiful place to stay.

78
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Sports

        •    Go through the theory box with the class
thoroughly. Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference
section for more information. Explain that Ss can
consult the list of irregular verbs at the back of the
Student Book section for the past participles of
irregular verbs.

        •    Elicit any similar structures in Ss’ L1.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  5    To identify the past perfect and past
participles

        •    Explain the task and tell Ss to copy the table into
their notebooks. Ss skim through the text on p.
72 and find all the present perfect forms and
complete the table with the past participles.

        •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

          Answer Key
          ’ve seen, has taken place, has beaten, Have ... ever

heard, have watched, have happened

          

  6    To practice the present perfect
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text and

complete the sentences.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     has not worked                  5     has taken part
          3     has traveled                         6     has never worried
          4     has not won

  7    To practice time expressions used with the
present perfect

        •    Do the first item with Ss as an example. Then Ss
complete the task.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     for                       4     yet                       7     ever
          2     already             5     already
          3     since                   6     never

  8    To practice the interrogative and short
answer forms of the present perfect

        •    Explain the task and ask two Ss to read the
example aloud.

        •    Ss work in pairs and ask and answer questions.
        •    Monitor the activity offering assistance where

necessary. Then ask some pairs to ask and answer
questions in front of the class.

          

          Answer Key
          2     A:   Has he become famous?
                 B:    Yes, he has.

          3     A:   Has he been a professional player for a long
              time?

                 B:    Yes, he has.

          4     A:   Has he been captain of a team?
                 B:    No, he hasn’t.

          5     A:   Has he played in international competitions?
                 B:    Yes, he has.

          6     A:   Has he been to college?
                 B:    No, he hasn’t.

          7     A:   Has he played for Mexico?
                 B:    Yes, he has.

  9    To further practice the present perfect 
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss work in pairs and ask and answer questions.
        •    Monitor the activity offering assistance where

necessary. Then ask some pairs to act out their
exchanges in front of the class.

          Answer Key
          A:   Have you ever won a medal?
          B:    Yes, I have./No, I haven’t. I have never won a medal.
          A:   Have you ever climbed a mountain?
          B:    Yes, I have./No, I haven’t. I have never climbed a

mountain.
          A:   Have you ever done judo?
          B:    Yes, I have./No, I haven’t. I have never done judo.
          A:   Have you ever tried snorkeling?
          B:    Yes, I have./No, I haven’t. I have never tried

snorkeling.
          A:   Have you ever watched camel wrestling?
          B:    Yes, I have./No, I haven’t. I have never watched

camel wrestling.
          A:   Have you ever had an accident?
          B:    Yes, I have./No, I haven’t. I have never had an

accident.

10   To write about the recent past
        •    Give Ss three minutes to write their sentences.

Then Ss tell their partners.
        •    Ask some Ss to read their sentences to the class.
          Suggested Answer Key
          I have done my homework every evening this week. I

have seen two movies this week. I haven’t read any
books. I have walked the dog. I haven’t cleaned my
room. I haven’t washed the dishes. etc.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Exs. 1 & 2
         p. 61, Ex. 8 p. 62

Regular Irregular
watched, happened seen, taken, beaten, heard

79
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to read the title and look at the pictures on p. 74
and guess what Unit 7b is about (injuries and parts of the
body).

  1    To present vocabulary for parts of the body
        •    Ask Ss to copy the headings into their

notebooks. Then give Ss enough time to write
the words in the list under the correct headings.

        •    Play the recording for Ss to listen and check.

          Answer Key
          Head: eyes, teeth, nose, tongue, mouth, ears
          Body: legs, hands, neck, toes, feet, arms, knees,

elbows, fingers, ankles

        •    Elicit the meaning of the words in Ss’ L1.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To present vocabulary for injuries
        •    Read the injuries in the list aloud and direct Ss’

attention to the pictures. Read the example aloud.
Then give Ss enough time to write sentences
about what is wrong with each person in the
pictures.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

          Answer Key
          Sally has hit her head.
          Helen has sprained her wrist.
          Steve has cut his leg.
          Alex has scraped his knee.
          Lisa has twisted her ankle.
          Mark has pulled a muscle.

  3    To predict the content of a text
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures. Elicit what they

can guess about Steven Bradbury (e.g., He is a
skater. He has competed in the Winter Olympics.).

        •    Explain what “accidental hero” means (someone
who does sth brave or good purely out of luck).

        •    Elicit Ss’ guesses about why Steven Bradbury
might be an accidental hero. Play the recording.
Ss listen and follow the text in their books.

          Answer Key
          Steven is an accidental hero because he won a gold

medal at the Winter Olympics purely out of luck when
all the other racers fell down.

4      To read to identify the main points of a
text and present new vocabulary

        •    Read the headings aloud and elicit/explain the
meaning of any unknown words (e.g., bloody =
full of blood).

        •    Give Ss enough time to read through the text
again and match the headings to the paragraphs.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          A    2            B     1            C    4            D    3

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.
          Suggested Answer Key
          made history: achieved sth that no one had achieved

before
          wondered: thought 
          coma: a state of deep unconsciousness often resulting

from a serious injury
          skull: the bony part of a person’s head 
          recover: get better physically
          race: a competition to see who’s fastest
          lost: stopped having sth
          blood: the red liquid that is pumped by the heart

around your body
            stitches: pieces of thread used to sew wounds together
          crashed: hit sth/sb with force, collided
          barrier: an object such as a fence or wall put in place

to prevent people from moving easily from one area
to another

          neck: the part of the body that attaches the head to
the shoulders

          passion: very strong feeling
          paid off: was successful or profitable after a period of

time
          unluckiest: having the least amount of luck
          ahead of: in front of

  5    To use new vocabulary in context
        •    Give Ss enough time to look up any unknown

words/phrases in the dictionary.
        •    Then Ss make sentences. Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Steven won a medal in the 2002 Winter Olympics.
          He hit his head during one of his training sessions.
          He was in a coma for three days.
          He had to get 111 stitches.
          It took him a year to recover.
          He lost four liters of blood when another racer’s skate

cut his leg.
          He crashed into a barrier.
          He broke his neck.
          Steven has a passion for speed skating.
          Steven’s hard work paid off in the end.
          Steven skated past the other skaters to victory.

        •    Direct Ss to Steven’s words in the last paragraph of
the text on p. 74. Ask them to explain them and
state how they would feel if they were Steven.
Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.
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          Suggested Answer Key
          Steven felt weird about his unexpected victory. He had

mixed feelings about it. On the one hand, he was happy
that he won. On the other hand, he knew that he really
didn’t deserve to win because he wasn’t the best; he was
just lucky. I would feel the same way, but I would also feel
happy to finally get a lucky break.

  6    To listen for specific information
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and choose the correct

option. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          B

  7    To present the present perfect vs. the
simple past

        •    Go through the theory box with Ss. Elicit more
examples. Direct Ss to the Grammar Reference
section for more information.

          Answer Key
          •     actions that started in the past and continue to the

present: Have you ever wondered ...
          •     experiences: I’ve had my share of bad luck too.
          •     actions that happened at a specific time in the

past: made history, hit his head, cut his leg,
crashed into a barrier, broke his neck, etc.

  8    To practice the present perfect vs. the
simple past 

        •    Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to complete
it. Then check Ss’ answers and elicit reasons for
their choice of tense in each sentence.

          Answer Key
          1     has won – action that started in the past and

continues to the present (so far)
          2     hosted – action that happened at a specific time in

the past (1992)
          3     has already become – action that started in the

past and continues to the present (already)
          4     started – action that happened at a specific time in

the past (1896)
          5     broke – action that happened at a specific time in

the past (2008)
          6     ran – action that happened at a specific time in the

past (1996)

  9    To practice the present perfect and the
simple past 

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text and fill in
the blanks with the correct verb forms.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class. Then ask
some Ss to read the completed text aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     have been               4     walked              7     didn’t like
          2     have met                 5     twisted              8     have gotten
          3     have done              6     started

10   To further practice the present perfect
and the simple past 

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss work in pairs and complete the task. Monitor

the activity around the class. Then ask some pairs
to talk in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Have you ever sprained your wrist?
          B:    Yes, I have.
          A:   When?
          B:    Last Saturday.
          A:   How did you do it?
          B:    I fell off my bike.
          A:   Did it hurt?
          B:    Yes, a lot. etc.

11   To act out an interview
        •    Explain the task and elicit some questions that

the journalist could ask (e.g., Have you ever had
an accident? How did it happen? etc.).

        •    Ss work in pairs and act out their interviews.
Monitor the activity and then ask some pairs to
act out their interviews for the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          J:    Steven, have you ever had an accident?
          S:    Yes, when I was a teenager, I was in a coma for

three days.
          J:    How did it happen?
          S:    I hit my head against a wall.
          J:    Was that the only one?
          S:    No, once another racer’s skate cut my leg and I had

to get 111 stitches. Then another time I crashed
into a barrier and broke my neck.

          J:    Oh, gosh! So did you ever expect to win at the
Olympics?

          S:    No. Not at all, but I kept on training.
          J:    Did your hard work finally pay off?
          S:    Yes, it did. I became the first Australian to win a

gold medal at the Winter Olympics.
          J:    How did it feel?
          S:    Fantastic! etc.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Ex. 3
         p. 61, Exs. 5, 6 & 7 p. 62, Ex. 11 p. 64, Game p. 68 
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the title and the pictures on p. 76 and
guess what Unit 7c is about (advice on sports).

  1    To present adjectives for describing sports
        •    Go through the adjectives in the list and elicit/

explain their meanings.
        •    Explain the task and choose two Ss to read the

example aloud.
        •    Point out that we use so + auxiliary verb +

personal pronoun to express positive agreement
and neither + auxiliary verb + personal pronoun
to express negative agreement.

        •    Ss complete the task in pairs. Monitor the activity.
Then ask some pairs to talk about the sports in
the pictures in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   I love motocross.
          B:    So do I. It’s thrilling.
          A:   I don’t like kayaking.
          B:    Neither do I. It’s dangerous.

          A:   I like cycling.
          B:    So do I. It’s very competitive.
          A:   I don’t like snowboarding. 
          B:    Neither do I. It’s very expensive. 

          A:   I like football.
          B:    So do I. It’s very challenging.
          A:   I don’t like tennis.
          B:    Neither do I. It’s boring.

  2    To read to identify adjectives and present
new vocabulary

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text and find
the adjectives.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
           football: thrilling, exciting, not expensive, dangerous
          snowboarding: thrilling, challenging, expensive,

exciting        
        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          opinion: personal ideas or beliefs
          choose: pick
          thrilling: exciting
          challenging: difficult in an interesting or exciting way
          equipment: tools, materials, clothes you need to do a

particular activity
          snowboard: a long wide board made of plastic which

looks like a ski that people stand on to go down snow
covered hills/mountains

          goggles: protective eyewear
          good luck: used to say that you hope one is successful

  3    To improve writing skills by avoiding
repetition

        •    Read the theory box and the example. Explain
the task.

        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     They            2     him              3     it            4     his

  4    To listen for ideas
        •    Tell Ss to copy the table into their notebooks.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the table.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key

          

  5    To write an email to a friend
        •    Give Ss enough time to write their email using the

completed table from Ex. 4 and the paragraph
plan provided. Have Ss complete the task in class
or assign it for HW.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Dear Tom,
          You’ve asked me to give you my opinion on which sport

to choose, kayaking or cycling. They are both exciting
sports.

          Cycling is challenging and thrilling, but it can be
dangerous. You can hurt yourself easily. Kayaking is a
more competitive sport and it’s exciting, but it is
expensive. There is a lot of equipment to buy like a
kayak and a helmet. 

          To me, both sports are interesting. You should choose
the one you like the most. Hope I’ve been of some
help.

          Good luck,
          Sam

Alternate  Activity for weaker students 

Write these words/phrases on the board. Ss use
them to complete the email in Ex. 5 on p. 76.
• it is expensive  • challenging  • it can be dangerous
• thrilling  • a more competitive sport

Good points Bad points
cycling exciting, thrilling,

challenging, interesting
dangerous

kayaking exciting, competitive,
interesting

expensive

Any ideas?
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures and guess what Unit 7d is
about (school sports).

  1    To introduce the topic and talk about
school sports

        •    Elicit some sports that Ss do at school.
        •    Ask Ss to guess if schoolchildren in the UK do

the same sports.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books to see if their guesses were correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          soccer, basketball, swimming, track-and-field
          I think it is the same in the UK.

  2    To read for specific information and
present new vocabulary

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and
answer the questions.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     PE means Physical Education.
          2     They do 75 minutes of PE a week.
          3     Most children in the UK do sports such as soccer,

cricket, swimming, and track-and-field as well as
other activities such as dance and gymnastics at
school.

          4     Both boys and girls do track-and-field and swimming.
          5     Schoolchildren can sometimes do sports such as golf,

cycling, archery, tennis, or canoeing in after-school
clubs or at local sports clubs.

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          primary (school): school for children between the

ages of five and eleven; elementary (school)
          high school: school for children between the ages of

eleven and sixteen (in the UK)
          widely available: easily attainable by many
          track-and-field: various athletic events performed on

a running track or a nearby field  (e.g., running, the
high jump, the javelin, etc.)

          archery: the sport of shooting arrows at a target using
a bow

          local sports clubs: athletic organizations in a town or
area where people can play sports

  3    To present vocabulary to talk about numbers
        •    Draw Ss’ attention to the pronunciation of % as

“percent”. Write it on the board.
        

        •    Then direct Ss’ attention to the pie chart and
explain the task.

        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers around
the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
            2     Many            3     Some            4     A few       5   Very few

  4    To conduct a class survey
        •    Explain the task. Brainstorm with the class for a

variety of sports to include in the survey.
        •    Make a chart on the board and ask Ss to check

each sport that they do. When all Ss have marked
the sports that they do, Ss copy the completed
survey into their notebooks.

        •    Ss then make a pie chart in class or for HW and
present the results to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
        Sports

          The majority of the class plays football. Many students
do dance or gymnastics. Some of them play
basketball. A few of them do swimming and very few
of them do martial arts.

     

▶     TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Pairwork
         Activities pp. 65-66, Portfolio Activities p. 67
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Extra Activity for weaker students 

Ask Ss to take photographs of their classmates doing
various sports either at school or at their local sports
clubs. Ss use the photographs to prepare a poster.
Ask Ss to label the photographs.

Suggested Answer Key
Our school team is playing
basketball.

Jason is
doing gymnastics.

58%

17%

5% 8%
12%

swimming

basketball

football

dance &
gymnastics

martial arts
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Are you OK?
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the title as well as the picture and
sketches on p. 78 and guess what Unit 7e is about (aches
& pains).

  1    To present vocabulary to talk about aches
and pains

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the sketches and the aches
and pains and elicit whether they have had any
of them.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To ask and answer questions about aches
and pains

        •    Explain the task and choose two Ss to read the
example aloud.

        •    Ss work in pairs and ask and answer questions.
        •    Monitor the activity. Then check Ss’ answers by

asking some pairs to act out their exchanges in
front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   I have a headache.
          B:    Have you taken an aspirin/seen a doctor?

          A:   I have a toothache.
          B:    Have you taken an aspirin/seen a dentist?

          A:   I have a sore throat.
          B:    Have you had a hot drink/taken some medicine?

          A:   I have a cold/the flu.
          B:    Have you taken some vitamin C?

          A:   I have a fever.
          B:    Have you seen a doctor?

          A:   I have a cough.
          B:    Have you taken some cough syrup?

  3    To present and practice the intonation of
useful phrases for expressing concern

        •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat
chorally and/or individually.

        •    Pay special attention to Ss’ intonation and
correct where necessary.

  4    To listen for specific information
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and answer the

questions in the rubric.
        •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

          Answer Key
          Jane has a headache and she feels terrible. Ann

advises her to take an aspirin and to see a doctor. 

  5    To consolidate useful phrases through
translation

        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the phrases in Ex. 3.
Then Ss take the roles of Ann and Jane and read
the dialogue aloud in pairs.

        •    Monitor the activity, paying special attention to
pronunciation and intonation.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  6    To consolidate situational language through
role-play

        •    Explain the task. Draw the following diagram on
the board for Ss to follow. Ss work in pairs and
act out a dialogue similar to the one in Ex. 4
using the phrases in Ex. 3.

        •    Monitor the activity offering assistance where
necessary. Ask some pairs to act out their
dialogue in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Hey, Joey. Are you OK? You don’t look well.
          B:    No, I feel awful.
          A:   What’s wrong?
          B:    I have a cold.
          A:   Have you taken some vitamin C?
          B:    Yes, but it didn’t help.
          A:   Well, then you should see the doctor.
          B:    I guess you’re right. I feel terrible.

  7    To pronounce /∑/, /≥/
        •    Tell Ss to copy the table in their notebooks.

Student A

Greet friend and ask
about his/her health,
expressing concern.
(Hey, ... . Are you ...?
You don’t ... .)
Ask what is wrong.
(What’s ...?)

Ask if friend has done
anything about it (e.g.,
taken vitamins).
(Have you ...?)
Advise friend to see
a doctor. 
(Well, then you should
... .)

Student B

Explain you don’t
feel well.
(No, I feel ... .)

Explain you have
e.g., a cold.
(I have ... .)
Say you have, but it
didn’t help. 
(Yes, but ... .)

Agree with friend’s
suggestion.
(I guess ... .)
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        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check the correct
box in the table in their notebooks. Check Ss’
answers.

        •    Play the recording again. Ss listen and repeat
chorally and/or individually. Check Ss’
pronunciation.

          Suggested Answer Key

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Ex. 4 p. 61,
Ex. 10 p. 64

/∑/ /≥/ /∑/ /≥/
cough ✓ rung ✓

color ✓ wrong ✓

cut ✓ flood ✓

come ✓ mud ✓

Cross-Curricular Cut

Warm-up Activity
Explain that Health Education is part of the school
curriculum in the US. Ask Ss to look at p. 79 and guess
what Unit 7f is about (healthy eating).

  1    To present the topic and predict the
content of the text

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the title and the pictures.
Elicit guesses as to what the text is about.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books to check if they guessed correctly.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think the text will be about the foods we should eat

to have healthy tongues, nails, and lips.

  2    To read for specific information and
present new vocabulary

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and
complete sentences 1-5.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
          Answer Key
          1     health                3     moist                         5     may need
          2     rich                      4     folic acid
        •    Ss then explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key          
          affects: influences, has an effect on
          health: the physical well-being of a person 
          diet: what a person eats
          fruits: things that grow on plants, trees, or bushes and

can be eaten
          vegetables: plants like tomatoes, potatoes, onions,

etc. which you can eat
          dark: the opposite of light, closer to black than white

          zinc: a natural occurring chemical essential for human
growth

          pumpkin: a very large orange vegetable that grows in
the ground

          liver: a large organ in animals that people cook and eat
          cereal: a breakfast food made of grain and usually

eaten with milk

  3    To practice new vocabulary
        •    Give Ss enough time to write down all the types

of food mentioned in the text. Check Ss’ answers.
          Answer Key
          fruits, vegetables, pumpkin seeds, sunflower seeds,

meat, liver, lentils, whole grain cereal, green leafy
vegetables

     •    Ss work in pairs and talk about which foods they
like and which foods they don’t like to eat.

        •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some pairs to
share their answers with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
            I like fruits, vegetables, meat, whole grain cereal, and

sunflower seeds. I don’t like liver, lentils, or pumpkin
seeds.

  4    To consolidate new information
        •    Elicit what points in the text Ss were/were not

aware of before.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I learned what I should eat to have a healthy tongue

and healthy nails and lips.

        •    Initiate a discussion about the importance of
healthy eating.
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Cross-Curricular Cut

        •    You may focus on the following points: being
overweight/underweight, eating disorders, diet
related illnesses (e.g., diabetes), how food relates
to tiredness and energy levels, etc.

          Suggested Answer Key
            It is important to eat healthily so we don’t get sick or

become overweight or underweight. We need to eat
healthily to maintain our energy levels and make sure
we don’t develop a condition such as diabetes. etc.

  5    To give a presentation on the benefits of
vitamins in our diets

        •    Ss work in small groups. Direct Ss to the website
given and tell them they can also use other
reference books to gather information.

        •    Ss can complete the task in class or for HW.
        •    Ss give a presentation to the rest of the class on

why we need vitamins.

          Suggested Answer Key
          We need vitamins to stay healthy. Vitamins help us

grow. Each vitamin does something different for our
body. Milk is rich in vitamin D and helps build strong

bones. Carrots have vitamin A which helps our
eyesight. Oranges contain vitamin C which helps us
heal if we cut ourselves. Leafy green vegetables have
vitamin B that gives us energy. etc.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Grammar
         Review p. 63

Write the following words/phrases on the board.
Ss, in teams, make sentences using one
word/phrase at a time. Each correct sentence gets
1 point. The team with the most points wins.
• change your diet  • rich in  • deep pink  
• cracked lips  • white spots  • whole grain cereal
• moist  • liver  • lentils  • folic acid

e.g., Team A S1:     You should change your diet and
eat healthy. 

         Team B S1:     Meat is rich in iron.

86

        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-
Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the key
at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read
the Now I Can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 7 p. LP2
     
  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 7

p. VP4

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 7 pp. 125-128

Guess the question

Prepare a set of cards with an interesting question
written on each (e.g., Have you ever watched camel
wrestling? Have you ever been skydiving?) Give one S a
card. He/She then says a series of possible answers
to that question and the rest of the class tries to
guess the question. The S who guesses correctly
gets the next card and the game continues.
e.g.,    S1: Yes, it happens every year in Turkey.
            S2: Have you ever been on vacation?

(guessing)
            S1: No, it is an exciting contest. 
            S3: Have you ever seen a frog jumping

contest? (guessing)
            S1: No, sometimes they run towards the

crowd.
            S4: Have you ever watched camel wrestling?
            S1: Correct. Your turn.  etc.

Self-Check
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Food & Fashion
What’s in this module?
 •    Ask Ss to look at the title Food & Fashion and elicit

suggestions as to what the module might be
about. Ask Ss to read the list and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to food and drinks and clothes. We

will learn about shopping, products, materials,
accessories, containers, exchanging clothes, etc.

Find the page numbers for
 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask

questions to check Ss’ understanding.
          Answer Key
          sculptures from cans (p. 82) Have you ever seen

anything like this before? Do you think it is difficult to
make? etc.

          a postcard (p. 83) Do you usually send postcards
while on vacation? When was the last time you sent
one? etc.

          a diagram of the body (p. 89) How many parts of the
body can you name in English? Do you like learning
about human biology? Why/Why not? etc.

          a street map (p. 86) Have you ever used a street
map? Do you think they are useful? Do you own a
street map of the town/city where you live? etc.

Vocabulary
 •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally.

Ss then say the words in their L1. 
        (Ss’ own answers)
 •    Elicit which items Ss can see in the pictures.
          Answer Key
          1     chair                          5     spoon                9     table
          2     vase                           6     box                   10     ball
          3     cap                             7     ring                  11     briefcase
          4     envelope                 8     whistle
 •    Tell Ss to write the headings “Countable” and

“Uncountable” in their notebooks. Then give Ss
some time to list the products under the correct
headings.

 •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their answers.
          Answer Key
           Countable: lamp, notebook, flashlight, saucepan,

table, ring, ball, vase, spoon, cap, cookie, T-shirt,
book, handbag, box, chair, whistle, envelope, coin,
briefcase

          Uncountable: cheese, bread, flour, milk, meat, butter
        •    Give Ss enough time to look up the adjectives

in the Word List.
        •    Read the example aloud and then ask various

Ss around the class to describe the objects in
the pictures.

          Answer Key
          2     It’s a glass vase.                  7     It’s a gold ring.
          3     It’s a cotton cap.                 8     It’s a metal whistle.
          4     It’s a paper envelope.      9     It’s a wooden table.
          5     It’s a silver spoon.           10     It’s a rubber ball.
          6     It’s a cardboard box.     11     It’s a leather briefcase.

Topic
In this module Ss will explore the topics of food,
clothes, and shopping.
Module page                                                      81
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: products (lamp, notebook, flashlight,
saucepan, table, ring, cheese, ball, bread, vase, flour,
spoon, cap, milk, cookie, meat, T-shirt, book, handbag,
box, chair, whistle, envelope, coin, butter, briefcase),
materials (plastic, rubber, paper, cotton, metal, glass,
cardboard, leather, wooden, gold, silver)
8a     Art                                                          82-83
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
learn a/an, some/any/every, talk about the problem
of hunger
Vocabulary: containers (can, bottle, jar, bag, box,
carton, pack), other (loaf), verbs (create, expect,
attract, take part, feed, donate)
8b     Tasty treats                                        84-85
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, learn
a lot of, much/many, a few/a little, write about clothes
Vocabulary: things to wear (bracelet, scarf, gloves,
sweater, tie, shorts, jeans, suit, pants, belt, coat, sneakers,
earrings, boots, jacket, shoes, necklace, blouse, socks, skirt,
dress), adjectives (casual, elegant, trendy, old-fashioned,
thick, flat, comfortable, warm, plain, expensive, high-
heeled), other (fashion, parade, top designers, melt, sample,
sculpture, on display)
8c     Neighborhoods                                      86
Lesson objectives: To listen for context, write an
email describing your neighborhood
Vocabulary: stores (supermarket, grocery store,
pharmacy, post office, sports store, pet store, shoe
store, newsstand, bakery, flower shop, electronics
store, fast food restaurant), directions (go up/ down,
turn right/left, it’s on your right/left, take the first/
second road/turn on your left/right, it’s across the
street from/next to)
8d     Culture Corner                                         87
Lesson objectives: To learn about famous markets
in London, write about a local street market
Vocabulary: products, on the spot, antique furniture,
souvenirs
8e     Here you go!                                             88
Lesson objectives: To learn how to exchange clothes,
read for specific information, dialogue practice,
pronouncing /¥/, /ª/
Vocabulary: exchange, receipt, check, medium
8f         Cross-Curricular Cut: Health Education 89
Lesson objectives: To learn about what alcohol does to
the body, give a presentation on the effects of smoking
Vocabulary: brain, skin, lungs, heart, liver, stomach, lose
balance, make lungs weak, get colds, remove poisons,
give pimples and a rash, damage heart muscles, cause
stomach problems, lead to death
Self-Check 8                                                        90
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Art
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures and the title on p. 82 and
guess what Unit 8a is about (food and art).

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to prepare

their answers.
         •    Ask various Ss around the class to describe the

pictures. Then elicit which word is not a container
(loaf).

          Answer Key
          2     a bottle of ketchup
          3     a bag of sugar
          4     a pack of spaghetti
          5     a loaf of bread
          6     a carton of orange juice
          7     a jar of coffee
          8     a can of Coke

  2    To present the topic of the text
         •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures that illustrate

the text. Elicit what each one shows and whether
Ss can guess what they are made of and why.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books to check if their guesses were correct.

          Answer Key
          A – a crocodile B – a dragon
          
          People have used cans of food to make them as part

of a special art competition.

  3    To read for specific information and
present new vocabulary

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text carefully and
then choose the correct word in sentences 1-4. 

        •    Check Ss’ answers. 

          Answer Key
          1     art competition           3     Everyone
          2     hunger                             4     hungry
        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          creating art: making sth beautiful that people look at

and admire
          expect: anticipate
          unique: one of a kind
          competition: a situation where people or groups try

to be more successful than others
          attract: draw attention to
          

          the public’s attention: the interest that people show in
sth

           hunger: lack of food, especially for a long time, that can
cause illness or death

          dragons: large, imaginary animals that have wings,
long tails, and breathe out fire 

          take part: be involved in an activity
          patient: able to wait calmly
          works of art: creations that are skillfully made and

considered artistically valuable (e.g., paintings, sculptures)
          size: how big or small sth is
          shape: the form that sth has
          in common: share particular features
          full: containing as much as possible
          is over: is finished/finishes
          organizers: people who make the arrangements for

sth
          charities: organizations that give money, goods, or

help to those in need
          feed: provide food for
          the hungry: people who do not have enough to eat 
          challenge: sth that tests strength, skill, or ability, esp.

in a way that is interesting
          get involved: get sb to be part of or donate their time,

effort, or attention to sth
          donate: give sth to charity

        •    Elicit what the aim of the competition is.

          Answer Key
          The aim of this competition is to attract the public’s

attention to the problem of hunger.

  4    To recall information from a text
        •    Ask Ss to close their books and tell their partners

four things they can recall from the text.

          Answer Key
          The Canstruction art competition takes place every

year in cities across North America. People make
different things such as dragons using cans full of
food. At the end, they donate the cans of food to
charity to feed the hungry. Its aim is to attract the
public’s attention to the problem of hunger.

        •    Initiate a class discussion about Ss’ feelings
about the competition. Encourage Ss to express
themselves freely.

        •    You may consider the following: hunger as a
local, national, and international issue, useful art
(i.e., having a purpose other than just being
attractive/interesting to look at, etc.), how an
event like this is different from a food drive

88
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               (i.e., simply collecting food and giving it to the
poor/hungry).

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think the competition is a great idea. It looks like fun.

I’d like to try making something out of food
containers. I feel strongly about helping poor and
hungry people all around the world. That is why I
think it is very important to make more people aware
of these problems, so they can help. etc.

 5    To learn the uses of a/an – some/any/every
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the theory and direct

them to the Grammar Reference section for more
information. Ask Ss to give examples of their own.

        •    Elicit any equivalent structures in Ss’ L1.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  6    To practice a/an – some/any
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the dialogue and

fill in blanks 1-9.
        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various pairs of Ss

to read the dialogue aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     some                         4     any                             7     a 
          2     some                         5     any                             8     any
          3     a                                  6     some                         9     an

  7    To present some/any/every and their
compounds

        •    Go through the table with Ss. Explain the use of
the words. Then read the examples aloud. Elicit
L1 translations for the examples from Ss around
the class.

        (Ss’ own answers)

        •    Give Ss enough time to complete sentences 1-7.
Then check Ss’ answers. As an extension, ask Ss
to use the words in the table in sentences of
their own.

          Answer Key
          1     someone                 4     anything          7     something
          2     anything                 5     anything
          3     Everyone                 6     everything

  8    To practice some/any/every and their
compounds

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
complete the blanks in the text.

        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to read
the completed text aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     Everyone                 3     something      5     something
          2     Everything              4     anything

  9    To practice there is/there are and
some/any with countable/uncountable nouns

        •    Explain the task and read the example sentences
aloud.

        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers by
asking various Ss around the class to read their
sentences aloud.

          Answer Key
          There isn’t any bread.
          There’s a bottle of/some olive oil.
          There isn’t any cheese.
          There are some apples.
          There isn’t any spaghetti.
          There isn’t any meat.
          There aren’t any lemons.
          There are some oranges.
          There aren’t any peppers.
          There aren’t any onions.
          There isn’t any celery.
          There aren’t any eggs.
          There’s a carton of/some orange juice.

10   To discuss raising people’s awareness
about a social issue

        •    Initiate a class discussion about hunger and how
to make more people aware that it is a serious
problem even in today’s world.

        •    Brainstorm with the class for ideas and write
them on the board (e.g., ads, a poster campaign,
leaflets, public talks in schools, public charity events
open to everyone, etc.).

        •    Ss then discuss these and ideas of their own in
small groups. 

        •    Ask various groups to present their final ideas to
the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          We could put up posters about the problem. This way,

more people would learn about it.
          Another idea is to put on a play about the problem of

hunger and poverty. This way, we would attract
people’s attention.

          We could also organize a local festival and sell
homemade products. Then we could give all the
money to charities that help the hungry.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Exs. 1 & 2
         p. 69, Exs. 6, 7 & 8 p. 70

Art

89
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Tasty treats

90

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the title and the pictures on p. 84 and
guess what Unit 8b is about (fashion and food).

  1    To present and categorize new vocabulary
        •    Ask Ss to write the headings in their notebooks.
        •    Go through the words in the list and elicit/explain

the meanings of any unknown items.
        •    Give Ss enough time to write all the words

under the correct headings in their notebooks.
Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
            accessories: bracelet, scarf, gloves, tie, belt, earrings,

necklace
          clothes: sweater, shorts, jeans, suit, pants, coat,

jacket, blouse, socks, skirt, dress
          footwear: sneakers, boots, shoes

  2    To present adjectives used to describe
clothing

        •    Go through the adjectives in the list and elicit/
explain the meaning of any unknown words.

        •    Read the example aloud. Then ask various Ss
around the class to describe the other people in
the picture.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Andy is wearing expensive clothes. He’s wearing a plain

gray suit with a black tie and black shoes.
          Sue is wearing elegant, expensive clothes. She’s

wearing a plain pink skirt with an elegant plaid jacket
and high-heeled shoes.

          Kim is wearing warm, comfortable, casual clothes. She
is wearing a thick scarf, a warm jacket, and light blue
jeans. She is also wearing a soft hat and comfortable,
flat shoes.

  3    To present the topic of the text
         •     Direct Ss’ attention to the picture and elicit

guesses from various Ss around the class as to
what her dress is made out of and why it is special.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and check if their guesses were
correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The model’s dress is made out of chocolate!

  4    To read for specific information and
present new vocabulary

        •    Tell Ss to read the text again and give them
enough time to find the answers to the questions.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Every year.
          2     Some of America’s top designers make clothes out

of chocolate.
          3     Dark and white chocolate.
          4     To raise money for the poor.
          5     Guests can also sample sweets from top chefs and

chocolate-makers. They can also have chocolate
drinks and see chocolate sculptures.

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          accessories: items such as bags, belts, or jewelry that

are not essential but are worn or carried because they
are attractive

          delicious: sth that tastes very good
          poor: people who are in need
          event: a planned organized occasion
          fashion show: an event a fashion designer organizes

to present their new line of clothes
          top designers: the people in the clothing industry that

are the best at making clothes
          temperatures: the measure of how hot or cold a place

is
          melt: turn into liquid form
          amaze: astonish in a good way
          elegant: beautiful, attractive, and fashionable/ stylish
          guests: people who are invited to a special event
          sample: try or test the flavor or quality of sth by eating

it
          top chefs: best cooks
          gallery: an area where exhibits are held
          sculptures: pieces of art created by carving or shaping

materials
          on display: for show
          have a sweet tooth: like things containing sugar very

much 
          miss: pass over, skip

        •    Ask various Ss around the class to give their
reaction to the text and justify why they feel this
way.  

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think the show is fantastic, especially because the

money goes to the poor. I also think that wearing
chocolate is fun. I suppose they keep the clothes in a
fridge, so they must be really cold when you put them
on. The chocolate room sounded good. I’d like to go
there and sample some of the chocolate. I think I
prefer eating chocolate to wearing it!
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  5    To consolidate collocations presented in a
text and use them in context

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
match the words in the columns to make
collocations.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     d                    3     e                    5     f                     7     g
          2     a                    4     b                    6     c

        •    Then elicit which collocations match which
headlines.

          Answer Key
          1     ELEGANT DRESSES                   4     FASHION SHOW
          2     TOP DESIGNERS                         5     ON DISPLAY
          3     SWEET TOOTH

  6    To use newly learned verbs in context
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to

complete the sentences with the correct form of
the verbs in the list.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     goes                    3     create                5     missed
          2     will melt           4     sample              6     have

  7    To present a lot of – much/many – a few/a
little

        •    Elicit what countable (nouns we can count)/
uncountable (nouns we can’t count) nouns are.
Say nouns. Ss, in teams, identify them as
countable/uncountable.

               Suggested nouns: 
               apple (c), milk (u), dress (c), money (u),

temperature (c), show (c), flour (u), designer (c),
coffee (u), earring (c), etc.

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the examples and
the theory. Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference
section for more information.

        •    Elicit the L1 translations for the examples and
any similar structures in Ss’ L1.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  8    To practice using a lot of – much/many –
a few/a little

        •    Ss complete the task individually and check
their answers with a partner. Remind Ss to refer
back to the theory in Ex. 7 if they are unsure of
any of the answers.

        •    Check answers with the class.

          Answer Key
          1     a little         3     much          5     many          7     a lot of
          2     much          4     many          6     any              8     a few

  9    To practice using a lot of/much/many
        •    Read the first line of the dialogue aloud. Do the

first item with Ss as an example. Elicit whether
money is countable or uncountable (uncountable)
and then elicit which structure to use (much).

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the rest of the
dialogue and fill in the blanks. Check Ss’ answers
by asking individual Ss to read parts of the
dialogue aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     much                 3     much                         5     many
          2     much                 4     a lot of/many        6     many

10   To write about what clothes Ss wear
        •    Explain the task and read the example sentences

aloud.
        •    Refer Ss back to Exs. 1 and 2 for vocabulary and

give Ss three minutes to write their sentences.
        •    Ask various Ss around the class to read their

sentences aloud to the rest of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I like casual, trendy clothes. I usually wear comfortable

clothes. I have a lot of jeans and T-shirts. I don’t wear
high-heeled shoes. I don’t really like them.

  ▶    SONGSHEETS: Module 8 p. SS3

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Ex. 4 p. 69,
Ex. 9 p. 70

Tasty treats
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to list as many types of stores as they can.

  1    To present vocabulary for types of stores
         •    Direct Ss’ attention to the types of stores. Play the

recording with pauses for Ss to repeat chorally
and individually.

        •    Elicit what types of things you can buy in each
store. Read the example aloud. Ask various Ss
around the class to give examples for the other
stores.

          Suggested Answer Key
          You can buy food at the supermarket.
          You can buy vegetables at the grocery store.
          You can buy medicine at the pharmacy.
          You can buy a magazine at the newsstand.
          You can buy a soccer ball at the sports store.
          You can buy pet food at the pet store.
          You can buy boots at the shoe store.
          You can buy bread at the bakery.
          You can buy roses at the flower shop.
          You can buy a CD player at the electronics store.
          You can buy a burger at the fast food restaurant.

  2    To listen for gist/the situational context of
dialogues

        •    Explain the task. Play the recording. Ss listen and
identify the place where each short dialogue
takes place.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     E            2     B            3     A

  3    To read and listen for specific information
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books.
        •    Play the recording again if necessary. Then elicit

the stores mentioned.

          Answer Key
          bakery, pharmacy, bank, post office, supermarket,

cafés, restaurants

  4    To practice giving directions
        •    Draw Ss’ attention to the street map.
        •    Explain the task. Go through the phrases and

check Ss’ understanding. Choose two Ss to read
the example aloud.

        •    Ss work in pairs and give each other directions
from Jane’s house to the places in the rubric.

        •    Monitor the activity and then ask various Ss to
give the directions aloud in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          B:    ... Oak Street. You’ll see the supermarket. It’s on

your left./Go down Marton Street past Ann’s
restaurant. Take the first road on your right. Walk
to the end of the road and the supermarket is
straight ahead of you on Sun Street.

          A:   How can I get to Marco’s Restaurant?
          B:    Go down Apple Street past the pharmacy and the

bakery. Then turn left on Oak Street. It’s on your
right, across the street from the post office.

          A:   How can I get to Bill’s Café?
          B:    Go down Apple Street past the pharmacy and the

bakery. The café is on your right, across the street
from the bakery.

          A:   How can I get to Tony’s Café?
          B:    Go down Marton Street past Ann’s restaurant.

Tony’s Café is on your left.

  5    To write an email describing your
neighborhood

        •    Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to
complete the task in class or assign it for HW.

        •    Remind Ss to use the plan and the email in Ex. 3
as a model.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Hi John,
          In your last email you asked about my neighborhood.

Well, my neighborhood is very nice. There are a lot of
stores near my house. There is a supermarket, a bank, a
post office, and a lot of clothing stores. There are also
a few cafés, but there aren’t any fast food restaurants.

          Well, that’s all for now. Write back soon.
          Eric

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Exs. 3 & 5 
         p. 69, Game p. 76
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss if there are street markets in their town/city and
what people can buy there.

  1    To present the topic and related vocabulary
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures. 
        •    Elicit/Explain the meaning of the words in the list

and elicit which ones Ss can see in the pictures.
Then elicit which of the listed items you can buy
at each market.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and check their answers.

          Answer Key
          Borough Market: meat & fish, fruits & vegetables
          Portobello Market: clothes, souvenirs, antique furniture

  2    To read for specific information and present
new vocabulary

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again
carefully and find the answers to the questions.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     Portobello Market.
          2     At Portobello Market.
          3     At Borough Market.
          4     To inform readers about two of London’s famous

street markets and encourage them to go there.
        •    Ss then say which market they would like to go
               to and why.          
          Suggested Answer Key
          I would like to go to Portobello Market because it sells

a wide range of interesting things.
        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          products: goods for sale
          try: taste
          prepare on the spot: make fresh, right in front of you
          antique: a piece of furniture, jewelry, etc. that was

made a very long time ago and is therefore valuable
          tired: sleepy or worn out

  3    To describe a scene using the senses
           •     Explain the task. Ask questions to help Ss do the

task [(e.g., What can you see? Are there people
buying things? Are there stalls? What are the people
doing? (e.g., buying fruit/souvenirs, drinking coffee,
eating a burger, etc.) What can you hear? (e.g.,
people talking, cash registers, etc.) What can you
smell? (e.g., fish, burgers, fruit, coffee, etc.) What can

you feel? (e.g., people pushing, the warmth of the
sun, etc.)]. Ss choose one of the markets and
describe a scene using their imagination and the
senses in the text.

        •    Monitor the activity and then ask some pairs to
share their answers with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I’m at Borough Market. People are buying fruit. I can see

the stallholders selling fruits and vegetables. I can hear
the customers asking how much they are and buying
things. I can smell the fresh fish and burgers that street
venders are preparing on the spot. It’s very busy and I can
feel people pushing their way past me.

  4    To write about a local street market
        •    Explain the task. Elicit key words/phrases and

list them under the following headings. Give Ss
enough time to complete the task in class or
assign it for HW.

               

        •    Ask various Ss to read their paragraphs aloud to
the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          In my city there is a street market every Friday. It’s very

busy because the prices are very good. You can buy all
sorts of fruits and vegetables there. The prices are
even better around noon, just before it closes.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Exs. 11 & 12
p. 72

What/like What/buy

busy, noisy,
crowded, large

fruits, vegetables, food,
souvenirs, clothes,
furniture, etc.
cheap, expensive, delicious
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to read the title and look at the picture and guess
what Unit 8e is about (clothes shopping).

  1    To present situational language associated
with exchanging clothes

        •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat
chorally and individually. Pay attention to Ss’
intonation and correct as necessary.

         •     Elicit/Explain the meaning of any unknown words.

  2    To predict the content of a dialogue
        •    Ask Ss to read the sentences in Ex. 1 again and

guess what the customer wants.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in

their books to check if their guesses were correct.

          Answer Key
          The customer wants to exchange a sweater.

  3    To read for specific information
         •    Give Ss enough time to read the dialogue again

carefully and find the answers to the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
          Answer Key
          1     Because it is too big.
           2     He gets a beige sweater in medium.

  4    To match everyday expressions to
synonymous ones

        •    Read phrases 1-4 aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to find synonymous ones

in the dialogue.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.
          Answer Key
          1     Can I help you?
           2     Let me check.
           3     Yes, it comes in a wide range of colors.
           4     Here you go.

  5    To consolidate situational language through
translation

        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the sentences in Ex.
1 from Ss around the class.

        •    Ss then take roles and read the dialogue aloud
in pairs. Monitor the activity and correct
pronunciation and intonation where necessary.

        •    Choose some pairs to read the dialogue aloud in
front of the class.

        (Ss’ own answers)
     

  6    To consolidate situational language through
role-play

        •    Explain the task and set the scene. Draw the
following diagram on the board for Ss to follow.

               
        •    Ss act out their dialogues in pairs using the

sentences in Ex. 1 and the dialogue in Ex. 3 as a
model.

        •    Monitor the activity. Choose some pairs to act
out their dialogues in front of the class. Ss can
record themselves.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Salesclerk:    Can I help you?
          Customer:     Yes, please. I’d like to exchange this shirt.

It’s too small.
          Salesclerk:    Sure. Do you have the receipt?
          Customer:     Yes. It’s in the bag.
          Salesclerk:    Thanks. What size do you need?
          Customer:     Large. Do you have it in a different color?
          Salesclerk:    Yes, it comes in blue, green, and yellow.
          Customer:     I’d like blue, please.
          Salesclerk:    Here you go. 
          Customer:     Thanks.

  7    To pronounce /¥/, /ª/
        •    Tell Ss to copy the table into their notebooks.
         •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check the correct

box on the table in their notebooks. Check Ss’
answers.

          •     Play the recording again. Ss listen and repeat
chorally and individually. Check Ss’ pronunciation.

Student A

Offer to help.
(Can I ...?)

Ask for the receipt.
(Sure. Do you have ...?)
Ask for size. 
(Thanks. What size ...?)

List the colors the 
item is available in.
(Yes, it comes in ... .)
Give customer the
requested item. 
(Here ... .)

Student B

Explain what you
want to exchange
and why. 
(Yes, please. I’d like
to ... . It’s ... .)
Say it’s in the bag.
(Yes. It’s in ... .)
Say size and ask if
they have it in a
different color. 
(Large/Medium etc.
Do you have it ...?)
Say what color you
want. 
(I’d like ..., please.)
Thank salesclerk.
(Thanks.)
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Answer Key         •    Elicit two more words for each sound from
various Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          /¥/: force, horse 
          /ª/: bird, fur

        ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Pairwork
Activities pp. 73-74, Portfolio Activities p. 75

/¥/ /ª/ /¥/ /ª/
form ✓ dirt ✓

firm ✓ door ✓

shirt ✓ torn ✓

short ✓ turn ✓

Here you go!

Cross-Curricular Cut

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to suggest health problems that alcohol can
cause (e.g., liver damage).

  1    To present new vocabulary
         •    Direct Ss’ attention to the headings in the text

and elicit L1 translations from Ss around the class.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To predict the content of the text
        •    Read sentences 1-5 aloud. Ask Ss to guess which

sentences are true about alcohol.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books and check if their guesses were
correct.

          Answer Key
          1     true                     3     true                     5     true
          2     false                    4     false

  3    To present new vocabulary and use it in
context

        •    Go through the list of phrases with Ss. Elicit/
Explain the meaning of any unknown phrases.

        •    Read the example aloud. Then Ss make sentences
of their own based on the text.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Too much alcohol can make your lungs weak.
           People get colds more easily when they drink too much

alcohol.
           The liver removes poisons from the blood.
           Alcohol can give you pimples and a rash.
           Alcohol can damage your heart muscles.
           Alcohol can cause stomach problems.
           Serious stomach problems caused by too much alcohol

can lead to death.

  4    To discuss the content and purpose of the
text

        •    Give Ss enough time to prepare their answers.
Then ask various Ss to share their answers with
the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The leaflet is trying to warn people about the bad effects

of alcohol. I think it is very successful. I didn’t realize that
alcohol can have so many bad effects on our body. I
knew that it can affect the brain, but I didn’t realize that
too much alcohol can harm the liver, the stomach, and
the heart, too. I suppose we should all be more careful
and avoid alcohol.

  5    To give a presentation on how smoking
affects our health

        •    Ss work in small groups. Direct Ss to the website
given. Tell them they can also use other sources
to gather information, either in class or for HW.

        •    Ss present the information to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Smoking is very dangerous. It can cause cancer.

Cancer can kill you. Smoking can also cause heart
disease. That is when the heart doesn’t work as well as
it should. Smoking makes clothes smell, it turns teeth
yellow, and it also makes people less fit. Smoking is
also very addictive, so it can be very difficult to stop
once you start. 

        •    As an extension, ask Ss to prepare a poster to
warn people about the bad effects of smoking.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Grammar
Review p. 71

95
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        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-Check.
Ask Ss to check their answers against the key at the
end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read the
Now I Can section and evaluate themselves.

     
  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 8 p. LP2     
  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 8

p. VP5

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 8 pp. 129-132

Grocery Shopping

Write a grocery list on the board. Divide the class
into two teams. Ss in each team take turns coming
up to the board and writing a container and a food
item on the list. Each S must list a different
container. Each correct item gets a point. After 5
minutes, the team with the most points wins.

         grocery list
e.g.,  a pack of spaghetti
          a jar of coffee
          a bottle of ketchup etc.
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Modern Life

What’s in this module?

 •    Ask Ss to look at the title Modern Life and elicit
suggestions as to what the module might be
about. Ask Ss to read the list and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
            The title refers to modern  life. We will learn about

this as well as about the technology we have such
as computers, video games, electrical/electronic
equipment, etc.

Find the page numbers for

 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
          a TV series (p. 97) What’s your favorite TV series?

What sort of TV programs do you like to watch?
Have you ever seen this TV series? etc.

          a strange sculpture (p. 94) Do you like modern art?
What is this sculpture made of? Why? What does the
sculptor want to tell us? etc.

          a circuit (p. 99) Have you learned about electricity at
school? Do you know how to make an electric circuit?
How dangerous do you think electricity is? etc.

Vocabulary

 •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally.
Ss then explain the words in their L1. 

        (Ss’ own answers)

 •    Read through the phrases in the list. Elicit/Explain
the meaning of any unknown words or ask Ss to
look up the meanings of any unknown words in
the Word List.

 •    Read the example aloud and then give Ss enough
time to make sentences using the phrases and
the items in the pictures.

 •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss around
the class to read their sentences aloud.

          Answer Key
          We use a screen to see files. 
          We use speakers to hear sounds.
          We use a webcam to see people through the Internet.
          We use a mouse to move around on the screen.
          We use a keyboard to type things on a computer.
          We use a CD/DVD reader/writer to read CDs and

DVDs.
          We use a scanner to scan documents/photos.

Topic
In this module Ss will explore the topic of modern life
& technology.
Module page                                                      91
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: computers (screen, CD/DVD reader/
writer, mouse, speakers, keyboard, webcam, scanner,
printer, print documents, see files, hear sounds, see
people through the Internet, move around on the
screen, type things on a computer, read CDs/DVDs, scan
documents/photos)
9a     Addicts                                                 92-93
Lesson objectives: To talk about video games, read
for gist & specific information, learn can/could, must/
must not, have to/don’t have to, write school rules
Vocabulary: computer use (download music, send
emails, play computer games, make videos, design a
website/web page, save files, burn CDs, do homework),
genres (action, fantasy, sports, adventure, puzzle, racing,
role-playing), other (state-of-the-art graphics, sound
effects, health problems, sore eyes, social life)
9b     E-waste                                                94-95
Lesson objectives: To talk about electrical/electronic
equipment, read for specific information, learn
should/shouldn’t, should – must, give advice
Vocabulary: electrical/electronic equipment (cell
phone, fridge, stove, TV, video, washing machine, DVD
player, dishwasher, computer, microwave, MP3 player,
toaster, vacuum cleaner, lawn mower, laptop), verbs
(remind, maintain, throw away, repair, sell, donate,
recycle, upgrade, replace)
9c     Yes or no?                                                  96
Lesson objectives: To listen for ideas, learn to
brainstorm, write a for-and-against essay 
Vocabulary: emergency, contact, communication,
easily, text messages, telephone bill, distract, neglect,
situations, sensibly, violent, relieve stress
9d     Culture Corner                                         97
Lesson objectives: To learn about a UK TV series,
relative pronouns, talk about a local TV series
Vocabulary: planet, broadcast, face-to-face, aliens,
monsters, science-fiction, fans, enemies  
9e     How much is it?                                       98
Lesson objectives: To learn expressions used to buy
electrical/electronic equipment, linking sounds
Vocabulary: specific, brand, DVD recorder, silver
9f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Science           99
Lesson objectives: To learn about electricity, give a
presentation on electricity
Vocabulary: flashlight, lamp, electric kettle, toasted,
circuit, electrons, static, energy, current, electricity, flow

Self-Check 9                                                     100
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Addicts
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to explain the title of Unit 9a (people who like an
activity so much that they devote a lot of time to it).

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Go through the list of phrases. Tell Ss to look up

any unknown words in their dictionary. Then
elicit an answer to the question in the rubric.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I use my computer to send emails, play computer

games, and do my homework.

  2    To introduce the topic
        •    Elicit/Explain the meaning of the genres and ask

individual Ss to discuss the questions.
        •    Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.
          Suggested Answer Key
          Yes, I play computer/video games around three times a

week. I like fantasy computer/video games because of
the state-of-the-art graphics and fantastic sound effects
and I like puzzle video games because they are
challenging.

  3    To predict the content of a text and to
present new vocabulary

        •    Read the title of the text aloud and ask Ss to
read the first sentence of each paragraph. Elicit
guesses as to what the text is about. 

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and check if their guesses were correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think the text is about how to play video games

safely so that you don’t develop health problems.

        •    Ss then explain the underlined words/phrases.

          Suggested Answer Key

          reached: arrived at
          seem: look, appear
          buzzing: making a long continuous noise
          push: press, move sth forward
          current: present
          screen: flat surface on which images are shown 
          alone: by yourself
          experts: people who know a lot about a specific subject
          improve: make better
          memory: the ability to remember things
          patience: the ability to wait and stay calm
          sensibly: with reason and moderation
          thumb: part of your hand next to your fingers
          action: sth you do, movement
          pressing: pushing down on

          game console: a panel with buttons, knobs, or switches
used to play video/computer games

          make sure: be certain
          close: near
          damage: hurt or harm
          eyesight: ability to see
          end up: be left with
          backache: pain in the back
          dark: where there is little or no light
          affect: influence or cause to change

  4    To check Ss’ general comprehension of a text
        •    Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to complete

it. Check Ss’ answers.
          Answer Key
          1     c          2     a         3     b         4     e          5     f           6     d

  5    To discuss the purpose and content of a text
          •     Explain that a writer writes a text in order to

entertain or inform, warn, etc. the reader about
something. Help Ss identify the writer’s purpose.

          •     Ss talk in pairs about the interesting points the
writer raises and what they have learned from the
text. Then ask Ss if they agree with the writer’s
points or not. Ss must justify their answers. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          The writer’s purpose seems to be to warn children/

teenagers of the dangers of playing video games for
long hours. I have learned that playing video games
can improve certain skills. I have also learned how to
play video games safely. I agree with the writer’s points.
Teens/Children should be careful and not play for too
long and not let gaming affect their social life or their
schoolwork.

  6    To summarize a text 
        •    Draw Ss’ attention to the phrases in bold in the

text on p. 92. Give Ss enough time to read the
summary and fill in the blanks with the phrases
in bold from the text. Check Ss’ answers.

        •    Ss then read the summary of the text to their
partner. Monitor the activity. Ask some Ss to
share their answers with the class.

          Answer Key
          1     video games                                    5     health problems
          2     state-of-the-art                              6     sore eyes
                 graphics/sound                              7     computer screen

effects                                                  8     long hours
          3     sound effects/                                  9     social life
                 state-of-the-art graphics         10    schoolwork
          4     math skills
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7      To present can/could
         •     Go through the theory box. Elicit/Explain the uses

on can/could. Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference
section for more information.

         •    Elicit translations for the examples in Ss’ L1.
        (Ss’ own answers)

  8    To practice using can/could to express ability
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to

make as many sentences as they can.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
          Suggested Answer Key
          My friend/Our teacher/I/My aunt could/couldn’t use a

computer 10 years ago.
          My friend/Our teacher/I/My aunt can/can’t speak

German.
          My friend/Our teacher/I/My aunt could/couldn’t use a

computer at the age of 4.
          My friend/Our teacher/I/My aunt can/can’t scan

documents. etc.

  9    To practice asking for permission
        •    Explain the task and ask two Ss to read the

example aloud.
        •    Ss use the prompts to ask for permission in pairs.
        •    Ask some pairs to act out their exchanges in

front of the class.
          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Can I scan a photo?
          B:    I’m afraid you can’t./Of course you can.
          A:   Can I burn a CD?
          B:    I’m afraid you can’t./Of course you can. 
          A:   Can I send an email?
          B:    I’m afraid you can’t./Of course you can. 
          A:   Can I download some songs? 
          B:    I’m afraid you can’t./Of course you can. 

10   To present must/have to
        •    Go through the theory box with Ss. Elicit/Explain

the uses of must/have to.
        •    Elicit the L1 translations for the examples and

refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

        •    Give Ss enough time to find other examples in
the text. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
           However, you have to play sensibly or you can develop

health problems.
          If you wear glasses, you must wear them or you can

damage your eyesight.
          You must not play in the dark.
          Gaming must not affect them.

11   To practice must/have to/must not
        •    Explain the task and read the example sentence

aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to make sentences for the

rest of the items. Check Ss’ answers.
          Answer Key
           2     You must not give out your personal information.
          3     You must/have to visit safe sites.
          4     You must/have to be careful who you talk to.
          5     You must not use your real name.
          6     You must not agree to meet face-to-face with

people you met in chat rooms.

12   To practice have to/don’t have to/must/
must not/can/can’t in relation to school rules

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
write six sentences relating to school rules.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     You have to your homework.
          2     You can join teams or clubs after school.
          3     You must not cut class.
          4     You can’t eat in class.
          5     You must be polite to your teachers.
          6     You have to go to class on time.

  ▶    SONGSHEETS: Module 9 p. SS4
  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Exs. 1 & 2

p. 77, Exs. 5, 6, 7 & 8 p. 78

Addicts
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to guess what Unit 9b is about from the title
(electronic waste).

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Go through the list of words and elicit their

meaning. Elicit which words are the same
internationally.

          Suggested Answer Key
          TV, video, computer, DVD, MP3, laptop

  2    To introduce the topic
        •    Read the questions aloud one at a time and

elicit answers from the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     At home we have a fridge, stove, TV, washing

machine, computer, microwave, and vacuum
cleaner.

          2     I use the fridge to keep my food fresh. I use the
stove to prepare my meals. I use the TV to watch
my favorite TV programs. I use the computer to do
my homework and write emails. I use the
microwave to reheat and cook food. I use the
vacuum cleaner to clean the carpets.

          3     If any of them stops working, I would first try to
repair it. Otherwise, I recycle it or throw it away.

  3    To present the topic of the text

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the picture and elicit how
many of the items in Ex. 1 Ss can see in it.

        •    Elicit Ss’ reaction to and feelings about the
picture. Ask them to guess the reason behind
the sculpture.

          •     Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books to find out why the sculpture was
made.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I can see a washing machine, some computer parts, and

a vacuum cleaner. The picture makes me realize how
much electrical waste we create and makes me think
more about recycling. The reason for this sculpture is to
show us how much e-waste we produce and to remind
us that we must be careful with our e-waste.

  4    To read for specific information and to
present new vocabulary

          •     Give Ss time to read the text again if necessary.
Then elicit answers to the questions from Ss
around the class. As an extension, ask Ss to correct
the false statements. Elicit answers from Ss.

          Answer Key
          1     true
          2     true
          3     true
          4     false (We shouldn’t throw away old electrical 

       appliances.)
          5     false (We should recycle parts which we can’t

repair.)
          6     true

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          forever: for all time
          waste: material we throw away
           landfills: places where waste is buried underground
          sculpture: piece of art created by carving a material
          neck: part of body between head and torso
          spine: vertical row of bones in the back of body
          behavior: the way people act
          maintain: keep sth in good condition
          repair: fix a damaged object
          sell: give sth away in return for money
          donate: give sth to charity or to sb free of charge
          model: a particular version of a machine
          spare parts: extra parts of a machine that you can

buy separately to repair old or broken parts
          upgrade: improve a piece of equipment
          think of: remember 
          message: piece of information communicated
          pollute: make the environment dirty
          responsibility: duty to take care of

  5    To present and practice new vocabulary
        •    Give Ss enough time to do the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Background information

Paul Bonomini graduated with a degree in theater
design from the Central School of Art in 1980. He
abandoned his career in theater in 1988 and started
producing designs for the automotive industry, for
major brands such as SAAB, BMW & Mercedes. In
2005 he won a commission from the RSA* to design
and build the Weee man installation as part of the
RSA’s environmental initiative of moving to a zero
waste society. The WEEE man is his first creation in
public space.
*RSA is the UK’s Royal Society for the encouragement
of Arts, Manufactures & Commerce.

E-waste
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E-waste

          Answer Key
          1     maintain                                4     upgrade
          2     recycle                                     5     donate
          3     throw away                          6     repair

  6    To check general understanding of a text
        •    Ss ask and answer questions in pairs.
         •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some pairs to

share their questions and answers with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   How can we help the environment?
          B:    By not throwing away so much e-waste.
          A:   What can we do?
          B:    We can try to maintain our appliances for as long

as possible.
          A:   What else can we do with our e-waste?
          B:    We can repair, sell, or donate old appliances. We can

also recycle parts that cannot be repaired. etc.

  7    To present should/shouldn’t
        •    Go through the theory. Elicit the L1 equivalents

for the examples.
        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for

more information.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  8    To practice using should/shouldn’t
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the sentences.

Then check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     should                              3     shouldn’t
          2     shouldn’t                        4     should

  9    To practice using should/shouldn’t to give
advice

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task and check their answers

with a partner.

          Answer Key
          2     He should become a mechanic.
            3      We should buy one with an ENERGY STAR label on it.
          4     He should spend less time on the computer.
          5     I should upgrade it.

10   To compare should and must
        •    Read the examples aloud. Then ask Ss to compare

should and must.
        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for

more information.

11   To practice using should/must
        •    Explain the task and read the signs aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     must not                         4     must
          2     must not                         5     must not
          3     must not

12   To practice should/shouldn’t, must/must not
        •    Explain the task and elicit a variety of sentences

from Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Today, I must go to school.
          Drivers must not talk on their cell phones while

driving.
          At school, we must go to classes on time or we will get

into trouble.
          When on a bus, you should be courteous to other

passengers by not making too much noise.
          At the movies, you shouldn’t speak during the movie.

13   To consolidate content of text
         •     Explain the task and give Ss enough time to write

their sentences. If necessary, give Ss an example.
        •    Ask various Ss around the class to share their

sentences with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     We must make less e-waste.
          2     You should try to maintain appliances for as long

as possible.
          3     You shouldn’t throw away old appliances if they

are still in good working condition.
          4     You should look for companies in your area that

recycle old cell phones and donate your old phones
to them.

          5     You should recycle parts of appliances you can’t
repair. 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Exs. 3 & 4
         p. 77, Ex. 9 p. 78, Portfolio Activities p. 83

Alternate Activity for weaker students 

Write sentences 1-5 in the Suggested Answer Key
above with blanks for Ss to complete the missing
verbs.
Verbs to be removed: make, try, throw away, recycle,
donate, repair (put in mixed order)
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Yes or no?
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to read the title of the unit and the title of the
essay in Ex. 2 and guess what type of writing task Unit 9c
will present (an essay presenting the good and bad points
of a topic).

  1    To present the topic of a text
        •    Read the title of the essay aloud and elicit answers

from Ss around the class.
        •    Ask each S to give a reason to support their

answer.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Yes, I believe that every teenager should have a cell

phone because they need it to keep in touch with their
friends and families. Cell phones are also good to
have in case of an emergency.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the essay and find

the answers to the questions.
        •    Elicit answers from Ss to check their answers.

          Answer Key
          1     One advantage is that cell phones can be useful in

case of an emergency because a person can easily
contact family members when needed. Another
advantage is that they help with communication
because a person can send text messages or chat
from wherever they are.

          2     One disadvantage is that cell phones can be
expensive because if a teen uses it a lot they will
have a huge telephone bill to pay. Another
disadvantage is that they can be distracting
because a teen can spend hours playing games and
end up neglecting their homework.

          3     Sally recommends that teens learn how to use cell
phones sensibly.

  3    To discuss/organize ideas
        •    Remind Ss to brainstorm for ideas and organize

them.
        •    Read the learning to learn box aloud and stress

the importance of Ss brainstorming and
organizing their ideas before they start writing.

         •     Read the question aloud. Then give Ss enough
time to organize the ideas in the box into
advantages and disadvantages.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          Advantages: improve logical thinking, enjoyable,

relieve stress, better computer skills
           Disadvantages: cause headaches, get no exercise, not

hang out with friends, gain weight, can be violent, cause
eye problems 

  4   a    To listen for ideas
               •    Explain the task.
               •    Play the recording. Ss listen and say who’s in

favor and who’s against playing computer
games.

          Answer Key
          Bob is in favor.
          Ann is against.

        b   To match arguments to reasons/
examples

               •    Play the recording again. Ss listen and match.
               •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     b            2     d            3     c            4     a

  5    To write a for-and-against essay
        •    Explain the task. 
        •    Tell Ss to use ideas in Ex. 4 as well as the

paragraph plan to help them. Give Ss enough
time to write the essay in class or assign it for HW.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Should teens play computer games?
          Today, more and more teens play computer games. Is

this good or bad?
          Computer games are useful. They can improve logical

thinking and computer skills. This helps teens do
better at school. They are also enjoyable and fun so
they can relieve stress.

          However, computer games can be unhealthy. If we
play for long hours, we can get headaches and have
problems with our eyes. They can also cause social
problems. If we play for long hours, we won’t hang out
as much with our friends.

          Computer games are fun and help improve our
computer skills. However, we shouldn’t play for long
hours because it can cause health problems.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Exs. 
11 & 12 p. 80
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the picture and the title and guess what
Unit 9d is about (Doctor Who, a UK TV series).

  1    To present the topic of the text
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen to the music and guess

who Doctor Who is and how he is related to space.
        •    Play the second recording. Ss listen and follow the

text in their books to check if their guesses were
correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think Doctor Who is a person that travels in outer

space to different planets.

  2    To form sentences based on comprehension
of a text and to present new vocabulary

         •   Give Ss enough time to read the text again carefully
and match the phrases to form sentences referring
back to the text if necessary.

          •   Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     e            2     a            3     b            4     d            5     c

         •   Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          longest running: showing/on for the longest period of

time
          holds (a record): has
          episodes: parts of a TV program which are shown on

a daily or weekly basis
          broadcast: transmit a show on TV or radio
          weekly: once a week
           phone booth: cabin type structure containing a public

phone
          come face-to-face: meet and usually confront
          aliens: creatures from outer space
          monsters: large and ugly imaginary creatures
          enemies: people who want to harm you
          surprise: an unexpected event
          action: exciting/dangerous events
          adventure: an exciting and/or dangerous experience
          fans: people who have a passion for a sport or admire a

famous person, follow a TV series, etc.

         3    To present and practice relative pronouns
         •   Write on the board: Doctor Who is a man who calls 
                   himself “The Doctor.” Underline who and explain

that this is a relative pronoun. Point out that we
use it to join two clauses. Elicit that who refers to a
person and we do not repeat the subject pronoun
when we use it (not: who he ...).

          •   Go through the theory box with Ss.
          •   Give Ss enough time to fill in the blanks. Check

Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     which/that                    3     who                    5     who
          2     which/that                    4     whose            
          •   As an extension, write these words on the

board: doctor, pencil, actor, telephone. Ask Ss to
make sentences using who or which (e.g., A
doctor is someone who treats sick people. A pencil
is something which we use to write with.  etc.).

  4    To write a short paragraph about a popular
TV series

         •   Explain the task.
          •   Give Ss enough time to think about a popular TV

series in their country and write a short paragraph
about it.

          •   Ask some Ss around the class to read their
paragraphs aloud to the rest of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The TV series that most people watch in my country is

‘Friends’. It is a sitcom that has six main characters,
Monica, Rachel, Phoebe, Chandler, Ross, and Joey. It’s
about six friends who live in New York and their lives. I
like it because it’s very funny and entertaining.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Grammar
Review p. 79

Background information

BBC, or the British Broadcasting Corporation, is the
world’s largest broadcasting corporation. It was
founded on October 18, 1922. It broadcasts globally
on TV, the radio, and the Internet. Its motto is:
“Nation Shall Speak Peace Unto Nation.”
Guinness World Record
One day in 1951, Sir Hugh Beaver, the managing
director of the Guinness Brewery, went on a hunting
trip. He became involved in an argument about
which was the fastest game bird in Europe, the
golden  plover or the grouse? He tried to find an
answer in reference books but without success. He
thought that there must be numerous other
questions debated without there being a book with
which to settle arguments about records. He realized
that a book with answers to these kinds of questions
would be popular. Norris & Ross McWhirter who had
been running a fact-finding agency in London were
commissioned to compile what became the
Guinness Book of Records in August 1954.

Culture Corner
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How much is it?
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures and the title and guess
what Unit 9e is about (buying electrical/electronic goods).

  1    To present situational language associated
with buying electrical/electronic equipment

          •     Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat
chorally.

          •     Play the recording again for Ss to repeat
individually. Pay special attention to Ss’ intonation.

  2    To match speakers to sentences
        •    Explain the task. Go through the sentences one

at a time and elicit who the speaker would be in
each case.

          Answer Key
          1     salesclerk                        5     customer
          2     customer                        6     customer
          3     salesclerk                        7     salesclerk
          4     salesclerk                        8     customer

  3    To listen and read for specific information
        •    Play the recording while Ss read the dialogue.

Then elicit an answer to the question in the
rubric.

          Answer Key
          Adam decides to buy a silver DVD player/recorder.

  4    To match everyday expressions to
synonymous ones

        •    Read phrases 1-4 aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to find the synonymous

phrases in the dialogue.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     How can I help you?
          2     Do you want a specific brand?
          3     Take a look at this one.
          4     How much is it?

  5    To consolidate situational language through
translation

        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the sentences in
Ex. 1 from Ss around the class.

        (Ss’ own answers)

        •    Ss take roles and read the dialogue aloud in
pairs. Monitor the activity and correct
pronunciation and intonation where necessary.

        •    Choose some pairs to read the dialogue aloud in
front of the class.

  6    To consolidate situational language through
role-play

        •    Explain the task and set the scene. Draw the
following diagram on the board for Ss to follow.

               

        •    Ss act out their dialogues in pairs using the
above diagram, the sentences in Ex. 1, and the
dialogue in Ex. 3 as a model.

        •    Monitor the activity. Ss record themselves.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Salesclerk:       Good morning. How can I help you?
          Customer:       Good morning. I’m looking for a TV.
          Salesclerk:       Do you want a specific brand?
          Customer:       Not, really. But I’d like a portable one.
          Salesclerk:       Take a look at this one. It isn’t very 

                             expensive.
          Customer:       It looks OK. Do you have it in silver?
          Salesclerk:       Yes, we have one here.
          Customer:       How much is it?
          Salesclerk:       It’s $80.
          Customer:       I’ll take it.

  7    To pronounce words with linking sounds
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally

and individually.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Pairwork 
         Activities pp. 81-82

Student A

Greet customer and
offer to help.
(Good morning. How
can I ...?)

Ask about brand.
(Do you ...?)

Suggest a specific
brand to the customer
(Take a look ... .)

Say there’s one
available.
(Yes, we have ... .)
Say price.
(It’s ... .)

Student B

Greet salesclerk and
say what you’re
looking for. 
(Good morning. I’m
looking for ... .)
State your
preference. 
(Not, really. But I’d
like ... .)
Approve of brand
and ask for a silver
one.
(It looks ... . Do you
have it ...?)
Ask about price.
(How much ...?)

Agree to buy it.
(I’ll ... .)
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss how much they know about electricity.

  1    To present the topic of the unit
        •    Read the rubric aloud and elicit answers to the

questions from Ss around the class.

          Answer Key
          flashlight – batteries
          lamp – electricity
          electric kettle – electricity
          toaster – electricity

  2    To predict the content of a text and present
new vocabulary

        •    Read the questions in the headings of the text
aloud and elicit answers from Ss around the
class.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books and check if their guesses were correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Electricity is a type of energy.
          Electricity moves (along wires) around a circuit.
          Electricity can be very dangerous if we don’t use it

carefully.

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          type: one of a group of things that have common

features
          build up: become bigger or greater 
           flow: a steady and continuous movement
          circuit: path between two or more points along which

an electrical current can be carried
          ants: small insects that live in large groups
          leaves: flat green parts of a plant
          useful: sth that helps you get something done
          run: operate
          dangerous: sth that could hurt you
          carefully: with care or caution

  3    To present new vocabulary, use it in context,
and summarize a text

        •    Give Ss enough time to do the task.
        •    Ss use the words to complete the short summary.
        •    Ss tell the summary to their partner. Ask some Ss

to read the completed summary to the class.

          Answer Key
          1     energy                                     4     Electrons
          2     static/current                       5     circuit
          3     current/static

  4    To listen for specific information
        •    Explain the task. Elicit what type of word is

missing (e.g., noun, number, name, etc.).
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and fill in the blanks.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Thursday         3     an animated movie         5     $6.00
          2     Trousers           4     7

  5    To give a presentation about electricity to
the class

        •    Ss say what they already knew about electricity
and what they learned from the text.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I knew that electricity provides power to different

appliances and machines. I learned that electricity is a
type of energy that can be static or current. I learned
that electrons carry electrical energy from one place
to another. I also learned that energy is very useful,
but we must use it carefully. I would like to know how
dangerous electricity can be.

        •    Ss work in small groups. Direct Ss to the website
given and tell them they can also use any other
reference sources they wish to gather
information either in class or for HW.

        •    Ss present the information they find to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Electricity is energy. It powers lights, appliances,

machines, and much more. Electricity travels in a circuit
from the source (a power plant) to the power sockets in
our homes. The power lines (transmission wires) which
carry electricity to our homes are electrical conductors.
A conductor is a material that electricity can flow
through easily. Water is another conductor. Our bodies
are mostly water, which means electricity can also
travel easily through us! Electricity is always trying to
get to the ground by the shortest route. 

          Electricity can be dangerous. It can cause an electric
shock when an electrical current passes through the
body. It can also burn skin and a severe electrical
shock can even cause death.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Game
p. 84

Cross-Curricular Cut
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Self-Check
        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-

Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the key
at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read
the Now I Can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 9 p. LP2

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 9
p. VP5

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 9 pp. 133-137

Hangman

Divide the class into two teams. Choose a word
from the module and draw a number of spaces on
the board – one for each letter in the word (e.g.,
computer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _). Ss take turns suggesting a
letter. If the letter is in the word, write it in (e.g., S1:
E, write _ _ _ _ _ _ E _ ). If not, start  building a
gallows for that team. One line is added for each
incorrect letter or guess (see below). If a team
guesses the word, it wins a point and a new player
chooses a new word. If the team is hanged before
the word is guessed, the other team gets a point.
At the end of an even number of games or a fixed
amount of time, the team with the most points
wins.

3

2
5

1

4

6

7

8 9

10 11
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What’s in this module?

 •    Ask Ss to look at the title (Entertainment) and elicit
suggestions as to what the module might be
about. Ask Ss to read the list and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to the things we do to entertain

ourselves such as watching movies, playing or
listening to music, watching TV, etc. We will learn
about musical instruments, reviews, TV programs,
movies, etc.

Find the page numbers for 

 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
          a diagram (p. 109) Have you seen a diagram like this

before? Do you know how we hear? etc.

          a CD review (p. 102) Do you like listening to music?
What’s your favorite type of music? Do you read CD
reviews? Why/Why not? etc.

          an email (p. 106) How often do you write emails? Do
you prefer this to another form of communication?
Why/Why not? etc.

Vocabulary

 •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally. Ss
then say which words are the same in their L1.

        (Ss’ own answers)

 •    Play the recording. Ss listen and say which
instruments they can hear. 

          Answer Key
          1     trumpet                           4     drums
          2     clarinet                            5     violin
          3     piano

 •    Elicit which musical instrument(s), if any, Ss play/
would like to play.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Yes, I play the piano. I’ve taken lessons since I was

six. / No, but I’d love to learn to play the guitar. 

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about musical instruments,
types of music, types of TV programs, and how we
hear.

Module page                                                   101
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: musical instruments (clarinet, guitar,
trumpet, saxophone, violin, drums, piano, keyboard,
cello)

10a  Reviews                                          102-103
Lesson objectives: To talk about types of music, read
for specific information, learn the passive, write a
short movie review
Vocabulary: types of music (jazz, reggae, hip-hop, hard
rock, heavy metal, punk, rap, dance, techno, classical),
other (big hit, catchy tunes, adventure, solo, vocals, box
office, clever lyrics, action-packed, a must-see)

10b  TV magic                                        104-105
Lesson objectives: To talk about types of TV programs,
read for specific information, compare will, be going to,
and the present progressive, write about your favorite
TV program
Vocabulary: TV programs (sitcom, cartoon show, music
program, sports program, game show, documentary,
reality show, police drama, the news, soap opera, nature
show, talk show), adjectives (funny, boring, interesting,
frightening, great, silly)

10c   I can’t wait!                                             106
Lesson objectives: To listen for genre, learn about
apostrophes, write an email about your favorite band
Vocabulary: band, group, live, mix, lead singer,
flamenco, rhythm, concert

10d  Culture Corner                                      107
Lesson objectives: To learn about a traditional
musical instrument, to write about a traditional
musical instrument
Vocabulary: bagpipes, wind instrument, sheepskin,
chanter, bag, blowpipe, drones

10e  Let’s go                                                     108
Lesson objectives: To learn expressions used to make
arrangements, pronounce /±/, /∑ /
Vocabulary: I’m not sure, sounds good to me

10f   Cross-Curricular Cut: Science         109
Lesson objectives: To learn about sound and hearing,
identify sounds
Vocabulary: bell, maracas, hands, horn, drum, clap,
ring, bang, blow, shake

Self-Check 10                                                   110

Entertainment
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to say what types of music they like.

  1    To present types of music 
        •    Read the types of music in the list and elicit/

explain what they are. Refer Ss to the Word List
for a definition of each type of music.

         •    Play the recording. Ss listen and match each
extract to a type of music in the order it is heard. 

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Then ask various Ss around
the class which type of music is their favorite.

        Answer Key
          1     G           3     B            5     F            7     J             9     E
          2     C            4     D           6     A            8     I           10     H

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To categorize vocabulary items 
      •     Explain the task. Ss copy the headings in their

notebooks. Read the words/phrases in the box. Give
Ss enough time to write them under the headings.

        •    Ss check their answers in the Word List. 

        Answer Key
           Music: big hit, catchy tunes, vocals, solo, clever lyrics
          Movies: big hit, adventure, box office, action-packed, a

must-see

  3    To identify text type, context & purpose 

        •    Ask Ss to look at the texts and say where they
can be found.

        •    Elicit whether they are articles, reviews, or ads
and what features are common for each of the
aforementioned texts (e.g., articles have a title and
an introduction, a main body, and a conclusion;
reviews are about books, movies, CDs, etc., are often
short, summarize the main facts, and contain a
recommendation; ads have a slogan, a date, or a
price, as well as a certain style of language that
encourages people to spend money on the product or
service they advertise).

        Answer Key
          Both texts can be found in a magazine. They are

reviews. The writer’s purpose is to describe and
recommend a CD and a movie.

  4    To listen and read for specific information
     •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the texts

in their books and decide whether sentences 1-
4 are true or false.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

       Answer Key
          1     T            2     F            3     T            4     F

  5    To use new vocabulary in context
        •    Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to complete

it.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

        Answer Key
          1     solo                     3     adventure
          2     vocals                4     big hit 

        •    Ss then explain the underlined words/phrases.

        Suggested Answer Key
          critics: professionals who give opinions about works of

art, artistic perfomances, restaurants, etc.
          hits: very popular or successful songs, movies, etc.
          lyrics: the words to a song
          live: on stage in public
          don’t miss it: expression used to recommend that you

should see sth  
          sets off: leaves home on a journey 
          adventure: an exciting and/or dangerous experience
          save: make sb safe from danger
          join forces: work together to achieve a desired goal
          unite: bring together
          action-packed: filled with action and events
          for all ages: for all people, children and adults

Background information

Nicole Kidman was born on June 20, 1967 in
Honolulu, Hawaii, USA. She is one of the highest-
paid actresses in the motion picture industry. She is
officially Australia’s most successful actress. She is
also a UNIFEM and UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador.
She has starred in many movies. Some of them are:
The Others, The Hours, Cold Mountain, Birth, The
Golden Compass, etc.
Daniel Craig was born on March 2, 1968 in Chester,
England, UK. From the age of 6 he started acting in
school plays. In 1988, he entered the Guildhall School
of Music and Drama at the Barbican. He made his
debut in the Power of One in 1992. He also played in
Lara Croft: Tomb Raider, Casino Royale, The Invasion,
etc. He is the sixth actor to portray James Bond. He is
the first blond actor to play Bond.
Dakota Blue Richards was born on April 11, 1994
in Brighton, England. She quickly went from being
a normal schoolgirl to a star when she was cast as
Lyra in The Golden Compass. More than 10,000 girls
went to the open casting calls for the role of Lyra.

Reviews
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  6    To recall information from a text
        •    Ask Ss to close their books. Then ask various Ss

around the class to share two things that they
remember from the texts.

        Suggested Answer Key
           Black Sun plays hard rock music. The vocals in ‘My Way’

are great.
           ‘The Golden Compass’ stars Nicole Kidman, Daniel

Craig, and Dakota Blue Richards. It’s an adventure
movie.

  7    To learn the passive
        •    Write on the board: 
               They make movies in Hollywood. (Active)
        •    Elicit which is the subject (S) – they, verb (V) –

make, object (O) – movies. Show Ss how the
sentence structure changes if we start the
sentence with the object of the active sentence
as the subject. 

               Movies are made in Hollywood (by them). 
                 Explain that to form the passive verb form we

need the verb to be and the past participle of the
main verb. Elicit that the subject of the active
sentence becomes the agent (A) of the passive
sentence and is introduced with by. Explain that
the passive sentence puts the emphasis on the
action rather than the person who did it.

        •    Read the theory box and answer any questions
Ss may have.

        •    Give Ss time to find examples of the passive in
the text.

        Answer Key
          1st text: This is said by many critics ... 
          2nd text: ... who was taken by the Gobblers.

        •    Ss then say if there are similar structures in their
L1.

                 (Ss’ own answers)

  8    To practice the simple present passive

        •    Explain the task. Read the example aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task.

Check Ss’ answers.

        Answer Key
          2     Oscars are awarded every year.
          3     Over 600 movies are made in Hollywood every year.
          4     A film festival is held in Cannes annually, usually

in May.
          5     Nicole Kidman is paid a lot of money to act in movies.
          6     The Golden Lion is awarded to the best movie (by

the judges) at the Venice Film Festival.

  9    To practice the simple past passive

Background information

The Oscars are gold-plated statuettes given by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences to
the best actor, director, writer, etc. The statuette
was designed in 1928 by Cedric Gibbons, a
Hollywood art director.
Cannes is a town in the south of France. It’s famous
for its film festival which is held every year, usually
in May at the Palais des Festivals et des Congrès. The
most prestigious award given out at this festival is
the Palme d’Or (Golden Palm) for the best movie.
Venice is a town in the north of Italy. It’s famous for
its canals as well as the film festival held there
every year in late August or early September on
the island of Lido. The main awards are the Leone
d’Oro (Golden Lion), awarded to the best movie
screened at the festival, and the Coppa Volpi (Volpi
Cup) awarded to the best actor/actress.

Background information

Alexandre Desplat was born on August 23, 1961
in Paris, France. He’s a very successful composer
and has already won a Golden Globe Award.
Chris Weitz was born in New York, USA. He
graduated with a degree in English Literature from
Trinity College, Cambridge, England. He started his
career as a co-writer in 1998 on the animated
movie Antz. He and his brother, Paul Weitz,
directed and produced American Pie. He’s an
Academy Award nominated writer.

Reviews
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        •    Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to complete
it.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

        Answer Key
          1     The Golden Compass was directed by Chris Weitz.
          2     It was released in the UK on December 5, 2007.
          3     Dakota Blue Richards was picked for the role of

Lyra out of 10,000 girls.
          4     The music was written by Alexandre Desplat.
          5     $180 million was spent to make the movie.

10   To practice the simple present and simple
past passive forms

       •    Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to
complete it. Check Ss’ answers around the class.

       Answer Key
          1     is based                 4     was directed
          2     was written         5     was released
          3     was filmed           6     is chased

11   To practice using new vocabulary and
grammar structures in context

       •    Write the following on the board: title, type of
movie; where filmed; who directed it; what the
movie is about – plot and characters, names of
actors, recommendation.

         •     Ask Ss to think of a movie they have recently seen
and jot down notes about it. Then have Ss write a
short review using their notes. Assign the task for
HW.

        Suggested Answer Key
          title/type of movie: Enchanted, Fantasy
          where filmed: New York City
          who directed it: Kevin Lima
          plot, characters, actors: A classic fairy tale with a

modern twist, Giselle (Amy Adams), Robert (Patrick
Dempsey), Prince Edward (James Marsden), Nathaniel
(Timothy Spall), Queen Narrisa (Susan Sarandon)

          recommendation: an entertaining movie for the whole
family

          ‘Enchanted’ is a fantasy movie. It is based on all the
classic Disney fairy tales. It was filmed in New York
City and it was directed by Kevin Lima.

          The movie is about princess Giselle (Amy Adams) who
falls in love with prince Edward (James Marsden).
They live in the magical land of Andalasia. Giselle is
about to marry Edward when Queen Narissa (Susan
Sarandon) transports her to modern-day New York
City. She meets Robert (Patrick Dempsey) who helps
her survive in the city while she waits to be rescued. It’s
an entertaining movie for the whole family.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Ex. 1
         p. 85, Exs. 5 & 6 p. 86, Game p. 92

Reviews

Background information

Neil Gaiman is an English author of science-fiction
and fantasy short stories. He was born on November
10, 1960.
Matthew Vaughn is an English movie producer,
director, writer, and actor. He was born in London
on March 7, 1971.
Paramount Pictures Corporation is an American
motion picture production and distribution
company, based in Hollywood, California, USA. It
was founded in 1912.
Charlie Cox is an English actor born on December
21, 1982. He has played in movies such as The
Merchant of Venice, Casanova, Stardust, etc.
Sienna Miller was born on December 28, 1981 in
New York City but grew up in London. She worked
as a model before she became an actress.
Claire Danes was born on April 12, 1979 in New
York City. She won a Golden Globe Award for the
TV drama series ‘My So-Called Life’.
Michelle Pfeiffer was born on April 29, 1958 in
Santa Ana, California. She has starred in many
movies such as Batman Returns, Wolf, Dangerous
Minds, etc., and has earned BAFTA and Golden
Globe awards and three Oscar nominations.
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to say what their favorite TV programs are.

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Go through the list of words/phrases and elicit/

explain their meaning.
        •    Elicit Ss’ L1 equivalents.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To describe types of TV programs
        •    Read the rubric and the example aloud.
        •    Elicit answers to the questions in the rubric from

various Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
           I watch ‘Married with Children’. It’s a sitcom. It’s very

funny.
          I watch ‘The Weakest Link’. It’s a game show. It’s great!

  3    To predict the content of a text
     

        •    Elicit what Ss know about the man in the
picture. Elicit guesses as to what he is famous
for.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and check if their guesses were
correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
            I think he is a man who works with animals. I think he

is famous for being on TV programs about animals.
     
  4    To read for specific information and to

present new vocabulary
        •    Give Ss enough time to carefully read the text

again and find the answers to the questions.
        •    Alternatively, Ss close their books and try to

answer the questions without looking at the
text. Then have Ss open their books and read
the text to check their answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Jack Hanna is a famous animal expert.
          2     His show is about the wonderful world of animals.
          3     You can learn interesting facts about the animal

kingdom from watching his program.
          4     On Jack’s next show, he is visiting Kenya and he is

going to take us on a safari to see hippos, lions,
elephants, and rhinos in their natural habitats.

          5     wild animals: dolphin, crocodile, sharks, hippos,
lions, elephants, rhinos, (giraffe, tiger, panda, whale,
kangaroo, snake, gorilla, etc.)

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold. 

          Suggested Answer Key
           follow: go with and be guided by
           expert: sb who knows a lot about a subject
           wildlife: animals and plants that live in natural

conditions
           invites: asks sb to come somewhere
           one-of-a-kind: unique
          scared to death: extremely frightened
           paddling: moving a small boat through water using

two short poles with a wide flat part on one or both ends
           tiny: very small
           journey: a long trip to a distant place
           discovery: action of finding new things
           natural habitats: natural places where animals and

plants live

  5    To practice collocations and using new
vocabulary in context

        •    Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to match
the words to form phrases. Point out that all the
phrases can be found in the text. Check Ss’
answers.

          Answer Key
          1     C            2     D           3     A            4     B

        •    Ss then use the phrases to complete the
sentences.

        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to read
their completed sentences aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     animal expert              3     natural habitats
          2     scared to death           4     one-of-a-kind adventure

TV magic

Background information

Jack Hanna, born January 2, 1947, is an American
zookeeper. He was Director of the Columbus Zoo and
Aquarium from 1978 to 1993 and was largely
responsible for improving it. His many TV
appearances have made him one of America’s most
well-known animal experts. He grew up on his
father’s farm in Knoxville, Tennessee and was
interested in animals from a very young age.
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  6    To reflect on a text
        •    Initiate a class discussion by eliciting reasons why

someone should watch Jack Hanna’s show from
various Ss around the class. Tell Ss to look for
reasons in the text (e.g., it’s informative; you can find
out interesting facts; you can see animals in their
natural habitats, etc.).

        •    Give Ss 3 minutes to write their ideas down. Ask
various Ss around the class to read their answers
aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
            Nature programs are interesting and informative. If

we watch programs such as ‘Jack Hanna’s Animal
Adventures’, we can learn a lot about how and where
animals live. Because most of us will not get the
chance to see many of these animals up close,
watching programs like ‘Jack Hanna’s Animal
Adventures’ can be very informative. 

  7    To compare will, be going to, and the
present progressive

        •    Go through the table in detail. Refer Ss to the
Grammar Reference section for more information.

        •    Elicit any similar structures in Ss’ L1.

        (Ss’ own answers)

        •    Then give Ss enough time to find examples in
the text.

          Answer Key
            you’ll love it, you’ll be scared to death, you won’t be

bored, Each of Jack Hanna’s adventures will take you,
Jack is visiting, He’s going to take, you’ll be glad

  8    To practice using be going to
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss read the itinerary and complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          2     They are going to give a radio interview on April

3rd.
          3     They are going to sign a new recording contract

on May 9th.
          4     They are going to record a new single in the studio

on May 15th.
          5     They are going to appear on MTV on June 6th.

  9    To practice be going to in the affirmative
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ask Ss around the class to say what each person

is doing.

          Answer Key
          2     He is going to listen to music.
          3     They are going to see a movie.
          4     They are going to eat lunch.
          5     He is going to call a friend.
          6     She is going to rent a DVD.
          7     She is going to play the piano.
          8     He is going to take a picture.

10   To talk about fixed future arrangements
        •    Explain the task. Ss talk in pairs about their fixed

future arrangements for next week.
        •    Monitor the activity. Then ask some pairs to tell

the class about their fixed future arrangements.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I’m visiting my grandparents on Sunday.
          I’m taking an English test on Wednesday.

11   To practice will and be going to
        •    Explain the task. Ss fill in the blanks. Check Ss’

answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     am going to           3    am going to          5     will
          2     will                              4    will

12   To listen for specific information
        •    Explain the task.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and match the

people to the activities.
        •    Play the recording again if necessary and check

Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     A            2     H           3     D           4     E            5     B

13   To write a short paragraph about your
favorite TV program

          •     Explain the task. Give Ss three minutes to write a
short paragraph about their favorite TV program.

        •    Ss read their completed paragraph to their
partner. Then ask some Ss to read their paragraph
aloud to the rest of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          My favorite TV program is ‘Esmeralda’. It’s a soap

opera. It’s about a young blind woman who is trying
to find out who she is and where she comes from. I like
it because it is interesting, but sometimes there are
sad moments too.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Ex. 3 p. 85,
Exs. 7 & 8 p. 86, Pairwork Activities pp. 89-90,
Portfolio Activities p. 91

TV magic
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Culture Corner

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to name their favorite bands.

  1    To introduce types of ethnic music
        •    Read ethnicities A-E aloud and explain the task.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and match each music

extract to the correct origin.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
        •    As an extension, elicit what clues in the music

helped Ss find the answers.

          Answer Key
          1     C            2     D           3     B            4     A            5     E

  2    To read for structure, cohesion, and
coherence

        •    Read the phrases aloud. Elicit what each says
about how the writer feels.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think the writer feels excited, enthusiastic, and

happy.

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the email and fill in
the blanks with the phrases.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

          Answer Key
          1     C            2     B            3     D           4     A

  3    To introduce apostrophes
        •    Go through the theory with Ss.
        •    Elicit examples from the email.

          Answer Key
          They’re, Ojos de Brujo’s, singer’s, I’m, can’t

  4    To practice using apostrophes
        •    Explain the task and go through the example

with Ss.
        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers around

the class.

          Answer Key
          2     We’re going to a concert tonight.
          3     They’re a band from Ireland.
          4     The band’s name is U2.
          5     I haven’t seen them live.

  5     To write an email describing your favorite
band

        •    Explain the task. 
        •    Tell Ss to use the paragraph plan to help them

and remind them to use apostrophes.
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task in

class or assign it for HW.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Hi Mike,
          My favorite band is ‘The Feeling’. They’re a British

group from South England. They play a mix of soft
rock and pop. 

          Their music is great. I like them because their songs
have a good rhythm, great lyrics, and the lead singer’s
voice is really fantastic. Their music is so good to
dance to. I’ve seen them live twice. My favorite album
is ‘Twelve Stops and Home’. Have you heard them?

          Anyway, I have to go now.
          Love,
          Paul

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Exs. 10,
11 & 12 p. 88

I can’t wait!

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to name a traditional musical instrument from
their country (the guitar, the castanets, etc.).

  1    To identify the ethnic origin of a piece of
music/introduce the topic

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and choose the
country they think matches the music extract from
the three options given.

          Answer Key
          Scotland

        •    Play the recording again. Elicit which musical
instrument is heard.

Suggested Answer Key
          I can hear bagpipes.

  2    To predict the content of a text
        •    Ask Ss to read sentences 1-6 aloud and discuss

with a partner which ones they think are true.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen, follow the text in

their books, and check their answers.
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          Answer Key
          True sentences: 1, 2, 6

  3    To read for specific information and to
present new vocabulary

        •    Give Ss time to read the text again carefully and
complete the task.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.
          Answer Key
          1     drones       2     blowpipe      3     bag      4     chanter 

        •    Ss then explain the underlined words/phrases.
          Suggested Answer Key
          reached: arrived in
           wind instrument: a musical instrument played by

sending air through it (e.g., a clarinet, a flute, etc.)
          sheepskin: the skin of a sheep
          blows: sends a stream of air from his/her mouth 
          loud: very noisy
          skill: ability to do sth very well
          battles: organized fights between two or more groups
          scare: frighten 
          enemy: sb who wants to harm you
          the army: a country’s official military force

  4    To jot down notes and summarize a text
        •    Tell Ss to write the headings in their notebooks.
        •    Give Ss enough time to read through the text once

more and jot down notes under each heading. 
        •    Alternatively, write the headings on the board.

Elicit answers from Ss and write them under the
correct heading. Ss copy the completed table
into their notebooks.

        •    Then ask various Ss around the class to talk
about bagpipes using their notes.

          Suggested Answer Key
          history: Romans, first century AD, Europe, Scotland
          type of musical instrument: wind
          material: sheepskin
          parts: chanter, bag, blowpipe, drones
          use: in the past, scare the enemy, still used by army

today, Scottish festivals and celebrations
          The Romans were playing bagpipes in the first century

AD. Then the bagpipe traveled through Europe to
Scotland. It is a wind instrument that is usually made
of sheepskin. It has four parts; the chanter, the bag,
the blowpipe, and the drones. In the past, it was used
to scare the enemy in battles. Today the Scottish army
still uses them and they are often played at Scottish
festivals and celebrations.

  5    To identify and practice the simple past
and the past progressive

        •    Give Ss enough time to scan the text and find
the verbs that are in the simple past or past
progressive.

        •    Check Ss’ answers and write them on the board.
          Answer Key
          simple past: traveled, reached, played
          past progressive: were playing

        •    Ss then make sentences with the verbs. Elicit
sentences from various Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          In the past, people traveled in carriages pulled by horses.
          We finally reached our destination at 6 am. 
          My friend Sam played the guitar at my birthday party.
          My brother and I were playing football in our backyard

yesterday afternoon.

  6    To write about a traditional musical
instrument

        •    Explain the task. Ss work in pairs and gather
information about a traditional musical instrument
from the website given and any other resources
they have access to either in class or at home.

        •    Ss write a short text about the musical instrument
they chose using the text in Ex. 3 as a model and
then present their information to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The harp is a very old instrument. The ancient

Egyptians were playing the harp long before it came
to Europe in the eighth century. The harp is a string
instrument with a wooden frame and a series of short
to long strings that the player plucks. During the
Middle Ages, harps had a curved frontal pillar. This
type of harp was an important part of Celtic culture in
Ireland. The harp is still a national symbol of Ireland.
The Irish started playing the harp in the 11th century
AD. Modern harps have strings of wire or nylon.
Today, you can hear the harp at a number of Irish
music festivals.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Ex. 4 p. 85

Culture Corner
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to read the title of the unit, look at the picture, and
guess what Unit 10e is about (making arrangements).

  1    To present situational language associated
with making arrangements

        •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat
chorally.

        •    Play the recording again for Ss to repeat
individually. Pay special attention to Ss’ intonation.

  2    To predict the content of a dialogue
        •    Ask Ss to read the sentences in Ex. 1 again and

guess what the dialogue is about.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books to check if their guesses were
correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The dialogue is about making arrangements to meet

later to see a movie at the movie theater.

  3    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the dialogue. Then

elicit answers to questions 1-3.

          Answer Key
          1     They’re going to the movies.
          2     They’re going to see ‘The Golden Compass’.
          3     They’re going to meet at 8 o’clock.

  4    To consolidate situational language through
translation and practice reading aloud

         •    Elicit the L1 equivalents for the sentences in Ex. 1
from Ss around the class.

        •    Ss then take roles and read the dialogue aloud
in pairs. Monitor the activity and correct Ss’
pronunciation and intonation where necessary.

        •    Choose some pairs to read the dialogue aloud in
front of the class.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  5    To match everyday expressions to
synonymous ones

        •    Read phrases 1-4 aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to find synonymous ones

in the dialogue.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     I’m not sure.                                         3     I love her!
          2     Sounds good to me.                        4     OK.

  6    To consolidate situational language
through role play

        •    Explain the task and set the scene. Draw the
following diagram on the board for Ss to follow.

        •    Ss work in pairs and act out their dialogues
using the sentences in Ex. 1 and the dialogue in
Ex. 3 as a model.

        •    Monitor the activity. Ss record themselves.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   What are we doing tonight?
          B:    I’m not sure.
          A:   Let’s go to the movies. There’s a good comedy on.
          B:    I don’t like comedies. I prefer adventures. 
          A:   There’s a good adventure movie on at the Odeon.
          B:    Sounds goods to me. What is it?
          A:   ‘Fool’s Gold’ with Matthew McConaughey. 
          B:    I love him!
          A:   OK. We’ll see that, then. Eight o’clock outside the

Odeon.
          B:    I’ll be there.

Student A

Ask partner about your
plans for tonight.
(What are we ...?)
Suggest going to the
movies to watch a
comedy.
(Let’s go ... . There’s a
good ... on.)
Suggest watching the
type of movie B likes.
(There’s a good ... .)

Give title of movie
& lead actor(s).
(... with ... .)
Arrange time &
place to meet.
(We’ll see that, ... . ...
o’clock outside ... .)

Student B

Express uncertainty.
(I’m not ... .)

Explain you don’t like
comedies and state
your preference.
(I don’t like ... . I prefer
... .)
Agree to suggestion
and ask which one it
is.
(Sounds ... . What 
...?)
Express your
preference.
(I love ...!)
Say you’ll be there. 
(I’ll ... .)

Let’s go
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Let’s go

  7    To pronounce /±/, /∑/
        •    Tell Ss to copy the table into their notebooks.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check the

correct box for each word in the table. Check Ss’
answers.

        •    Play the recording again. Ss listen and repeat
chorally and individually. Check Ss’ pronunciation.

          Suggested Answer Key

          

          

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Ex. 2 p. 85

/±/ /∑ / /±/ /∑ /
cat ✓ mad ✓

cut ✓ mud ✓

/±/ /∑ / /±/ /∑ /
us ✓ bug ✓

as ✓ bag ✓

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the diagram on p. 109 and guess what
Unit 10f is about (sound and hearing).

  1    To identify sounds and introduce the topic
        •    Read sounds A-E and elicit/explain the meaning

of any unknown words.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and number the

sounds in the order they hear them.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          A    4            B     3            C    5            D    1            E     2

  2    To present new vocabulary
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and read the

words aloud.
        •    Read verbs A-E aloud. Ss then match the items

in the pictures to the verbs.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          A    3            B     1            C    5            D    4            E     2

        •    Read the example. Ss say what you can do with
each item. 

          Answer Key
          1     You can ring a bell.
          2     You can shake maracas.
          3     You can clap your hands.
          4     You can blow a horn.
          5     You can bang a drum.

  3   a    To identify sounds
               •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to

name each sound.

          Answer Key
          1     banging drum                 4     shaking maracas
          2     blowing horn                    5     ringing bell 
          3     clapping hands

        b    To demonstrate how sound enters our
ears

               •    Play the recording two more times with Ss
first covering both ears and then one.

                •     Elicit what the difference in their hearing was.

          Suggested Answer Key
          a)   I didn’t hear very well.
          b)   I didn’t hear in stereo.

  4    To introduce the topic of the text
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books.
        •    Ask various Ss to say how we hear.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Our outer ear collects sounds and sends them to our

middle ear where the sound causes vibrations which
are sent to the inner ear which then sends signals to
the brain.

  5    To read for specific information and present
new vocabulary

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again
carefully and find the answers to questions 1-5.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. 

          Answer Key
          1     Three.
          2     The outer ear.
          3     In the middle ear.

Cross-Curricular Cut
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          4     It causes vibrations, which make small bones in
the middle ear move and help take the sound on to
the inner ear.

          5     When vibrations hit them, they move around like
waves and give signals to the brain so that we can
hear things. 

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          sounds: what you hear
          pick up: collect
          collects: brings together in one place
          vibrations: shaking movements
          waves: the form in which sound, light, etc. travels

        •    Then ask various Ss to use the diagram to tell
the class how our ears work.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The outer ear collects sounds and sends them to our

middle ear. When the sound reaches our eardrum, it
causes vibrations. The vibrations make some small
bones in the middle ear move and help take the sound
on to the inner ear. When the vibrations reach the inner
ear, the tiny hairs move around like waves and send
signals to the brain so that we can hear things.

  6    To further explore the topic of sound by
recording and identifying sounds

        •    Ss work in small groups and record sounds
outdoors and/or at home.

        •    Ss play the sounds for the other groups which
try to guess what they are.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Grammar
         Review p. 87

        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self- Check.
Ask Ss to check their answers against the key at the
end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read the
Now I Can section and evaluate themselves. 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 10 pp. 138-141,
         Exit Test pp. 142-145

Charades

Prepare a set of cards with names of different
movies, songs, and TV programs on each one (e.g.,
The Golden Compass, Stardust, etc.). Divide the class
into 2 teams. Give a S a card. The student must act
out (without speaking) the words on the card for
the rest of the class to guess. Each correct guess
wins a point. Choose players from alternating
teams. The team which gathers the most points
when all the cards have been acted out wins.

Cross-Curricular Cut

Self-Check
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Culture Key

Culture 1

  1    It's about two Vietnamese teenagers: Bao Chau
     and Xuan Ba and how they spend their free time.

  2    1    B    (2nd text, lines 2-3, “lessons of a karate club
...”)

        2    D   (2nd text, lines 7-8, “It’s not an easy game
...”)

        3    A    (3rd text, lines 5-7, “When I visit my friends’
houses we often play chess ...”)

        4    D   (3rd text, lines 14-16, “We know that it’s
important for our future.”)

Culture 2

  1    It’s a festival that takes place on Huong Mountain,
in Huong Tich Cave, in Vietnam. It’s visited by
thousands of pilgrims and tourists every year.

  2    1    T    (1st par., lines 3-4, “Hundreds of ... happy
year ahead”).

        2    T    (1st par., lines 4-5, “To reach their destination,
... Yen Vi River.”).

        3    F    (1st par., lines 8-9 “People believe ... good
luck.”).

        4    F    (2nd par., lines 2-5 “Then, at Giai ... final
stop.”).

        5    T    (2nd par., lines 8-12 “From the cave, ... Quan
Am).

Culture 3

  1    According to the legend, Thuy Tinh never gave up
trying to get Mi Nuong as his bride, so he sends
the rain again and again every year, for days.
That’s when the monsoons occur. 

  2    1   10        2    2          3    5          4    4             5   3
        6    1          7    7          8    6          9    9          10   8

Culture 4

  1    We visit family and friends, wear colourful clothes
and smile a lot. We sweep our homes and buy new
clothes and older people give the children money
in red envelopes for good luck. 

  2    1    D   (lines 2-3, par. 1, “They sweep their homes ...
a good start”.)

        2    B    (lines 1-2, par. 2, “The first person to enter ...
the rest of the year.”)

        3    D   (the last par.) 

Culture 5

  1    It is a Sao La. It was first discovered in a traditional
Katu village. It is important because it is an animal
that has never been seen before.

  2    1   species 2    government
        3    plants 4    village 
        5    wildlife 6    charity
        7    traditional 8    traps

Culture 6

  1    My mum sometimes uses motorbike-taxis, but
most of the times she rides her bicycle to get
around. My dad rides his motorbike to work and
my siblings and I usually walk to school.

  2    1    T    (“Motorbikes are the most popular ..
Vietnam”, lines 1-2.)

        2    F    (“Every morning, farmers...onto
motorbikes.”, lines 5-7.)

     3    T    (“Motorbikes are much cheaper than cars”,
lines 8-9.)

        4    F    (“But if you don’t own ... problem”, line 12.)
   5    F    (“In Vietnam, a father ... old enough.” line 10.)

        6    T    (“You can always take a ride .. major city.”
line 13.)

Culture 7

  1    Martial arts, like judo, karate, etc. are a form of art
that include a range of techniques to make the
mind and body work well together and involve
ways of fighting with or without weapons./I
practice judo daily./I don’t practice any form of
martial art. 

  2    1    C    (“Nguyen Loc started his first school in
Hanoi.”) 1st par., lines 5-6.

        2    C    (“Like other martial arts, Vovinam teaches ...
together.”) 2nd par., line 1.

        3    B    (“The signature move ... take down.”) 3rd
par., line 1.

        4    C    (“More recently, ...even Morocco!”) 3rd par.,
lines 3-7.
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Culture 8

  1    Cho Ben Thanh Market is a colourful market in an
old compound where you can buy everything you
want. You can also smell the great food they sell
there, hear the noise and admire the beautiful
colours. The Cai Rang Floating Market is a
fascinating place where you can hear the locals
trade their goods and find everything from fruit to
small machines and clothing. You can also enjoy
the beautiful smell of delicious food! 

  2    1    souvenirs             2    compound     3     streets
        4    boats                     5    locals                6     machines
        7    noodles
                                                     

Culture 9

  1    I think the text is about technology in Vietnam.

  2    1    F    (... cell phone game ..., line 1) 
        2    F    (20 million of these phones are smartphones,

par. 2, lines 9-10)
       3    T    (... is a device that protects mopeds from

thieves, par. 3, lines 4-5)
       4    T    (... with the help of HCMC’s new Silicon City,

par. 3, lines 13-14)

Culture 10

  1    I play the piano and the violin./I don’t play any
musical instruments. The piano, the flute, the guitar,
the cello, the violin, the trumpet, the drums, etc. are
all musical instruments.

  2    1    D   (1st par., lines 4-5, “Originally ... a silk string.”)
        2    B    (1st par., line 6, “Today .. the bamboo.”)
        3    D   (2nd par., lines 2-3, “With the right ... the

string.”)
        4    B    (2nd par., lines 6-8, “In the past, ... their

songs.”)
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Module 1

  1    (Suggested Answer)
        I wake up.
        I get dressed.
        I eat breakfast.
        I take the bus to school.
        I go to classes.
        I go home from school.
        I do my homework.
        I watch TV.
        I see my friends. etc.

  2    (Ss’ own answers)

  3    (Suggested Answer)
        The singer is busy like a bee that buzzes around

and goes from flower to flower because he/she
has lots of energy and does lots of activities and
never sits still.

Module 4

  1    (Suggested Answer)
        Seeing a black cat, finding a horseshoe, etc.

  2    The singer is lucky.

  3    (Suggested Answer)
        Catching a falling leaf, finding a four leaf clover,

hanging a horseshoe above the door. The pictures
show fallen leaves and four leaf clovers.

        (Ss’ own answers)

Module 5

  1    (Suggested Answer)
        The problem is the overflow of garbage and how

it pollutes the environment.

  2    (Suggested Answer)
        Garbage poisons the seas and harms people,

plants, and trees. It also poisons our water, soil,
and air. Yes, I agree with the singer.

  3    (Suggested Answer)
        People can recycle, they can make their own

compost, and they can buy things with less
packaging. All these things would reduce waste.

Module 8

  1    (Ss’ own answers)

  2     1    day                  3    kings               5    stuff
        2    find                  4    try                    6    lake

  3    chocolate ice cream, chocolate pie, chocolate
treats, chocolate cake

  4    (Suggested Answer)

        I wish I had a chocolate factory!
        Just like Charlie in the story.
        I’d make chocolate houses, chocolate cars, 
        And lots and lots of chocolate bars!

Module 9

  1    (Suggested Answer)

        Internet, keyboard, mouse, screen, printer 

  2    The singer uses the computer to play computer
games, make friends online, and chat on the Net.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  3    (Suggested Answer)

        A:  I think the title refers to life away from the
computer screen.

        B:   I think you’re right. I think the singer is trying
to tell us that we shouldn’t spend too much
time in front of a computer. We should spend
more time in the real world with our friends.

        A:  I agree. Computers are fun to play on and
surf the Net, but it’s much more fun to hang
out with my friends.

        B:   I agree.
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Optional Listening Practice

Module 1

         1    B          2    F           3    G          4    C          5    A    

Module 2

         1    C          2    B          3    A          4    C          5    A

Module 3

         A

Module 4

         1    B          2    C          3    B

Module 5

         1    Saturday               3    friends            5    Mrs. Brown
        2    6                              4    524-6899

Module 6

         1    C          2    B          3    B

Module 7
        
         1    B          2    A          3    H          4    F           5    C

Module 8
        
         1    Linda               3    31st           5    (218) 382-3425
        2    Madness        4    11:30

Module 9
        
         1    C

Module 10
        
         1    A          2    A          3    B          4    A

Optional Vocabulary Practice

Module 1

  1    1    go                    5    hang out              9    wash
        2    mop                6    surf                      10    make
        3    clear                7    watch
        4    make               8    do

        

  2    1    smart                     5    friendly                 9    cool
        2    elegant                 6    careful                 10    silly
        3    easygoing            7    funny
        4    polite                     8    clumsy

  3    1    d                 3    a                 5    b                 7    g
        2    e                 4    f                  6    c

         1    household chores                4    time zones
        2    couch potato                         5    school subject
        3    martial arts
  4    1    I’d love to             3    Would you like to
         2    hang on                4    Sounds great

Module 2

  1    1    windy                    3    sunny              5    snowy
        2    cloudy                   4    rainy

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2    1    watch       3    fly               5    throw       7    wear
        2    take           4    light          6    buy            8    dance

         (Suggested Answer)
         People are watching a parade. Some people in the
         parade are wearing costumes.

  3    1    having            3    popular                 5    Make  
        2    freezing          4    full                          6    warm

  4    1    calm                3    mysterious          5    unhappy
        2    peaceful         4    clean                      6    angry

  5    1    turns 16                                   3    That’s OK
        2    That sounds great                4    nothing much

Module 3

  1    1    b                 3    d                 5    c                 7    h
        2    e                 4    a                 6    f                  8    g

free-time activities chores

go shopping, hang out
with friends, surf the
Net, watch a DVD, (play
video games, go to the
movies)

mop the floor, clear the
table, make your bed, do
the laundry, wash the
dishes, make breakfast,
(take out the garbage,
mow the lawn)
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        1    special effects                 4    publishing company
         2    ordinary person              5    firstborn child
         3    strong country

  2    1    earned            3    came out              5    won
        2    became          4    starred                  6    attacked

  3    1    spin                 5    brought                9    ruled
        2    burst               6    made                  10    buried
        3    creator            7    saved 
        4    changed        8    became

  4    1    stars in it
        2    where it’s playing
        3    out of town
        4    should definitely go see it

Module 4

  1    cat: tail, fur, paws
        dragonfly: eyes, wings, antennae
        seal: flippers, nose, ears

  2    1    have              4    look          7    fall             10    turn
        2    have              5    take           8    board 
        3    hear              6    knock       9    look
         
         (Suggested Answer)

I just got on board the ship and I wanted to take a
bath. Suddenly, I heard a knock on the door. I
asked who it was, but no one answered. Then I
went to the door and looked closely outside
through the peephole. I couldn’t see anyone, so I
opened the door, stepped outside, and turned on
the hallway lights. There wasn’t anyone outside, so
I went back into my room to take my bath.

  3    1    c                              3    a                 5    f
        2    b                             4    e                 6    d

         1    good luck      2    upside down    3    empty house

  4    1    what’s wrong                         3    couldn’t move
        2    take a look                              4    rather scary

Module 5

  1    1    e                 3    a                 5    b                 7    d
        2    h                 4    f                  6    g                 8    c     
         1    endangered species     3    public transportation
        2    sleeping volcano           4    national symbol

  2    1    extinct                   5    rising                     9    lose
        2    waste                    6    banned               10   lay
        3    damage                7    wild
        4    migrate                 8    recycle
     
  3    1    active                    4    polar               7    hooked
        2    overflowing        5    major              8    trash
        3    global                    6    elephant

  4    1    Never mind                      3    join in 
        2    I’m busy                            4    sign 

Module 6

  1    1    high                 3    historic                  5    big
        2    deep                4    heavy                    6    long

  2    1    noisy               4    clean
         2    boring            5    expensive
         3    historic           6    big

  3    1    d                 3    c                 5    f            7    h
        2    a                 4    b                 6    e           8    g

        1    famous landmarks
        2    department stores 
        3    walled town
        4    hard work

  4    1    couple            3    believe                  5    experience
        2    glow                4    seat                        6    lasts

  5    1    good to see 
        2    had a wonderful time
        3    lucky you
        4    See you 
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Module 7

  1    1    win            3    have          5    beat          7    host
        2    lose           4    pull            6    set             8    take

  2    1    c                 3    e                 5    d
        2    a                 4    b                 6    f

        1    training sessions 
        2    gold medals
        3    speed skating
        4    raw vegetables

  3    1    rich                  4    special            7    international
        2    cracked          5    sprained        8    professional
        3    local                6    weird

  4    1    are you OK                       3    feel awful
         2    what’s wrong                  4    you’re right

Module 8

  1    1    bag                  4    carton             7    pack
        2    box                  5    bottle              8    loaf
        3    jar                     6    can

  3    1    b                 3    a                 5    f                  7    h
        2    e                 4    c                 6    d                 8    g

         1    high-heeled shoes
        2    low temperature 
        3    sweet tooth
        4    stomach problems

  4    1    attract             4    make               7    have
        2    lead                 5    take                 8    feed
        3    lose                  6    look

  5    1    Can I help you                              4    Here you go
        2    It comes in a wide range          5    let me check
        3    exchange this sweater

Module 9

  1    1    d                 3    b                 5    h                 7    e
        2    a                 4    f                  6    c                 8    g

         1    long hours           3    text messages
        2    sore eyes              4    social life

  2    1    come                     5    cause                 9    Contact
        2    pay                         6    relieve            10    maintain
        3    neglect                 7    donate
        4    broadcast            8    remind

  3    1    printer            3    keyboard             5    fridge
        2    webcam         4    lawn mower        6    microwave

  4    1    am looking for                             3    much is it
        2    do you want                                 4    will take

Module 10

  2    1    b                 3    c                 5    d                 7    h
        2    e                 4    a                 6    g                 8    f

         1    natural habitats
        2    one-of-a-kind adventure 
        3    box office
        4    wind instruments

  3    1    play          4    reached          7    Shake
        2    alive          5    skill                  8    clapped
        3    join            6    hear

  4    1    I don’t know
        2    sounds good to me
        3    OK
        4    what are we doing tonight

  2   clothes/
footwear/
accessories

bracelet, pants, shirt, necklace,
ring, sneakers, boots

stores
flower shop, pharmacy,
supermarket, sports store, pet
store, bakery, post office

materials rubber, plastic, glass, leather,
wood, gold, cotton

  1   Musical
Instruments

Types of
Music TV Programs

guitar, clarinet,
trumpet, violin,
keyboard

reggae,
rap, jazz,
hard rock 

documentary,
police drama,
game show, nature
show, soap opera
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Evaluation criteria:           c (green)                      w (yellow)                         n (red)

Students’ names:                                                                                  Grade and comments

Name of game/activity: ...........................................................................................................................................................................................

Aim of game/activity: ...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Module: . ..........................................................................     Unit: ...................................................................      Course: ....................................

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

24

25

21

23

22

Formative Evaluation Chart
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Cumulative Evaluation
Student’s Self-Assessment Forms

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 1

  •    talk about appearance & character
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about chores, daily routines & free-time activities
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about likes/dislikes
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    describe my daily routine
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    call a friend and arrange an outing
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    tell the time
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    pronounce /s/, /z/, /æz/
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 1 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    write about my favorite cartoon/movie character
  •    write a short paragraph about my daily routine
  •    write a short article about my favorite day

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 2

  •    talk about the weather
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about festivals & celebrations
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about traditions 
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    describe a painting 
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    make invitations using sequence connectors & accept them
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    pronounce /μ/, /∂/
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 2 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    describe a photograph showing a family celebration
  •    write a description of the Rio Carnival
  •    write a speech

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 3

  •    talk about abilities
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about superheroes, legends & ancient kings
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about past actions
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    use joining words (so, because, too, also)
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    use correct intonation in questions
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    describe a movie I saw
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 3 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write sentences using the simple past 
  •    write a biography of a famous person
  •    write a short text about a legend in my country

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 4

  •    describe animals
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about dreams & emotions
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about superstitions
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    narrate a past experience
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    identify homophones
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 4 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write about a strange dream I had
  •    write a story using time expressions
  •    write a short article about superstitions in my country
  •    write a short summary of a myth

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 5

  •    talk about environmental problems & actions/solutions
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about global warming/supervolcanoes
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    join ideas using also
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about an endangered animal 
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about recycling
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    make suggestions
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    pronounce ’ll
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 5 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write my predictions about life in 2100
  •    write an opinion article

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 6

  •    talk about geographical features
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    describe & compare places
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about & compare means of transportation
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    describe buildings/houses
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    describe my vacation
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    identify stressed syllables in exclamations
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 6 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good

  •    write a postcard to a friend from a vacation destination
  •    write sentences about how I like to travel
  •    write an article describing a building
  •    write a leaflet advertising landmarks in my country

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 7

  •    talk about sports & sports equipment
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    name parts of the body
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about injuries, aches & pains, and healthy eating
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    read a pie chart
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    express concern
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    pronounce /∑/, /≥/
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 7 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good

  •    write sentences about what I have/haven’t done this week
  •    write an email to a friend comparing two sports

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 8

  •    talk about products, materials, containers & stores 
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    describe a person’s clothes
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    give directions
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    exchange clothes in a store
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about how alcohol & smoking affect our health
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    pronounce /¥/, /ª/
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 8 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write about the clothes/accessories that I wear
  •    write an email describing my neighborhood
  •    write a short paragraph describing a street market in my town/city

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 9

  •    talk about & describe computers/video games
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about & buy electrical/electronic equipment
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    give advice
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    brainstorm for ideas
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about electricity
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    link sounds
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 9 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write what I (don’t) have to/must (not)/can(’t) do at school
  •    write a for-and-against essay
  •    write a short paragraph about a popular TV series in my country

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                             Module 10

  •    talk about musical instruments, types of music & movies
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about types of TV programs
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about my favorite band
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about bagpipes
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    make arrangements
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    describe how we hear
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    pronounce /±/, /∑/
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 10 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                                    * Not Very Good

  •    write a short review of a movie
  •    write about my favorite TV program
  •    write an email describing my favorite band
  •    write a short text about a traditional musical instrument  

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 1

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

describe a person
talk about free-time activities/chores/daily routines
talk about his/her likes/dislikes
describe his/her daily routine
call a friend and arrange an outing
tell the time
write about his/her favorite cartoon/movie character
write a short article about his/her favorite day
pronounce /s/, /z/, /æz/

Progress Report Cards

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 2

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about the weather
talk about festivals & celebrations
talk about traditions
describe a painting
use sequence connectors
make invitations & accept them
describe a photograph in writing
write a description of a carnival
make/write a speech
pronounce /μ/, /∂/
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 3

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about abilities
describe superheroes
use so, because, too, also
describe a movie he/she saw
write about past activities
write a biography of a famous person
write a short text about a legend
use correct intonation in questions

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 4

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

describe animals
talk about emotions & dreams
talk about superstitions
narrate past experiences
write about a strange dream he/she had
write a story using time expressions
write a short article about superstitions
write a short summary of a myth
identify homophones
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 5

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about environmental problems & actions
talk about global warming/supervolcanoes
talk about recycling 
join ideas using also
talk about an endangered animal
make suggestions
write predictions about life in 2100
write an opinion article
pronounce ’ll

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 6

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about geographical features
describe & compare places
talk about & compare means of transportation
describe buildings/houses
describe his/her vacation
write a postcard to a friend from a vacation 
destination
write an article describing a building
write a leaflet advertising landmarks
identify stressed syllables in exclamations
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 7

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about sports & sports equipment
identify parts of the body
talk about injuries and aches & pains
read a pie chart
express concern
write an email to a friend comparing two sports
talk about healthy eating
pronounce /∑/, /≥/

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 8

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about products, materials, containers & stores 
describe a person’s clothes
give directions
exchange clothes in a store
talk about how alcohol & smoking affect our health
write about clothes/accessories he/she wears
write an email describing his/her neighborhood
write a short description of a street market in 
his/her town/city

pronounce /¥/, /ª/
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 9

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about & describe computers & video games
talk about & buy electrical/electronic equipment
give advice
brainstorm for ideas
talk about electricity
write a for-and-against essay

write a short paragraph about a TV series in 
his/her country
link sounds

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                         Module 10

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about musical instruments, types of music 
& movies
talk & write about types of TV programs
talk about bagpipes
make arrangements
describe how we hear
write a short review of a movie
write an email describing his/her favorite band
write a short text about a traditional musical 
instrument

pronounce /±/, /∑/
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Starter Unit a
Ex. 6 (p. 5)

 A:    How old is Sue?
 B:    She’s fifteen.
 A:    Did you say fifty?
 B:    No, I said she’s fifteen.

 A:    How old is Laura?
 B:    She’s seventeen.
 A:    Did you say seventy?
 B:    No, I said she’s seventeen.

 A:    How old is Billy?
 B:    He’s thirteen.
 A:    Did you say thirty?
 B:    No, I said he’s thirteen.

 A:    How old is Marcus?
 B:    He’s fourteen.
 A:    Did you say forty?
 B:    No, I said he’s fourteen.

Unit 1b
Ex. 7 (p. 15)

   1    What does Ben do in the evening?
          John: What happens in your house in the evenings, Ben?
         Ben: Well, we all talk about our day and then I usually

walk the dog. My dad waters the plants and takes out
the garbage and my mom cooks dinner.

         John: Really? I just watch TV.
         Ben: That sounds boring.
         John: Yeah. It is.

   2    What time does Ann have dinner?
         Tom: Hi, Ann. Would you like to go to the movies

tonight?
         Ann: Yes. What time are you going?
         Tom: About eight o’clock.
         Ann: Sorry. I have dinner with my parents at 7:30. Can

we go later?
         Tom: What about the eight thirty show?
         Ann: Fine. Pick me up at a quarter past eight.

   3    Where’s Steve?
         Mark: Where’s Steve? Is he at the supermarket?
         Peter: No, he went there this morning. He might be at

the library studying.
          Mark: Maybe, but I don’t think so. Perhaps he is at the

movies.
         Peter: Now I remember! That’s why he went to the

supermarket early. So he could go watch that movie with
Bob.

Unit 2b
Ex. 5 (p. 24)

 A:    Hi, Bill. How was your weekend?
 B:    It was great, thanks. I had lots of fun celebrating

Halloween.
 A:    Really? Did you have a party with your friends from

school?
 B:    Yes, I did. My family was there too. We put on masks

and funny clothes and had a lot of fun.

Unit 2f
Ex. 4 (p. 29)

The painting shows three small sailing boats at sea. The sea
is neither too rough nor too calm. The artist uses cold colors
like blue, gray, white, and purple to express the feeling of
calmness and peacefulness and perhaps a little sadness.

Unit 3a
Ex. 10 (p. 33)

 A:    Where were you yesterday afternoon Mary? I called
you, but there was no reply.

 B:    Yesterday afternoon, I walked the dog in the park. I saw
Tim there. He played basketball with his friends all
afternoon.

 A:    Oh! I didn’t see anyone yesterday. Was everyone busy?
 B:    I think so. I know that Sue went to the library and Jane

watched a DVD.
 A:    Did Helen watch a DVD too?
 B:    No. Helen surfed the Net and found some interesting

websites.
 A:    I see and what did Roger do?
 B:    Roger did what he always does on a Saturday

afternoon; he met his friends.

Unit 3b
Ex. 6 (p. 35)

 A:    OK, Tony. You’ve chosen superheroes as your special
subject and you now have one minute to answer as
many of the following questions correctly as possible.
Are you ready?

  B:    Yes.
 A:    Then your time starts now! Where did the Fantastic Four

get their powers, from Earth or from space?
  B:    From space.
 A:    Correct! Where did they live, in New York or in

London?
  B:    In New York. 
 A:    Correct! How many brothers did Susan Storm have, one or

two?
  B:    She had one brother.
 A:    Correct! Where did Ben Grimm work as a pilot, in the

air force or for an airline?
  B:    For an airline.
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 A:    Oh, I’m sorry. That’s incorrect. He worked as a pilot for
the air force. What comics did the Fantastic Four appear
in, DC Comics or Marvel Comics?

  B:    Marvel Comics.
 A:    Correct! When did they first come out in a comic book,

in 1951 or in 1961?
  B:    In 1961.
 A:    Correct! How many superhero teams did Stan Lee

create, about 50 or about 150?
  B:    About 50.
         BEEP BEEP BEEP
 A:    That’s correct! Very good, Tony! You got 60 points!

Unit 4a
Ex. 7 (p. 43)

 A:    Hi, Jane. I called you yesterday afternoon at 6 pm, but
the line was busy and I couldn’t get through. Were you
at home?

 B:    Yes. The entire Lewis family was over at my house
yesterday afternoon. At 6:00 I was making sandwiches
I think. Oh no, I wasn’t. I was making coffee.

 A:    What was everyone else doing?
 B:    Well, my dad usually watches TV in the afternoon, but

yesterday he was listening to the radio. My mom
usually reads a magazine, but she was talking on the
phone. Jack was playing a video game. My
grandparents were reading and my cousins were
watching TV.

 A:    I see. Not a very quiet evening then?
 B:    No, not really.

Unit 4b
Ex. 8 (p. 45)

I was walking down a dark street late at night when a huge
dark shadow appeared in front of me. I was really scared and I
couldn’t move my feet. The shadow looked like a huge beast
and it came closer towards me and I started screaming. Then
an old man who was walking his dog came around the corner.
The shadow was of the dog. I felt really embarrassed.

Unit 5a
Ex. 9 (p. 53)

I believe that life will be very different in 2100. I think that the
world will become a better place, so people won’t have to
move to Mars and other planets. Also, hopefully there won’t be
any diseases and also life will be a lot easier than today. Robots
will do all the housework for example! Finally, sources of
energy like coal and oil will run out, so people will use new
sources of energy.

Unit 5b
Ex. 1 (p. 54)

There are many types of volcanoes. There are active
volcanoes which have erupted within the past few centuries
and are expected to erupt again and sleeping volcanoes
which haven’t erupted for hundreds of thousands of years
and are not expected to. There are also extremely large
volcanoes which cause huge eruptions. These volcanoes are
called supervolcanoes.
The hot parts of a volcano include fire, lava, and magma.
When a volcanic eruption occurs, fire, lava, ash, gas, smoke,
and dust come out of the volcano.
The results of a volcanic eruption are an explosion and
destruction. A volcanic eruption can also cause an earthquake.

Ex. 7 (p. 55)

“And now something for all listeners who want to see our town
looking better ... there will be a town clean-up day next
Sunday. That’s Sunday November 19th. Volunteers will pick up
garbage from streets, parks, and ponds. Then at the end of the
day, they will take all the bottles and cans they gathered to the
town recycling center. If you would like to take part in this fun
day, the meeting point is at the entrance to Trihill Park at 10
am. Don’t forget to bring a good, strong pair of gardening
gloves and plenty of water to drink. For more information,
contact Peter at 222-3388. Everyone is welcome. The more the
merrier!”

Unit 5c
Ex. 4 (p. 56)

Radio presenter: On the show today we have Paul Burk, an
environmentalist who is very worried about a problem that
affects all of us. Paul, what is this problem exactly?
Paul Burk: Well, it’s the problem of water pollution. We are
polluting our water in many ways. If we don’t do something
soon, there won’t be any clean water left!
Radio presenter: That’s alarming. Can you tell our listeners
how exactly water pollution affects our lives?
Paul Burk: Well, when chemicals get into our water, it is
dangerous to our health. Bacteria from certain types of waste
can make people very sick and can kill the animals that live in
the water. This harms food chains. Also, garbage and solid
waste can block the flow of rivers or cause flooding as well as
harm the local wildlife and destroy their habitat.
Radio presenter: Water pollution is a very serious problem
then, isn’t it? So, what can we do to help?
Paul Burk: Well, first of all, we should stop using harmful
chemicals in and around our homes and be environmentally
friendly. For example instead of garden fertilizers, we can
make compost out of vegetable peelings!
Radio presenter: That sounds like a great idea. What else
can we do?
Paul Burk: We should take care of existing trees and plant
new trees to help prevent soil erosion and provide a natural
filter system for groundwater. Also, we must dispose of litter,
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pet waste, leaves, and grass clippings properly so they don’t
go down drains and end up in rivers, lakes, or the ocean.
Water is precious. We need it to survive, so let’s keep it clean!
Radio presenter: OK, thank you for talking to us today, Paul.
Next, we have … (fade out)

Module 6
(p. 61)

Announcer: Welcome to our travel quiz. We have Kim and
Tom with us today. Let’s get started. Which mountain is
higher, Kilimanjaro or Mount K2? (buzzer) Yes, Tom?
Tom: It’s Mount K2.
Announcer: That’s correct. Mount Kilimanjaro is 19,340 ft. high
while K2 is 28,251 ft. high. Who can tell me what the highest
mountain in the world is? (buzzer) Kim, what is your answer?
Kim: Mount Everest is the highest mountain in the world. It
is 29,035 ft. high.
Announcer: That is correct. Let’s move on to waterfalls. How
high is Niagara Falls? (buzzer) Kim?
Kim: Niagara Falls is 167 ft. high.
Announcer: Well done Kim. Which waterfall is higher,
Yosemite Falls or Angel Falls? (buzzer) Yes, Tom?
Tom: Angel Falls is the highest waterfall in the world. It is
3,212 ft. high.
Announcer: Yes Tom, you’re right. Now, let’s move on to
rivers. Which river is 2,900 miles long? No one knows? OK,
that would be the Congo River. Which river is longer, the
Mississippi River or the Nile River? (buzzer) Yes, Kim?
Kim: The Nile is longer. It is the longest river in the world. It is
4,132 miles long while the Mississippi River is 2,350 miles long.
Announcer: That is correct. Now, let’s see what you know
about deserts. How large is the Kalahari? (buzzer) Kim?
Kim: The Kalahari is 360,000 square miles.
Announcer: Right again, Kim. Name two deserts that are
larger than the Kalahari. (buzzer) Yes, Tom?
Tom: I believe the Gobi Desert is 500,000 square miles
which makes it larger and the Sahara is definitely larger
because it is the largest desert in the world.
Announcer: Yes Tom, you are correct. Can you tell me how
large the Sahara Desert is? (buzzer) Kim?
Kim: The Sahara is 3,320,000 square miles.
Announcer: Correct. Now, our last topic is islands. Which is
bigger, Sumatra or Madagascar? (buzzer) Tom?
Tom: Madagascar is bigger than Sumatra.
Announcer: Good work, Tom. Do you know what the largest
island in the world is? (buzzer) Kim?
Kim: The largest island is Madagascar.
Announcer: No Kim, I’m sorry. Greenland is larger than
Madagascar. It’s 839,999 square miles while Madagascar is
only 226,657 square miles. (pause) So, that brings us to the
end of our quiz. Special thanks to Kim and Tom for joining
us today for our geography quiz ... (fade out)

Unit 6a
Ex. 8 (p. 63)

Announcer: Welcome to the show. This is the speed round of
the game. I will ask Mark to answer as many of these
questions as possible. Mark, are you ready?
Mark: Yes, Bill. I’m ready.
Announcer: OK. Name the longest river in the world.
Mark: The Nile.
Announcer: Yes. What is the deepest ocean in the world?
Mark: The Pacific.
Announcer: Right. Name the coldest place on earth.
Mark: I don’t know.
Announcer: Yakutia. What is the biggest desert?
Mark: The Sahara.
Announcer: You’re right. Name the oldest language in the
world.
Mark: Greek.
Announcer: No, it’s Sanskrit. What is the wettest place in the
world?
Mark: Mawsynram.
Announcer: Well done. Last question, what country has the
largest population in the world?
Mark: China.
Announcer: That is right Mark. Well done, you answered
eight out of the ten questions correctly. That means you will
move on to the next round of World Knowledge ... (fade out)  

Unit 6b
Ex. 6 (p. 65)

   1    A:     Excuse me, can you tell me what platform the 6:15
to Boston leaves from?

         B:     Certainly. It’s platform 3. I think it’s arriving on
time, but you should check the departures board
over there.

         A:     Thank you very much.
         B:     You’re welcome.

   2    A:     Are you waiting too?
         B:     Yes, but don’t worry. There’ll be a cab along in a

minute.
          A:     OK. Thanks. Do you mind if I ask where you’re going?
         B:     Not at all. I’m going downtown.
         A:     So am I. Would you like to share a cab?
         B:     Yes, why not? It’ll be cheaper.
     
   3    A:     I’m not wearing my glasses. Can you please tell me

the check-in counter numbers for flight 6758 to
Dallas?

         B:     Certainly. It’s counters 45 to 50. But I would hurry
up if I were you because they have already made
the boarding announcement for the flight.

         A:     Oh gosh! Thank you very much.
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Unit 6c
Ex. 5 (p. 66)

The Sears Tower is in Chicago. It is a 1,450 ft. tall glass and steel
building and it has 110 floors. Inside the building there are
offices, retail stores, a conference center, and even a fitness
center. The Sears Tower is a very special building because it is
very beautiful and it is the tallest building in North America. If
you ever go to Chicago, it’s definitely worth a visit. 

Unit 7b
Ex. 6 (p. 75)

A couple of months ago, I decided that it was time for me to
get in shape, so I bought one of those exercise machines. I
know I should have asked a professional to explain to me
how to use it, but I really didn’t think it could be that difficult.
The first time I used it, I sprained my ankle while doing leg
exercises. Then, last week I was doing some exercises to
strengthen my arms and I tried to lift too much weight. I
knew right away that I had done something to my left arm.
For the last few days, I haven’t been able to use it at all.

Unit 7c
Ex. 4 (p. 76)

You asked me to give you my opinion on which sport to
choose, cycling or kayaking. They are both exciting sports.
Cycling is thrilling and it’s challenging, but it’s dangerous.
You can hurt yourself easily. Kayaking is competitive, but
expensive. To me, both sports are interesting. You should
choose the one you like the most. 

Unit 8c
Ex. 2 (p. 86)

   1    Clerk:           Hello. How can I help you?
         Customer:   Hi. I’d like a dozen roses, please.
         Clerk:           Certainly. What color would you like?
          Customer:   My wife loves pink flowers. Do you have any? 
         Clerk:           Let me take a look. We only have 5 pink

ones left.
         Customer:   OK. I’ll take 5 pink ones and 5 red ones.

   2    Clerk:           Good morning. How can I help you?
         Customer:   Hello. Two loaves, please.
         Clerk:           Here you go. Would you like anything else?
          Customer:   Yes. Do you have any chocolate chip cookies?
         Clerk:           Yes. They’re fresh from the oven.
         Customer:   Great! I’ll take a dozen.

   3    Clerk:           Hello. How can I help you?
         Customer:   I have a terrible cold. Do you have anything

I could take?
         Clerk:           You could take some vitamin C, some

aspirin, and cough syrup.
         Customer:   OK. I’ll take all of them. I want syrup for a

dry cough.

         Clerk:           This one is very good. The instructions are
on the bottle. 

         Customer:   Thanks. How much is that altogether?

Unit 9c
Exs. 4a & 4b (p. 96)

Host: If you’ve just tuned in, we’re talking about the good
and bad points about playing computers games. Now we’re
going to take some calls from our listeners and see what
they have to say about the subject. Hello, who’s on line 1?
Ann: Hi, my name’s Ann and I think playing computer
games is a complete waste of time. There are so many
better things to do. Apart from that, they can be violent.
Host: OK. Does the caller on line 2 feel the same way?
Bob: Hi, there. I’m Bob and actually, no I don’t. I think
computer games are very enjoyable and a lot of fun, and
they can help relieve stress. 
Host: What do you say to that Ann?
Ann: I disagree. I think playing computer games can prove
unhealthy. For example, it can cause headaches and eye
problems. Also there are a lot of people who play for long
hours and get no exercise, so they end up gaining weight. It
also interferes with a lot of people’s social life. They don’t
hang out with their friends as much as they used to.
Host: Ann made a number of points against computer
games. What do you think Bob?
Bob: I think her view is a bit extreme. Most people find that
computer games are great for improving logical thinking.
And of course they are the best way to improve your
computer skills, so they can help you do better at school.
Host: Well, you two have certainly made good points for
both sides of the argument, but that’s where we’ll have to
leave it for today ... tune in tomorrow ... (fade)

Unit 9f
Ex. 4 (p. 99)

 A:    Hello, can I help you?
 B:    Yes, please. I want some information about what

movie is playing this Wednesday, uhh ... no Thursday. I
think it’s Enchanted, isn’t it?

 A:    That’s on today and tomorrow but from Thursday it’s
The Wrong Trousers.

 B:    Oh, I see. What sort of movie is that? A horror?
 A:     No, it’s an animated movie.
 B:     OK. What time is it on?
 A:     There are two showings; one at 7 pm and another at

9 pm.
 B:     How much are tickets?
 A:     They’re $6.00. You can pay by credit card and reserve

your ticket today, or you can buy it at the movie
theater ticket counter on Thursday.

 B:     OK. I’ll buy it on Thursday. Thank you very much.
 A:     You’re welcome. Goodbye.
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Unit 10b
Ex. 12 (p. 105)

Ann: Hi, John. How’s your French class going?
John: Oh, Ann, hi. Very well, thanks.
Ann: Good. I’m having a party tonight. Would you and the
rest of the class like to come?
John: Tonight? I’m afraid I can’t. I’m surfing the Net. I’m
doing some research for my history project tomorrow.
Ann: Oh! What about Harry?
John: Harry definitely can’t come. He has a bad cold, so he’s
in bed watching TV.
Ann: Oh, OK. Should I ask Helen?
John: No, her parents are seeing a movie this evening, so
she’s cooking dinner for herself and her brother.
Ann: How about Jane?
John: She wants to buy some new jeans, so she’s going shopping.
Ann: And Doug?
John: Well, let me see ... I think he’s playing video games
with his cousin. Oh no! That’s on Sunday. He’s listening to
his new CD this evening.
Ann: What’s Kate doing?
John: Well, she said she’s going to rent a DVD tonight. Why
don’t you have your party next week? Then we can all come!

Optional Listening Practice

Module 1
(p. LP1)

Tony: Good morning, Bill! I see you are all busy today.
Bill: Yes, that’s right. There is lots of work to do. First, I need
to do the laundry, but I don’t think we have any laundry
detergent.
Tony: That’s all right. I can go shopping and buy some. 
Bill: Thanks, Tony.
Tony: No problem. What’s Anna doing?
Bill: She’s in the kitchen. She’s mopping the floor. 
Tony: Oh dear, that is a difficult job!
Bill: Not as difficult as Sally’s. She has to clean her messy room!
Tony: Poor Sally! Can John help her out?
Bill: No, he’s mowing the lawn.
Tony: That’s a nice job. It’s really sunny today.
Bill: Yes, he and David are very lucky.
Tony: Why, what’s David doing?
Bill: He’s walking the dog.
Tony: That’s a smart choice!

Module 2
(p. LP1)

John: Hi, Ann. I haven’t seen you for ages. Are you busy this
weekend?
Ann: Hi, John. Well, I’m free on Friday and Sunday but not on
Saturday because it’s my birthday.
John: Oh! Of course! Are you having a party at home?
Ann: No. I thought about having it at a restaurant, but in the
end I decided to have it at the Crown Plaza Hotel because there

are lots of people coming. My parents are hiring a band. I was
worried that they would hire a magician or a clown, but they
understand that I’m growing up now. You should come. It’s
going to be great!
John: Thanks. I’d love to. What time does it start?
Ann: It starts at eight thirty. I’ll be there at about 8 o’clock,
but my parents will be there from seven to help set
everything up.
John: OK. I can help too if you want. Just let me know.
Ann: Thanks.
John: By the way, how old are you now, seventeen?
Ann: No. I’m turning 16!
John: Sweet sixteen eh? How nice! Well, see you at the party
then.
Ann: Bye!

Module 3
(p. LP1)

Jack told me about a story he read and how amazing it was,
so I decided to buy the book and read it myself. The story was
about a prince that set off on a dangerous journey. It was so
exciting and realistic that it was like watching a movie. Jack
was right; it was a fantastic story, and I think that everybody
should read it!

Module 4
(p. LP1)

   1    Henry: You look very tired, Jane.
          Jane: I didn’t get much sleep last night because I

had a bad dream.
          Henry: Oh no! Was it about bears because we watched

that documentary about them last night?
          Jane: No, it wasn’t. I dreamt I got attacked by a

crocodile!
          Henry: How horrible!
          Jane: Yeah, luckily my cat jumped onto my bed and

woke me up.

   2    Penny: What did you do last night, Jack?
          Jack: I read a story from that book you bought me.
          Penny: Oh, the one about the haunted house?
          Jack: No, not that one. This one was about a strange

beast that lived in the forest.
          Penny: Was it good?
          Jack: Yes it was, but it wasn’t as good as the one about

the ghost ship. That one’s my favorite.

   3    Emily: When I was young, I was really frightened of
snakes. Were you ever frightened of anything, John? 

          John: Yes I was, but if I tell you, you’ll laugh.
          Emily: I won’t laugh. I promise!
          John: OK. I was afraid of cats. (Emily laughs) Hey, you said

you wouldn’t laugh!
          Emily: I know, I’m sorry. I was just thinking about my cat

and how she’s not scary at all; all she does is chase
butterflies!
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Module 5
(p. LP1)

Attention please, students. On Saturday, the Friends of
Aston Park are organizing a clean-up day. This is your
chance to help clean up the park, so that it is a safe, pleasant
environment to relax and play in. 
The clean-up will begin at 9 am and go on until the park
closes at 6 pm. So remember to write it down in your
organizers and make sure you tell your friends! For more
information, call 524-6899 or talk to Mrs. Brown in Room 5C. 
Aston Park Clean-Up Day, next Saturday from 9 am! I look
forward to seeing lots of you there.

Module 6
(p. LP2)

   1    Jo: Hi, Helen! How was your day?
          Helen: It was a bit disappointing, actually.
          Jo: Why’s that?
          Helen: Well, I wanted to go to the museum, but first I had

to go to the bank. Then things took such a long time at
the bank that by the time I finished, the museum had
already closed! 

          Jo: What a shame! Oh, well – at least you didn’t spend
the entire day in the library studying like me.

          Helen: That’s true! Good luck on your exams, by the way.

   2    Ann: Hello. Can you tell me which floor Mr. White’s office
is on, please?

          Bob: Certainly. It’s on the fifth floor.
          Ann: Did you say the fiftieth floor?
          Bob: No, there are only fifteen floors in this building. I

said Mr. White’s office is on the fifth floor. 
          Ann: Thank you very much.

   3    Ben: Hello, Bill. Welcome back! How was your trip?
          Bill: Terrible!
          Ben: Why, what happened? Did the bus break down or

something?
          Bill: No, I didn’t take the bus. I took the train. It was

really crowded and really noisy and hot.
          Ben: Sounds awful.
          Bill: It was. Sometimes I wish I had my own private plane

to travel in!
          Ben: Now that would be great! 

Module 7
(p. LP2)

Sue: Hello, John. How are you?
John: Fine, thanks Sue. I’ve just signed up for the archery club,
and I’m very excited because I’ve never tried archery before.
Sue: It sounds like fun. I’ve signed up for cycling. I thought it
would be fun since I love riding my bike.
John: Do you know what Greg decided to do?
Sue: He chose tennis, I think.
John: Awesome! I’ll have to challenge him to a tennis
match. Hey, did you hear what club Steve joined?

Sue: No, what?
John: The dance club!
Sue: Well, that’s excellent news! I’ll have to ask him to be my
partner for the winter dance.
John: Oh, I think he’s already going with Mary.
Sue: That’s a shame! Oh, well. Did Mary sign up for any
sports clubs by the way?
John: Yes, she signed up for the soccer club.
Sue: Didn’t Helen sign up for the soccer club as well? 
John: No. She was planning to, but then she changed her
mind and decided on golf instead.
Sue: Well, let’s hope we all made the right choices and end
up enjoying ourselves!
John: Yes, let’s hope so!

Module 8
(p. LP2)

(Answering machine message)
Hello, you’ve reached Barbara. I’m afraid I’m not home right
now, but please leave a message after the beep and I’ll get
back to you as soon as I can. Thanks!
(Beep)
Hi, Barbara! It’s Linda. I’m just calling to tell you about the
Chocolate Madness competition. I read about it in the
newspaper today. It sounds like fun! It’s on Saturday, March
31st at 11:30 in the morning. Anyway, if you’re interested in
joining, call me back! You can reach me at (218) 382-3425.
Talk to you soon. Bye!

Module 9
(p. LP2)

I’ll never play another video game again! My mom told me
that I might get a backache or have problems with my eyes,
but I never imagined I’d get a sore thumb. Ouch! It hurts!

Module 10
(p. LP2)

Peter: Hi, Ann. Sorry I couldn’t make it to the movies last
night. How was the movie? Did you see that new comedy?
Ann: No, it was sold out. There was a documentary about polar
bears, but we didn’t like that, so we saw an adventure movie.
Peter: How was it?
Ann: It was good. It was a bit like Pirates of the Caribbean,
but it had witches and other strange creatures in it. It was
very exciting with lots of great special effects and a lot of
great stunts. It didn’t have the state-of-the-art graphics you
find in animated movies and the background music didn’t
have a catchy tune, but it was nevertheless amazing.
Peter: So, it’s worth seeing. Is it playing again on Tuesday
evening?
Ann: No, I think it’s only playing in the afternoons, now.
Peter: Oh. Well, I suppose I could see it on Wednesday afternoon.
Ann: I don’t know if it’s playing then, but it’s definitely
playing on Monday afternoon. You should call the movie
theater to check.
Peter: I think I will.
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Starter Unit a

  1    1    C          3    E           5    F
        2    A          4    B          6    D

  2    1    Spanish          5    Italian                    9    German
        2    Mexican         6    Brazilian             10    Turkish
        3    Greek              7    Canadian
        4    Polish              8    French

  3    2    Twenty plus twelve equals thirty-two.
        3    Thirty plus thirteen equals forty-three.
        4    Forty plus fourteen equals fifty-four.
        5    Fifty plus fifteen equals sixty-five.
        6    Sixty plus sixteen equals seventy-six.
        7    Seventy plus seventeen equals eighty-seven.
        8    One hundred and eighty plus eighteen equals

one hundred and ninety-eight.
        9    One thousand plus two hundred equals one

thousand two hundred.

  4    1    is                       5    are                       9    aren’t, are
        2    isn’t, is             6    am                     10    Is
        3    Is                       7    Are
        4    are                   8    are

  5    1    is                5    is                       9    are             13    is
        2    is                6    isn’t               10    is
        3    are             7    is                    11    am
        4    is                8    is                    12    is

Starter Unit b

  1    1    dictionary      5    ruler                       9    bike
        2    jacket              6    helmet                10    pants
        3    coat                 7    sharpener
        4    dress               8    atlas

  2    1    an        3    a           5    an        7    a           9    an  
        2    a           4    a           6    an        8    a        10    a

  4    3    Those are men.                     6    That is a clock.
        4    These are schoolbags.        7    That is a scarf.
        5    This is a chair.

  5    1    She                  3    His                    5  her
        2    Sara’s              4    my                   6  They

  6    2    Tony’s bike                4    the men’s coats
        3    the girls’ hats            5    Ann and Sue’s friend

Starter Unit c

  2

        

  3    1    In front of             3    Next to
        2    On                          4    Under

  4    1    has                         4    have                7    don’t have
        2    has                         5    has 
        3    doesn’t have         6    doesn’t have        

Starter Unit d

  1    1    C                       3    E                       5    F
        2    D                      4    A                       6    B

  2    1    Bill                    3    John                6    Michael
        2    Maria               4    Sue                  

  3    1    Britten            3    Berlin              5    black 
        2    seventeen     4    brothers         6    orange

  4    1    How (C)                 3    How (B)
        2    Where (D)            4    What (A)

  5    1    How old are you?
        2    Ann is my friend.
        3    Tony doesn’t have a bicycle.
        4    His name is Pedro.
        5    Charlie and Steve are my brothers.

Unit 1a

  1    1    B          3    E           5    F           7    G
        2    A          4    C          6    D

 3 -s jackets, sharpeners, helmets
-es atlases, dresses, boxes
-ies dictionaries, babies
-ves knives, shelves, scarves
irregular people, men, children, teeth

A
H
C
B
G
C
C
B

T
I
A
E
E
U
L
A

S
V
B
K
P
S
O
T

P
A
I
S
L
H
S
S

I
S
N
H
A
I
E
I

L
E
E
O
M
O
T
N

L
L
T
W
P
N
B
K

O
A
S
E
V
S
E
E

W
M
S
R
I
A
D
N

 1

bedroom closet, bookcase, desk, bed 

living room couch, armchair, coffee table,
cushions

bathroom sink, bathtub, toilet, shower
kitchen sink, fridge, stove, cabinets
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  2    1    tall                    5    curly                      9    smart
        2    short               6    fair                       10    polite
        3    funny              7    chubby
        4    long                 8    slim

  4    1    likes                                    5    doesn’t drive
        2    doesn’t speak                  6    watch
        3    go                                        7    don’t play
        4    doesn’t have                    8    likes

  5    2    Does Jane like burgers? No, she doesn’t.
        3    Do they read magazines? Yes, they do.
        4    Does Ann surf the Net? Yes, she does.
        5    Do Helen and John play the guitar? No, they don’t.

Unit 1b

  1    1    makes my/the bed        6    mops the floor   
        2    walks the dog                 7    dusts the furniture
        3    waters the plants           8    cooks (makes)
        4    does the laundry            9    washes the dishes
        5    irons the clothes

  2    1    makes             4    cooks                     7    Does, set
        2    Do, clear         5    Do, walk               8    tidy up
        3    mows              6    takes out

  3    2    d    Ben sometimes makes his bed.
        3    a    Ben often has breakfast.
        4    e    Ben usually walks to school.
        5    c    Ben always does his homework in the evening.

  4    (Ss’ own answers) 

Unit 1c

  1    2    Tuesday                4    Thursday       6    Saturday
        3    Wednesday        5    Friday              7    Sunday

  2    (Suggested Answers)

         

        1    In the morning, I get up early. I have breakfast
and then go to school.

        2    In the afternoon, I have lunch and then do my
homework. After that, I play sports with my friends
in the park.

        3    In the evening, I have dinner. Then I surf the Net
and chat online with my friends.

        4    I usually go to bed at 11 pm.

  3    2    She cooks dinner or sets the table.
        3    We watch a DVD or go to the movies.
        4    They walk to school or take the bus.
        5    He waters the plants and walks the dog.

  4    1    and     2    or      3    or      4    and    5    or     6    or

  5    (Suggested Answers)

        1    When the weather is bad, I don’t go out. I often
invite my friends over. I usually watch TV or play
video games. I never go shopping or to the movies.

        2    When it is sunny, I never stay in. I always go out
with my friends. I sometimes go shopping and
hang out with my friends at the mall.

Unit 1d

  1    a    1    B          2    A          3    D          4    C          5    E

        b    1    soap operas               4    free time
               2    after-school clubs     5    goes skateboarding
               3    school uniform

  2    1    We like soap operas.
        2    My favorite school subject is math.
        3    Do you like English?
        4    My mom doesn’t work.
        5    School finishes at 3:30.
        6    She belongs to a karate club. 

  3    1    B          2    A          3    A          4    C

Unit 1e

  1    1    b          2    b          3    a           4    b          5    b

 3 -s speaks, plays, likes, solves
-es does, kisses, teaches, watches, washes
-ies cries, studies

in the morning get up early, have breakfast, go
to school

in the
afternoon

have lunch, do homework, play
sports

in the evening have dinner, surf the Net, chat
online

 2 B
D
K
L
A
A
S
E
A
S

A
E
A
E
S
W
E
O
P
A

H
A
L
S
L
R
E
Q
O
S

A
S
C
W
I
Y
L
P
L
F

N
Y
A
E
M
C
E
C
I
U

D
G
R
E
A
H
G
L
T
N

S
O
E
T
N
U
A
U
E
N

O
I
F
D
E
B
N
M
S
Y

M
N
U
A
R
B
T
S
E
R

E
G
L
S
E
Y
S
Y
T
P
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  3    1    soap operas                     14    basketball   
        2    DVDs                                  15    football
        3    a movie                             16    video games
        4    the news                           17    a collar
        5    shopping                          18    sunglasses
        6    to the movies                  19    a uniform
        7    to school                           20    a hat
        8    home                                 21    breakfast
        9    text messages                 22    the bed
      10    letters                                23    a friend
      11    a note                                24    a mistake
      12    a package                         25    a phone call
      13    the guitar

Unit 1f

  1    1    F           2    F           3    T           4    T           5    T

  2    2    It’s eight forty/twenty to nine.
        3    It’s four o’clock.
        4    It’s one thirty.
        5    It’s four fifty-five/five to five.
        6    It’s a quarter to two./It’s one forty-five.

  3    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 1f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 2a

  1    1    H          3    A          5    C          7    B
        2    E           4    F           6    D          8    G

  2    1    sunny             3    rainy         5    cloudy
        2    freezing         4    snowy
     
  3    1    is celebrating                  5    are waiting
        2    is having                           6    are wearing
        3    isn’t raining                     7    is smiling
        4    is shining
     
  4    1    is raining     3    are wearing    5    are celebrating
        2    is watching  4    is making        6    are making

  5    1    Are the children flying a kite?
        2    He is celebrating his birthday.
        3    John is taking pictures.
        4    She isn’t wearing a costume.
        5    We are watching a contest.
        6    Is it raining now?

Unit 2b

  1    1    costumes             3    parade
        2    masks                   4    festival

  2    1    full                   3    luck           5    throw
        2    light                4    fun             6    wear

  3    1    T           2    T           3    F           4    F           5    T

  4    1    C          3    B          5    B          7    C          9    B
        2    A          4    C          6    A          8    A       10    A

  5    1    am                                       5    are coming
        2    am celebrating               6    want 
        3    want                                   7    starts
        4    hope                                   8    don’t you sleep

Unit 2c

  1    1    The Banana Split Festival.   
        2    In Wilmington, Ohio in the USA. 
        3    In the second week of June.   
        4    Because people say that the banana split was

first made there.   
        5    People enjoy the music, visit the classic car

show, and make their own banana splits.   
        6    People love the Banana Split Festival.

  2                                             Halloween
         Every year on October 31st, Americans celebrate

Halloween. Children dress up in costumes and masks
and visit the houses in their neighborhoods. They
carry bags or buckets with them. People give the
children a treat, usually something sweet, like candy.
Halloween is a fun celebration for all Americans.

  3    (Suggested Answer)

        

Every year in February, people who live in Quebec City,
Canada celebrate the Quebec Winter Carnival. The
festival is very popular and includes many fun activities
such as ice sculpting, downhill skiing, sleigh racing, etc.
Everyone loves this celebration of winter, so if you’re ever
in Quebec in wintertime, don’t miss the Quebec Winter
Carnival!

Name Quebec Winter Carnival

Date February

Place Quebec City, Canada

Activities ice sculpting, downhill skiing, sleigh
racing, etc.

Comments Everyone loves this celebration of
winter.
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Unit 2d

        pictures: pear, grapes, cherries, pineapple

  2    1    apples             5    pears                     9    avocados  
        2    cherries          6    bananas             10    melons 
        3    grapes            7    pineapples
        4    oranges          8    peaches

  3    1    celebrate       3    watch                   5    rides
        2    contest          4    taste   

  4    1    C          3    E           5    B
        2    D          4    F           6    A

  5    1    am relaxing                     5    are you doing
        2    Is it raining                       6    Are you studying
        3    is sunbathing                  7    are having
        4    are eating   

  6    1    He isn’t watching TV now.
        2    Does she live in New York?
        3    Are they having a party tonight?
        4    School starts at 8:30.

Unit 2e

  1    1    C          2    A          3    D          4    B

  2    1    that sounds great          3    pick you up
        2    nothing much 

  3    1    I            2    C          3    I            4    I            5    C

  4    1    sandwiches   4    decorations         7    sculptures
        2    a party            5    a wish
        3    poems            6    a contest

         (Suggested Answers)

  •    When it snows, my brother and I go outside and
throw snowballs at each other.

  •    Would you like to watch a movie?
  •    My mom likes to take a nap in the afternoon.
  •    My mom makes breakfast for us every morning.
  •    Mark’s dad lit the candles on the birthday cake.

Unit 2f

  1    1    red                  4    brown                 7    gray
        2    yellow           5    green                  8    purple
        3    orange          6    blue

  2    1    COOL             4    UNHAPPY          7    IMAGINATIVE
        2    ANGRY          5    MYSTERIOUS    8    RELAXED
        3    PEACEFUL    6    QUIET  
     
         HIDDEN WORD: CREATIVE

  3    B

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 2f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 3a

  1    1    b          2    a           3    c           4    e           5    d

  2    1    afraid              3    series                  5    scientist
        2    monster         4    creator               6    heroes

  4    1    didn’t watch       4    didn’t work          7    wore
        2    appeared             5    changed               8    surfed
        3    helped                  6    didn’t go

  5    3    Daniel didn’t walk the dog.
        4    Daniel cleaned his room.
        5    Daniel went shopping.
        6    Daniel didn’t surf the Net.
        7    Daniel met his friends.
        8    Daniel ate out.

  6    (Suggested Answer)

        1    I went shopping with my sister.
        2    I did my homework.
        3    I cleaned my room.
        4    I went to the movies with my friends.

Unit 3b

  1    1    grew up         5    strength           9    crime  
        2    shy                  6    danger           10    everyday
        3    dark                 7    costume
        4    ordinary         8    fights  

 1 A
F
W
X
H 
E 
S 
O
D

P
C
C
H
E
R
R
Y
W

P
D
H
Q
T
O
P
U
G

L
Z 
E
G
E
R
E
K
R 

E
S
R
O
T
A
A
D
A

R
M
E
L
O
N
R
S
P

V
S
Y
E
S
G
F
W
E

W
A
V
D
P
E
A
C
H

A
V
O
C
A
D
O
Q
T

P
I
N
E
A
P
P
L
E

B
A
N
A
N
A
E
Y
I

 3 Regular Irregular
lived, created, looked,
hunted, tried, helped,
changed

became, wore, knew,
left, made, wrote,
chose
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  2    2    Did Tom’s sister make dinner?
               No, she didn’t. Tom’s mother made dinner.
        3    Did Tom mow the lawn?
               No, he didn’t. Tom’s father mowed the lawn.
        4    Did Tom’s mother do the shopping?
               No, she didn’t. Tom’s brother did the shopping.
        5    Did Tom’s brother play basketball?
               No, he didn’t. Tom’s sister played basketball.

  3    2    Did you get up early yesterday?
               Yes, I did./No, I didn’t.
        3    Did you make your bed this morning?
               Yes, I did./No, I didn’t.
        4    Did your dad cook dinner yesterday?
               Yes, he did./No, he didn’t.
        5    Did you watch a DVD last night?
               Yes, I did./No, I didn’t.

  4    2    he used to wear glasses.
        3    he didn’t use to send emails.
        4    he didn’t use to go to the movies alone.
        5    he didn’t use to play board games.
        6    he used to ride a bike.

          (Ss’ own answers)

Unit 3c 

  1    1    c        2    a         3    d        4    b      5    f         6    e

         1    car accident                4    broke box office records  
        2    become friends       5    movie director  
        3    win awards                6    form a company 

  2    1    because         3    and            5    too
        2    also                  4    so

  3    1    Antonio Banderas.  
         2    His acting/movies.   
        3    In 1960, in Malága, Spain. 
        4    A professional soccer player.
        5    Acting.
        6    He started working in Hollywood.
        7    Actress Melanie Griffith.

  4    (Suggested Answer)

                Angelina Jolie was born in 1975 in Los Angeles,
USA. She learned to act from her famous parents
and at the age of 11, she studied at the Lee
Strasberg Theatre Institute. She studied film and in
the mid-1990s, she appeared in small movies.

                She became very popular as Lara Croft in the
Tomb Raider movies. She learned kickboxing for
this role. Angelina won an Oscar for the movie Girl,
Interrupted.

                She got involved in international charities. She
has also adopted children from different countries.

Unit 3d

  1    1    T   
        2    T    
        3    F    (The magician was born in a place called

“Myrddin”.)
        4    F    (Merlin was very energetic.)
        5    T   
        6    F    (The Lady of the Lake locked Merlin away in a

glass tower.)

  2    1    pull                  3    heart        5    country
        2    powerful       4    ruled   

  3    a    1    attacked         3    won                 5    met
               2    explained      4    promised       6    broke

        b    1    met                 3    attacked        5    broke
               2    explained      4    promised      6    won

Unit 3e

  1    1    How was your weekend?
        2    I was out of town.
        3    What’s it about?
        4    Sounds interesting.
        5    Who stars in it?
        6    Where’s it playing?

  2    1    The Golden Compass   
        2    Fantasy   
        3    Nicole Kidman, Daniel Craig, Dakota Blue
               Richards, and Ben Walker 
        4    the Empire

  3    1    awesome                          3    where it’s playing
        2    wasn’t in                           4    stars in it

  4     a     horror, science fiction, comedy, musical, romance,
action, drama

        b    (Suggested Answer)

               My favorite movie is Ratatouille, which is about
a rat who works as a chef in a French restaurant.
It’s an adventure movie/comedy movie and it’s
very funny.

Unit 3f

  1    1    A                2    C                 3    A                4    B
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  2    1    archeologist       4    buried             7    died
        2    curse                     5    king                 8    reigned
        3    tomb                     6    temple

  3    1    was                 6    spent                 11     listened   
        2    had                  7    tried                   12     wanted  
        3    met                 8    went                  13     didn’t have
        4    enjoyed          9    paid
        5    took              10    decided

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 3f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 4a

  1    1    frightened           4    peaceful         7    nervous
        2    surprised              5    sad                   8    angry 
        3    relaxed                 6    shocked

  2    A    antennae, wings
        B    paws, ears, fur, tail, legs
        C    nose, eyes, body, flippers

  3    1    was shining               4    was making   
        2    were wearing            5    were playing
        3    was swimming         6    were enjoying

  4    2    No, mom wasn’t playing video games. She was
listening to music.

        3    No, Julie wasn’t doing her homework. She was
playing an electronic game.

        4    No, grandma wasn’t listening to music. She
was reading a book.

        5    No, Bill wasn’t watching TV. He was doing his
homework/writing.

Unit 4b

  1    1    sank                    4    realized         7    disappeared
        2    haunted            5    was coming
        3    were sailing      6    screamed
        
  2    1    on        2    to         3    in         4    at   5    at

  3    1    was sailing                       9    tied
        2    received                         10    broke out
        3    found                              11    rushed
        4    was                                  12    exploded
        5    didn’t have                    13    sank
        6    were climbing              14    happened
        7    ran                                    15    existed
        8    searched 

  4    1    He was studying when the lights went out.
        2    She was cooking while he was setting the table.
        3    They were playing soccer when it started to rain.

        4    The phone rang while we were watching TV.
        5    Tom and I were walking in the forest when

lightning struck a tree.

Unit 4c

  2    a    3          b    1          c    2

  3    (Suggested Answer)

        Last night, John was standing outside a strange
house in his neighborhood. All of a sudden, he saw a
bright light shining through the window on the 2nd
floor. John had never seen anything so bright. He was
very afraid.

  4    (Suggested Answer)

        The next morning, John felt silly standing in the yard
with his family. He was happy that he had visited the
strange house because his new neighbor turned out
to be a very funny man. The bright light was just Mr.
Bradshaw’s crazy new gadget. He made things in his
spare time, but they never worked in the end.
Anyway, life would be very interesting now that
John had Mr. Bradshaw as a neighbor.

  5    (Suggested Answer)

         Setting the scene
               It was 4:30 on Friday afternoon and it was raining

hard. Ben Nelson was driving along a quiet country
road on his way home from work.

         Ending the story
               Later, Ben woke up in the hospital. Ben’s wife and

daughter came into the room. They had a cake and
some balloons with them. They decided to have the
birthday party at the hospital. Everyone was relieved
that Ben was OK.

         A Close Call
               It was 4:30 on Friday afternoon and it was raining

hard. Ben Nelson was driving along a quiet country
road on his way home from work.

               It was his daughter’s birthday and Ben wanted to
be home in time to see his daughter, Rachel, blow
out the candles on her cake. The party was going to
start at 5 o’clock, so Ben started to drive a little faster.

               The road was wet and slippery. Suddenly, he saw
a man on a bike in front of him. He turned the wheel
quickly to avoid him. Seconds later, he crashed into
a tree. Everything went black.

               Later, Ben woke up in the hospital. Ben’s wife and
daughter came into the room. They had a cake and
some balloons with them. They decided to have the
birthday party at the hospital. Everyone was relieved
that Ben was OK.
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Unit 4d

  1    1    The haunted forest is near Blue Hills.
        2    The forest was beautiful with tall trees and

different plants.
        3    People lost their homes and lives because of a

tragic fire.
        4    Locals saw people trying to put out a fire.
        5    These people were the ghosts of the haunted

forest.

  2    1    carry                      3    catch           5    spill
        2    hang                      4    break

  3    1    went                    5    heard          9    realized
         2    were walking        6    knew          10     were running

        3    heard                    7    led
        4    thought               8    started

Unit 4e

  1    1    B          2    B          3    A          4    B          5    A

  2    1    a           2    a           3    b          4    a           5    b

  3    1    What’s wrong?                3    take a look
        2    Oh really?                         4    did nothing

  4    1    didn’t you come, was studying
        2    was watching, fell, was
        3    had
        4    did you do
        5    was playing, went, happened

Unit 4f

  1    1    loved                    4    looked              7    died 
        2    punished             5    gave birth 
        3    turned                   6    killed 

  2    a    A    break               C    bring                  E    hang
               B    spill                  D   have

        b    1    a great time                     4    salt 
               2    his promise                      5    a horseshoe
               3    good luck

  3    1    started                                     9    began
        2    decided                                10    destroyed
        3    were planning                    11    killed
        4    agreed                                   12    hid
        5    were watching                   13    survived
        6    saw                                         14    left
        7    was                                         15    walked
        8    started 

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 4f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 5a

  1    1    TIGER                     4    SEAL                  7    SALMON
        2    LEOPARD             5    CHEETAH         8    PENGUIN
        3    PIGEON                 6    WOLF   
        
  2    1    cause                    4    lay                      7    rise
         2    hunt                        5    migrate              8    become   
        3    survive                 6    feed   

  3    1    d        2    c          3    a        4    e       5    b        6    f

        1    Global warming             4    endangered species
        2    polluted beaches          5    household waste
        3    public transportation   6    melting ice

  4    2    I’ll/I won’t be very rich.
        3    I’ll/I won’t get married.
        4    I’ll/I won’t have many children.
        5    I’ll/I won’t have a big house with a swimming pool.
        6    I’ll/I won’t travel around the world.

Unit 5b

  1    1    supervolcanoes   4    explosion    7    drop
        2    erupts                   5    survive        8    extinction
        3    earthquakes       6    blocks out

  2    1    recycle                  4    will rise       7    plant
        2    will save               5    will be
        3    turns                         6    will dry

  3    1    wouldn’t be                     5    wouldn’t throw   
        2    pour                                   6    don’t act
        3    were                                   7    will help   
        4    will be able to                 8    don’t recycle

  4    1    ’d/would buy, were         3    had, wouldn’t have
         2    would be, stopped          4    were/was, would use

  5    (Suggested Answer)

         1    …, we won’t go out.
         2    …, I would ask for some help.
         3    …, we will go swimming.
         4    …, there would be less garbage in landfills.
         5    …, you will love this book.

Unit 5c

  1    1    an article suggesting solutions to a problem
        2    students/readers of the school magazine
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  2    What is the problem? (paragraph 1) Animals are
being hunted.

        What are its effects? (paragraph 2) Harms the
animal populations and animals become extinct.

          What are the possible solutions? (paragraph 3)
Governments should ban hunting of endangered
species. People must stop buying products made
from these animals. We can use other natural
materials for clothing or decorative items.

  3    What’s the problem?   
        natural habitat –destroyed by man 
        deserts expand – can’t find food 
        floods and wildfires – nothing left to eat 

        What can we do to help?
        create more nature reserves
        volunteers – help and provide food
        plant trees and protect forests

  4    (Suggested Answer)

         What’s the problem?
         The natural habitats of some animals are being

destroyed by man. Deserts are expanding also,
which makes it difficult for animals to find food.
Furthermore, because of floods and wildfires,
there’s nothing left for animals to eat.

        What can we do to help?
        The most important thing that we can do to help is to

plant more trees and protect our forests. Volunteers
can look for animals that need help after a disaster and
provide them with food. Also, more nature reserves
need to be created so that endangered species will be
able to survive much longer.

Unit 5d

  1    1    The Giant Panda is white with black fur around
its ears, eyes, shoulders, arms, and legs.

        2    They live for 20-30 years in captivity.
        3    The Giant Panda almost always eats bamboo,

but sometimes it eats flowers, grass, small
rodents, carrots, apples, and sugarcane.

        4    They live in forests on the mountains of Central
China.

        5    We should protect them because they are a
critically endangered species.

        6    There are about 1,760 pandas in the world today.

  2    1    national symbols           5    chemicals   
        2    government                    6    population   
        3    pairs                                   7    extinction
        4    in the wild   

  3    1    don’t they     3    do they             5    do they
        2    can’t they      4    don’t they        6    won’t they

Unit 5e

  1    1    A          2    B          3    C          4    B            5    C

  2    a    1    Look at this!
               2    That sounds like a great idea.   
               3    Why don’t we sign up?
               4    can’t you?   
               5    miss it for the world!

        b    1    A “Save the Planet” campaign.
               2    She has a dentist appointment on the same

day as the campaign.
               3    He suggests that she can come later, after

the dentist appointment.

  3    1    Never mind.
        2    Why don’t we sign up?   
        3    How about meeting at
        4    Sure, that sounds like a good idea.
        5    Oh no! I’m afraid I’m busy

Unit 5f

  1    1    clean                     3    place                 5    Planting
        2    raise                      4    continue          6    protect

  2    1    landfill                  4    energy              7    save 
        2    throw away        5    power  
        3    breaks down       6    containers

  3    1    turn off, will save                  4    didn’t throw   
        2    would adopt                         5    will have 
        3    were 

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 5f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 6a

  1    1    WATERFALL        3    DESERT             5    ISLAND
        2    MOUNTAIN         4    RIVER

  2    1    big                         3    historic             5    clean
        2    noisy                     4    cheap                6    exciting
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        irregular adjectives: good, bad

  4    1    amazing                           5    more
        2    the nicest                          6    more expensive
        3    noisier                                7    the most luxurious
        4    cleaner                              8    best

  5    1    most               3    More                  5    than 
        2    very                 4    much

  6    1    Big cities are noisier than small cities.
        2    The Nile is the longest river in the world.
        3    The subway is faster than the bus or car.
        4    New York is more crowded than Sydney.
        5    Calgary is the cleanest city in the world.

Unit 6b

  1    1    bus                  2    yacht                 3    motorcycle

        

        

  2    1    go on              4    take                    7    range
        2    lasts                5    stop                  8    get
        3    book                6    depart

  3    1    ancient          3    traditional        5    fast
        2    high                 4    crowded           6    bold

  4    1    too heavy                         5    as cheap as
        2    enough seats                  6    convenient enough
        3    as comfortable as          7    too expensive
        4    too crowded                    8    fast enough

  5    1    A          2    B          3    B          4    A         5    B

Unit 6c

  1    Para 1:   Name
                        Location
        Para 2:   Material
                        What is inside/outside
        Para 3:   Our opinion

  2    1    historic, stone            4    red, brick 
         2    tall, glass                        5    small, bronze
        3    big, modern              6    huge, stone

  3    1    An article describing a museum.
        2    Students/Readers of an international school
               magazine.
        3    Three.
        4    Name, location, material, what is inside/outside,

my opinion.

(Suggested Answer)

         The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City is
one of the world’s largest and most important museums.
With its rich collection of exhibits, it’s a great place to
spend the entire day.
        The building is made out of stone, limestone, and
marble. Inside it has over 2 million works of art. There is
also a gift shop called the Met Store and a rooftop
sculpture garden. 
        The Metropolitan Museum of Art is a truly amazing
museum. If you are ever in New York, it’s definitely
worth a visit.

Unit 6d

  1    1    The Colosseum is one of the largest amphitheaters
ever built.

        2    It is in the center of Rome, in Italy.
        3    People went there to watch gladiator games,

contests between men and animals, and make-
believe naval battles.

        4    Earthquakes and stone theft changed the way
the Colosseum looks.

        5    popular – landmarks
               largest – amphitheaters
               interesting – events
               make-believe – naval battles

Adjective Comparative Superlative
good better (than) (the) best
cool cooler (than) (the) coolest
nice nicer (than) (the) nicest

noisy noisier (than) (the) noisiest
bad worse (than) (the) worst
hot hotter (than) (the) hottest

beautiful more beautiful
(than)

(the) most
beautiful

deep deeper (than) (the) deepest

famous more famous
(than)

(the) most
famous

crowded more crowded
(than)

(the) most
crowded

drive a … bus, jeep, van

sail a … boat, yacht

ride on/in a … bus, gondola, jeep, van, sled,
snowmobile, motorcycle
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               different – Colosseum
               important – landmark
               modern – Italy

  2    1    freshwater    4    staircase           7    monster
        2    legend           5    cross                  8    impressive
        3    coast               6    dates

  3    1    the largest                  3    taller than
        2    the oldest                   4    the tallest

Unit 6e

  1    1    How was your vacation?   
        2    It was fantastic!
        3    Where did you go? 
        4    Where did you stay? 
        5    What was the weather like?   
        6    Did you take a lot of photos?

  2    1    b          2    b          3    b          4    a            5    a

  3    1    glad to see you    3    See you later  
         2    come over                4    enjoyed every minute of it

  4    1    B          2    B          3    A          4    B            5    C

Unit 6f

     

        

  2    1    lived                3    lit                          5   traveled
        2    built                 4    made                  6   transported

  3    2    House C is bigger than house B, but house A is
the biggest (of all).

        3    House B has more bedrooms than house C, but
house A has the most (rooms of all).

        4    House C is more expensive than house B, but
house A is the most expensive (of all).

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 6f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 7a

        

         Sports used with do: wrestling, gymnastics
         Sports used with play: tennis, baseball
         Sports used with go: snowboarding, skydiving,

kayaking

  2    1    heard                     4    compete     7   break
        2    think                     5    beat              8   imagine
        3    promises              6    win

  3    2    played (R)                      8    attended (R)
        3    won (I)                            9    seen (I)
        4    started (R)                 10    done (I)
        5    been (I)                        11    finished (R)
        6    watched (R)               12    beaten (I)
        7    given (I) 

  4    1    Jane and Tom have won many medals.
        2    Have you ever played baseball?
        3    Diane has gone skiing many times.
        4    I have not eaten lunch yet.
        5    They have never done judo.
        6    John has already lost 5 pounds.

 1 F
I
R
E
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T
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Furniture desk, bookcase, closet,
armchair

Appliances fridge, stove
Special Features fireplace, sink, bathtub, garden
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 1

Sports
wrestling, snowboarding, tennis,
gymnastics, baseball, skydiving,
kayaking

Equipment racket, goggles, gloves, paddle,
helmet, rope, bat
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  5    1    so far               4    already               7    just
        2    yet                    5    ever                     8    never
        3    for                    6    since

Unit 7b

  1    2    ear                   6    foot                  10    tongue
        3    neck                7    toes                   11    fingers
        4    elbow             8    eye                    12    knee
        5    hand               9    nose                 13    ankle

  2    1    eye                   3    tooth                   5    nose
        2    ear                   4    tongue               6    tongue

        John has broken his leg.
        Kelly has cut her finger.
        Steve has hit his head.

  3    1    won                 4    hit                        7    paid
        2    made              5    lost                      8    recover
        3    pull                  6    wondered

  4    1    has made                      5    has guided
        2    was                                 6    have won
        3    led                                   7    have earned
        4    has coached                8    was

  5    1    yet                   3    yesterday          5    already
        2    so far               4    ago   

Unit 7c

  2    1    Mike          2    a, d, e, f, g

  3    1   c                 2    b                       3    a

  4    1    C          2    O          3    O          4     C           5    O

  5    1    They                3    it                 5     His
        2    them               4    her

  6    (Suggested Answer)

         Hi Mike,
        How are you? I don’t have a lot of time for sports,

but my favorite sport is roller-skating.
        Roller-skating requires a lot of skill because the

roads and sidewalks are not very good in my
neighborhood. The best place to roller-skate is the
park. I go there on the weekends. My roller skates
were very expensive, but I take good care of them
and I have never injured myself.

        To me, roller-skating is exciting and I have already
joined a club so that I can become a professional
one day.

        Take care, 
        Stephanie 

Unit 7d

  1    1    GYMNASTICS               4    TENNIS
        2    CRICKET                         5    MARTIAL ARTS
        3    CANOEING                   6    CYCLING
        Hidden word: ARCHERY

  2    1    Very few                            4    Many 
        2    Some                                  5    A few
         3    Most/The majority of

  3    1    dreamed       4    left                     7    have made
        2    began             5    enjoyed
        3    went                6    has been

  4    1    did you start, started, have been
        2    Did you watch, haven’t missed
        3    joined, didn’t know
        4    (has) told, have lost
        5    Did you try, wanted

Unit 7e

  1    1    stomachache                  5    toothache   
        2    fever                                   6    sore throat
        3    headache                         7    cough
        4    flu   

  2    1    d          2    a           3    c           4    b

  3    1    feel awful                          3    You should
        2    What’s wrong                  4    You’re right

  4    1    A          2    A          3    B          4    C

Unit 7f

  1    1    b          2    c           3    a           4    b 

  2    1    moist              3    crack                5    affect    
        2    dark                4    rich   

  3    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 7f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 8a

  1    1    gold                 3    paper                5     glass   
        2    rubber            4    leather              6     rubber

  2    1    a bag               4    a carton             7    a box
        2    a bottle           5    a can                   8    a bottle
        3    two packs      6    two cans   
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  3    1    competition   3    attract                 5    part   
        2    feed                 4    involved            6    Donate  

  4    1    everything                       6    Everyone
        2    Someone                          7    anything
        3    anyone                              8    Someone
        4    anything                           9    something
        5    Everything   

  5    1    some               4    any                      7    some    
        2    a                       5    a                           8    a   
        3    some               6    an   

Unit 8b

  1    1    BELT                4    NECKLACE         7    JACKET   
        2    SNEAKERS     5    SWEATER          8    BOOTS
        3    EARRINGS      6    GLOVES  
        Hidden word: BRACELET

  2    1    expensive                               4     casual
        2    old-fashioned                      5     plain
        3    high-heeled  

  3    1    create             3    miss          5     sample
        2    melt             4    go

  4    1    c           2    e           3    a           4    b           5    d

        1    fashion show                  4    low temperatures
        2    Top designers                 5    sweet tooth        
        3    dark chocolate   

  5    A    1    many        3    a lot of/a few         5    a little
               2    many        4    any                           6    any

        B    1    a lot of      4    much                       7    any   
               2    any            5    a little                       8    a lot of
               3    A few        6    many 

Unit 8c

  2    I should include the following: location of
neighborhood, stores, entertainment, people,
how you like it

  3    1    b                 2    c                 3    a

  4    (Suggested Answer)

         Dear Richard,
        Thanks for your interesting email about the place

where you live.
        I live in a suburb just outside Los Angeles. There

are a lot of trees and parks in my neighborhood.

There is also a tennis court across the street from
my house. There’s a newsstand next to my house,
but the supermarket and cafés are far away. If I
want to go to the movie theater, I have to walk
down the street and catch a bus into town. 

         Anyway, I like my neighborhood because it’s quiet
and I can ride my bike safely. Most of my friends
live nearby, so we often meet in the park.

        Yours,
        Kevin

  5    1    Walk down Cedar Street and turn left on Maple
Street. The supermarket is on your left.

        2    Go down Cedar Street and cross Maple Street.
The flower shop is on your left, across the street
from the post office.

        3    Walk down Cedar Street and take the second
street on the right. The bank is on the left. 

Unit 8d

  1    1    MEAT                     3    ANTIQUE          5    FISH
        2    VEGETABLES       4    SOUVENIR        6    CLOTHES

  2    1    Bakery                               5    Grocery Store/
        2    Flower Shop                           Supermarket   
        3    Fast Food Restaurant     6    Sports Store
        4    Electronics Store            7    Pharmacy
                                                            8    Shoe Store

  3    1    products       3    exotic                 5    cafés 
        2    fresh               4    tired                    6    open

        1    Walthamstow, East London.
        2    About a mile long.
        3    Fresh fruits and vegetables, cheap clothes,

furniture, Asian food, and Caribbean music.
        4    Tuesday through Saturday from 8:00 am to

5:00 pm.

  4    1    something    3    everyone           5    anyone   
        2    something    4    everything        6    something

Unit 8e

  1    1    F           2    F           3    T           4     F

  2    1    a           2    a           3    b          4     b           5    a

  3    1    Can I help you                       5    What size do 
        2    I’d like to exchange                   you need
               this blouse                             6    Let me check
        3    big                                            7    Thank you
        4    the receipt
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  4    1    What can I do for you         5     it comes in a 
        2    I’ll have a look                               wide range
        3    Can I have the blue one     6     Do you have
        4    Here you are  

Unit 8f

  1    1    T           3    F           5    DS       7     T
        2    DS       4    T           6    T

  2    1    damages        3    give                     5    get
        2    lead                 4    makes   

  3    1    anyone          4    Someone          7    some   
        2    How many    5    a few                  8    any   
        3    something    6    Everyone       

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 8f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 9a

  1    1    keyboard       3    scanner              5    mouse      
        2    printer            4    speakers            6    webcam

  2    1    c           3    a          5    b          7     d     
        2    e          4    f           6    g          8     h

  3    2    sends emails                   6    does her homework   
        3    save her files                   7    designs websites
        4    burns CDs                       8    improve memory
        5    plays computer games

  4    1    d          2    c           3    a           4     b         5    e

  5    1    couldn’t         2    could        3    can        4    can’t
                            
  6    1    must/have to                  4    must/has to   
        2    must not                           5    don’t have to
        3    must/has to                     6    must/has to 

Unit 9b

  1    1    computer                         5    laptop
        2    microwave                       6    stove   
        3    lawn mower                    7    fridge   
        4    washing machine

        HIDDEN WORD: toaster

  2    1    donated        3    upgraded          5    repair   
        2    maintain        4    recycled            6    throw away

  3    1    must not       4    should               7    must not
        2    should            5    should               8    must not   
        3    must not       6    should               9    shouldn’t

  4    1    must not throw              4    must not smoke
        2    must stop                         5    must turn
        3    must not swim               6    must not eat or drink

Unit 9c

  2    1    A          2    C          3    D          4     B

  3    

  4    1    b          2    a           3    a           4     b  

(Suggested Answer)

         We all know that we are running out of fossil fuels.
Experts say we must turn to an alternative form of
energy, but is wind energy the solution? 
        Wind energy is environmentally friendly. For
instance, we can use it instead of burning fossil fuels to
generate energy. Wind turbines also do not take up
much space. For example, we can still use the land
around them for many purposes.
         On the other hand, generating wind energy can be
very expensive. For example, we need a lot of money to
build wind farms. Also, wind energy is not an option in
all areas. For instance, in many areas, the wind power is
not strong enough to support a wind turbine.
To sum up, wind energy is an environmentally-friendly
alternative to energy produced by burning fossil fuels.
However, unfortunately, it is not an option for areas
that do not have strong winds.

Advantages Examples
• gives us

information about
the world 

• teaches us about the
world

• the news tells us
what is happening

• documentaries teach
us about the animal
world, space, the
environment, and
technology

Disadvantages Examples
• often wastes our

time

• leads to an
unhealthy lifestyle

• spend hours in front
of it instead of
doing things we
have to do (e.g.,
homework)

• spend most of our
free time on the
couch and never
exercise
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Unit 9d

  1    1    TV series                        5    action/adventure
        2    aliens                                 6    Fans   
        3    episodes                           7    science-fiction   
        4    adventure/action          8    surprise

  2    1    science fiction                4    comes   
        2    broadcasts                       5    effects   
        3    surprise   

  3    1    who                                 4    whose   
        2    which                                 5    whose   
        3    who                                    6    which

  4    1    must/have to                  6    can   
        2    must/have to                  7    must not/can’t   
        3    must not/can’t                8    can’t/must not   
        4    must/have to                  9    don’t have to, can
        5    don’t have to, can

Unit 9e

  1    1    How can I help you?
        2    I’m looking for a digital camera.
        3    Do you want a specific brand?
        4    Take a look at this one.
        5    Do you have it in black?
        6    How much is it?
        7    I’ll take it.

  2    1    how much it costs                  4    do you have 
        2    How can I help you                      in mind
        3    What do you think of this    5    Come with me

  3    1    B          2    A          3    B          4    C           5    A

  4    2    Can I use your computer? (b)
        3    Can I borrow your pen? (b)
        4    Can you help me with my homework? (a)
        5    Can you turn the lights on? (a)

Unit 9f

  1    1    Y          3    Y          5    N   
        2    DS       4    N          6    DS

  2    1    Electrons, ants        3    energy         5     circuit
        2    dangerous               4    current 

  3    1    must not       3    shouldn’t               5    have to
        2    should            4    don’t have to        6    must

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 9f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 10a

  1    1    e         2    d        3    f         4    b        5    c       6    a

        1    box office                         4    catchy tunes
        2    clever lyrics                      5    big hit
        3    must-see                           6    action-packed

  2    1    directed                   4    joins                7    save
        2    stars                          5    set off             8    watch
        3    action-packed        6    unite

  3    1    was                            3    are                   5    is 
        2    was                            4    is                       6    were

  4    1    Lunch is served from 12:00 to 2:30.
        2    The new theater was opened yesterday afternoon

by the mayor.
        3    The Grammy Awards are held every year.
        4    The Awards are attended by famous singers.
        5    The lightbulb was invented by Thomas Edison.
        6    The bank robbers were arrested by the police.
        7    Venice is visited by thousands of tourists every

year.
        8    Extra staff was hired for the summer.

  5    1    Homes in Texas were hit by a tornado yesterday.
        2    The missing boy was found safe at the/a train

station.
        3    Visitors are attracted to Big Island Park by the

volcano.
        4    The investigation is (being) continued by police

officers.

Unit 10b

  1    1    the news                          5    Reality shows
        2    talk shows                        6    cartoon shows
        3    nature shows                  7    soap opera
        4    game shows                    8    police drama

  2    1    natural habitats              3    one-of-a-kind
        2    animal expert                 4    scared to death

  3    1    is going to                        5    is going to
        2    is going to                        6    isn’t going to
        3    isn’t going to                   7    are going to
        4    is going to

  4    (Suggested Answers)
         I’m going to the movies.
        I’m not going to clean my room.
        I’m going to do the laundry.
        I’m going to study for my math test.
        I’m not going to go to the countryside.
        I’m going to eat out.
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  5    1    is going to fly                  4    is going to pay
        2    is going to read              5    are going to jog 
        3    is going to buy                6    is going to take 

Unit 10c

  2    1    An email.
        2    My American pen pal (Mike).
        3    My favorite singer.
        4    Ss’ own answers

  3    1    Justin Timberlake. 
        2    The US.
        3    A mix of pop, hip-hop, and R&B.
        4    ‘What Goes Around ... Comes Around’.
        5    Because it has a catchy tune and Justin’s voice
               is amazing.

  4    1    a mix of                             5    live in concert
        2    heard of them                 6    excellent voice
        3    catchy tune                      7    fantastic rhythm
        4    lead singer   

  5    (Suggested Answer)

         Hi Mike,
       My favorite singer is Mandy Moore. She’s from the

US. The songs she sings are pop and many of her
songs have great lyrics. I like them because they
make you want to get up and dance. My favorite
song is Extraordinary. It has a catchy tune and you
can hear violins, drums, and guitars. I hope to see
Mandy Moore live in concert later this year. Do you
like her? I could get you a ticket, too.

        Hope to hear from you soon.
        Take care,
        Lisa

Unit 10d

  1    1    F           2    T           3    F           4     T            5    F

  2    1    d          3    h          5    f            7     a
        2    g          4    b          6    c           8     e

  3    1    wind         3    blow         5    loud
        2    skill            4    fill               6    reach

Unit 10e

  1    1    We’ll see that, then       5    I’m not sure   
        2    I’m afraid                        6    Sounds good to me
        3    I’ll be there                       7    Around 6 pm
        4    I don’t like her at all   

  2    1    It’s OK with                       4    I don’t know
        2    OK                                       5    she’s great
        3    are we doing anything   

  3    1    B          2    C          3    A          4    C

  4    2    A:   Is Jessica going clothes shopping?
               B:   No, she isn’t. Helen and Ross are going clothes

shopping.
        3    A:   Is Helen studying for an exam?
               B:   No, she isn’t. Jonathan and Ross are studying

for an exam.
        4    A:   Is Jonathan cooking dinner?
               B:   No, he isn’t. Helen and Ross are cooking

dinner.
        5    A:   Is Ross going to a concert with his friends?
               B:   No, he isn’t. Jonathan and Jessica are going

to a concert with their friends.

Unit 10f

  1    You can clap your hands.
        You can ring a bell.
        You can bang the drums.
        You can play the piano.
        You can blow a horn.
        You can shake maracas.

  2    a    1    b          2    a           3    d          4    c

        b    1    ear canal                     3    Small bones  
               2    inner ear                     4    tiny hairs

  3    1    hear                 4    sends               7    causes
        2    reaches          5    pick up
        3    collects           6    continue

  4    a    2    send       3    feel        4    play       5    join

        b    1    feels good                        4    joined forces 
               2    send ... a message         5    play a game
               3    caused an accident

  5    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 10f on p. WDT1.)
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Ex. 3 (p. 8)
Hi! My name is Caroline Britten. That’s B-R-I-T-T-E-N. I’m
seventeen and I’m from Berlin, the capital of Germany.
My mom is Italian and her name is Maria. My sister’s
name is Suzanna and she’s fourteen. I have two brothers,
Pete and Eric. They are twelve and eleven. My dad’s
name is Ed. He’s fifty and he is German. My best friend is
Helen. She is also my cousin. She’s seventeen too and
she’s from Cologne. My favorite colors are black and
orange. What about you?

Unit 1d

Ex. 3 (p. 12)

You are going to hear a young person talking about life
as a teenager in Britain.
Robbie: Hi! I’m Robbie. I’m 16 and I’m from Bolton, a big
town in England. Well, I’m from a small family really. It’s
just me, my mom, and my dad! I don’t have any
brothers or sisters. My dad works and my mom takes
care of the house. In the evening, we sometimes watch
a DVD together, but my parents usually watch TV while
I surf the Net or chat with friends online.
I like going to school, but I hate wearing a school
uniform; I think it looks really silly! My favorite subjects
are  French and German because I love learning foreign
languages. I like math too, but I think history is really
boring.
After school, I meet up with my friends and we often
go to the library and do our homework together. I
always play soccer in the evening – I love playing
sports! On the weekend, I meet friends and we play
video games all day! Great!

Unit 2b

Ex. 3 (p. 16)

Hi! I’m Katherine. I’m very excited because I’m in Italy
with my family. We’re staying in a really big hotel that has
a pool and is near the beach. Right now, my parents are
sleeping in their hotel room. My sister and I are at the
beach. We’re eating ice cream and having a great time.
There’s a big parade tonight, but we’re not going to
watch it because we’re going to celebrate my fifteenth
birthday. I’m always going to remember this trip!

Unit 2e

Ex. 3 (p. 19)

Ann: Hi, Peter! Are you doing anything this Saturday?
Peter: Oh, nothing much. Why?
Ann: Well, I just turned 16 on Thursday, so I’m having
my birthday party on Saturday.
Peter: That’s great! Where are you having it?
Ann: Well, I really want to have the party outside in my
backyard, but I’m worried about the weather.
Peter: Oh, don’t worry about that. I heard that it will
be warm and sunny this weekend. What about
entertainment?
Ann: Don’t ask! My parents actually wanted to hire a
clown for the party!
Peter: A clown? Really?
Ann: Yes! I told them that clowns were for babies and
that I wanted to hire a DJ instead.
Peter: That’s good! Are you going to put up decorations?
Ann: Yes, but I need some help, so can you come and
help me on Saturday morning?
Peter: No problem! See you at about 10 o’clock!

Unit 3f

Ex. 1 (p. 26)

Mark: Hi, Alex! What are you doing?
Alex: I’m doing a search on the Net about Nefertiti. 
Mark: Nefertiti? Isn’t she an ancient Egyptian queen?
Alex: Yes, the wife of King Akhenaton. 
Mark: Was she a pharaoh?
Alex: Some archeologists claim that she became a
Pharaoh when her husband died, but it’s not for sure.
Mark: Is it true that Nefertiti is the most famous queen
in Egypt?
Alex: Well, actually she is the second most famous queen
in Egypt. Cleopatra is the most famous one.
Mark: Oh, yes. That’s correct. I just got confused because
Nefertiti is often referred to as “the most beautiful woman
in the world,” isn’t she?
Alex: Yes, she is. From what we can see from the
paintings of her, she was very beautiful.
Mark: Have you seen the famous sculpture that shows
her head from the shoulders up?
Alex: Yes. I saw pictures of it in a history magazine a while
ago.
Mark: Here it is again. This picture is from Berlin’s Altes
Museum.
Alex: Wow, I had forgotten how beautiful it is. Look at her
neck. It’s so long. Why is one of her eyes missing, though?
Mark: It was probably broken off at some point in time. But
look at the necklace and her crown. The colors are so lively.
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Alex: Yes, they are. Did Nefertiti have any children? Do
you know?
Mark: From what they say, she had six children.
Alex: 3 boys and 3 girls?
Mark: No, they were all girls and two of them even
became queens of Egypt.
Alex: Wow! And how long did Nefertiti reign for? 
Mark: She reigned from 1353-1336 BC. 
Alex: So, she reigned for 7, no 17 years.
Mark: That’s correct. 
Alex: And why did you choose to do research on Nefertiti?
Mark: Because I have to write an essay on a person that I
admire for my ancient history class. And I admire Nefertiti
because apart from her beauty, she is also known for the
support that she gave her husband, King Akhenaton.
Alex: That’s very interesting. 
Mark: She was a woman with great power. Here, look at
this drawing of her with her husband, King ... (fade out)

Unit 4e

Ex. 1 (p. 31) 

Late one night, last year, my friend Ed and I decided to
go for a walk around my neighborhood. As we were
walking and talking, we reached the dark house, a
haunted house that scares you just by looking at it. Ed
was curious though and convinced me to go inside
and take a look around. 
As soon as we entered the house, the door closed behind
us all by itself. I found that a little strange, but I didn’t say
anything to Ed. We started to explore the house when I
saw a shadow in the kitchen. While I walked slowly to the
kitchen to see if anyone was there, Ed went to explore the
living room. When I got there, I looked around, but didn’t
see anybody, so I went to look for Ed. I found him looking
at some books in a bookcase. He told me that he was
going to take one of them with him. That’s when we heard
a strange voice. It said to put the book back and get out of
the house right away. 
We were so scared that we ran out of the house screaming
at the top of our lungs. Even though we were both out of
breath, we continued to run until we got to my house. To
this day, I try not to go near that house, and I hope I never
have to.

Unit 5e

Ex. 1 (p. 37)

David: How much is a gift membership at Global Club?
Kelly: Well, it’s normally forty-five to join, but there’s a
special for twenty-five dollars, right now.
David: Is that the monthly fee?

Kelly: No! It’s the yearly fee. I paid thirty dollars more
though, to receive their book on nature. Did you receive
the usual free bag when you signed up?
David: No, they sent me a T-shirt with “Save the Panda”
on the front.
Kelly: OK, you’ll get their magazine soon too. It’s
included in the membership fee.
David: So, now that I’ve joined, what will I do exactly?
Kelly: Well, like me, you can help clean up the beaches or if
you like turtles, you’ll get the chance to check on their
eggs.
David: Will I be able to plant trees, things like that?
Kelly: I’m not sure. The organization is more concerned
about water pollution and doing something for marine life.
David: OK, it sounds very interesting.
Kelly: Yes, it’s a great environmental club. You’ll be doing
something positive for the environment!

Unit 6e

Ex. 4 (p. 43)

Henry: Hi, Tim! It’s good to see you. How was your vacation?
Tim: It was fantastic!
Henry: So where did you go?
Tim: Well, I wanted to go to Beijing, but it was too far. I
visited Madrid last year, so this year I decided to go to
New York City.
Henry: Wow! Did you stay in a fancy, five-star hotel?
Tim: I wanted to, but I didn’t have enough money, so I
chose to stay in a hostel because even the cheap hotels
were too expensive for me.
Henry: I see! What was the weather like? Did it snow?
Tim: Well no! I thought that it would be cold and rainy,
but it was actually very warm and sunny.
Henry: That’s surprising! What did you do there?
Tim: Well, I went shopping and visited some of the
many museums, but my favorite activity was going to a
Broadway show! It was the best!
Henry: Wow! It sounds great! I’m sure you took a lot of
photos.
Tim: I did, but someone stole my camera and most of the
photos are gone. However, I did save some of them on
my laptop. Do you want to come over later and see
them?
Henry: Sure! See you later!

Unit 7e

Ex. 4 (p. 49)

1   Rob: Hi, Emma! I just called to ask if you’re OK.
Someone told me that you broke your leg.

      Emma: Hi! No, I didn’t break it, but I fell and twisted
my ankle playing tennis yesterday afternoon.
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2   Phillip: Mark! How are you? I heard you fell during
baseball practice and hit your head.

      Mark: No, I just scraped my elbows.
      Phillip: Let me see. Wow! I’m glad I don’t play

baseball. It looks pretty painful. I cut my finger
today; I had to go to the nurse’s office.

3   Man: So Tony, have you always been into sports?
      Tony: Well, I’ve raced bikes since I was twelve. I love

the excitement of winning a race and I enjoy the
speed. I’m also quite good at judo, but I prefer to be
outside in the countryside. My sister is a professional
ice-skater, but I can’t even stand up in a pair of skates!

4   Man: Where has Sue gone this evening – basketball
practice?

      Woman: No dear, that was last night. She was going
to watch Steven play soccer, but then she
remembered that she promised to meet Jane for a
game of tennis.

Unit 8e

Ex. 1 (p. 55)

A: Good morning. Can I help you?
B: Yes, please. Can I exchange these pants? They’re too big.
A: Of course. Can I see the receipt, please?
B: Here you go.
A: What size do you want?
B: Medium. Do you have them in any other colors?
A: Yes, they come in a wide range of colors. Take a look.

Which do you like?
B: I’d like the black ones, please.
A: Here you go. 
A: Thank you. 

Unit 9e

Ex. 3 (p. 61)

Salesclerk: Hello! How may I help you?
Nicky: Hi! I want to buy a camera.
Salesclerk: What kind of camera? A video camera or a
digital video camera?
Nicky: No, I would like the digital camera that comes in
different colors and takes pictures in the dark.
Salesclerk: Oh! Would you like the new 9 megapixel
model or the 12 megapixel model?

Nicky: No, I want the red, 7 megapixel one that’s on sale.
Salesclerk: Oh! I’m afraid that we only have that camera
in blue or pink.
Nicky: Oh! I really wanted the red one.
Salesclerk: Well, we do have the nine megapixel one in
red and it’s only $50 more.
Nicky: I’m sorry, did you say $15 more?
Salesclerk: No that’s $50.
Nicky: OK, I guess I’ll take that one.
Salesclerk: OK. Come with me please.

Unit 10e

Ex. 3 (p. 67)

Deborah: Hello?
Pete: Hi Deborah. It’s Pete. How are you?
Deborah: I’m fine thanks, Pete. So, what are we doing
this Saturday?
Pete: Well, I have a good idea. Let’s go to a concert.
Deborah: Hmm, I don’t feel like going to a concert.
Let’s do something different.
Pete: Oh, OK. Um, why don’t we go to see a talk show at
a TV studio?
Deborah: Sounds good to me! What’s the show about?
Pete: Well, they’re going to bring together pen pals who
live in different parts of the world for the first time.
Deborah: That sounds interesting. I’d like to see that.
What time does the show start?
Pete: It starts at 8:00 pm. My mom is driving me there.
Do you want a ride?
Deborah: No, it’s OK. My dad will drive me. What time
do you want to meet?
Pete: How about 7:00 outside the studio?
Deborah: That’s a little early. How about 7:45?
Pete: OK, see you then! 
Deborah: I’ll be there. I can’t wait!
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Unit 1f

Ex. 3 (p. 14)

I play soccer with my school team every Saturday. I go
to my friend’s house at 9:00. We always eat breakfast at
9:15 and then leave at 9:45. We usually arrive around
10:10. We chat and then practice begins at 10:30. We
finish at 11:50 and then we often hang out at the mall.

Unit 2f

Ex. 4 (p. 20)

It’s very cold today and it’s snowing. Mom, dad, and I
are watching the big Winter Parade. People are
wearing costumes and dancing in the streets. My sister
is ice-skating and my brother is making snow
sculptures. I’m having a great time!

Unit 3f

Ex. 4 (p. 26)

Our teacher asked us to create our own superheroes at
school last week. Mine was called “Danger Woman”.
She wears a red costume with a long, black cape. By
day, she works as a lawyer. But at night she fights
criminals and thieves. She can shoot lasers from her
eyes, see through walls, and fly very fast. Her life is full
of action and everybody thinks she is a hero.

Unit 4f

Ex. 4 (p. 32)

John was alone at home one night when the lights
went out. He lit some candles in his room and tried
calling his parents, but the phone wasn’t working.
Suddenly, he saw two shadows approaching him. Just
as he opened his mouth to scream, the lights came on
and he saw his parents in front of him. He was very
happy to see them.

Unit 5f

Ex. 4 (p. 38)

Global warming is becoming a major problem in the
world. If temperatures continue to rise, we will see
many things happen. Sea levels will rise because of the
melting ice. Rivers will dry up. Animals will lose their
homes and many species may die of hunger or become
endangered or extinct. It is important that we all work
together to slow down global warming and save our
planet.

Unit 6f

Ex. 3 (p. 44)

I love living in New York because it’s such a big city.
Though it’s busier and more expensive than many

cities, there’s so much to do here. You can book tickets
to the theater or go shopping. There is usually a lot of
traffic, so I take the subway because it’s the fastest way
to get around the city. 

Unit 7f

Ex. 3 (p. 50)

John is one of the best football players at his school. He
has been playing football for many years and he has
been the captain of his school team since he was
twelve years old. He’s already won two medals. Though
he hasn’t played on a professional team yet, he hopes
to play for his country one day.

Unit 8f

Ex. 4 (p. 56)

My mom is taking me shopping today. I need to buy
some pants and jeans. I also need a few blouses and
some shoes. I don’t need any T-shirts or dresses
because I already have a lot. I also want to get a few
bracelets and some earrings because I don’t have
many. We’re going to have a lot of fun.  

Unit 9f

Ex. 4 (p. 62)

Video games can be fun. They can improve your
computer skills and logical thinking. On the other hand,
video games can also cause problems. They can make
your eyes sore and cause headaches. That is why you
shouldn’t play them for too many hours. Finally, you
must not forget about your social life and your
homework. Instead, you should try to balance
everything. This way, you will have a healthier life.

Unit 10f

Ex. 5 (p. 68)

I’m doing a lot of fun things with my friends this
weekend! On Friday, we’re going to rent a DVD, Pirates
of the Caribbean: At World’s End. The first two movies
included a lot of adventure, so I think this one will be
great too! On Saturday night, we’re all eating out at my
favorite Italian restaurant! I’ll probably have chicken
and pasta. Then on Sunday, I’m meeting my friends
again. I think we’ll play some music with our band. I
play the drums. I can’t wait until the weekend. It’s
going to be great!
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